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ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY FIELD MANUAL 

SERVICE OF THE PIECE 

CALIBER 50 AA MACHINE GUN 
. 

('This FM 4-135,1 June 191 and War De-manual supersedes ,partment Training Circular No. 22,1943. ) 

CHAPTER1 

GENERAL 

1. PURPOSEAND SCOPE. manual is intended to pre--This
scribe the duties to be performed by the personnel manning 
antiaircraft machine guns, and to explain the mechanical 
action of tie gun and the workings of related materiel so that 
antiaircraft machine-gun equipment may be properly oper-
ated and maintained. 
® 2. REFERENCES.-Publications containing related and addi-
tional information discussed in thison subjects manual, as 
well as other pertinent references, are listed in the appendix. 
This manual be studied in the listedshould conjunction with 
references. 



  

CHAPTER 2 

ANTIAIRCRAFT MACHINE-GUN PERSONNEL 

SECTION I 

ANTIAIRCRAFT MACHINE-GUN CREW 

3. COMPOSITION. -The antiaircraft machine-gun crew is 
the basic unit. The crew consists of the men tonecessary 
properly emplace gun, operate and maintainthe it, it: For 
the water-cooled gun, the crew may at times consist of as few 

as three men: the gunner, the ammunition handler, and the 

water chest operator. (See fig. 1. ) In an emergency two 

or even one man may operate it. If the gun is air-cooled, 
only two men are necessary as there is no water chest oper-
ator. Because of the many type organizations which are 
provided with antiaircraft machine, guns, it is not possible to 

prescribe a drill that covers all situations in the employment 
of the antiaircraft machine gun. The duties of the crew 

FIGURE 1. -Machine-gun crew. 
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as listed herein are stated as though the crew were operating 
as an individual unit. The crew may be part of any AAA 
fire unit. The duties of the crew as listed herein are not 
intended to change, in any way, the drill of the firing unit 
of which the antiaircraft machine-gun crew is a part. 

4. GUNNER.-The gunner is in command of the machine-
gun crew. He is responsible- for the, materiel under his 
charge and for the efficiency and safety of his crew. He 
supervises and assists in the service of the piece, including 

of the gun. He directs and assists in thethe emplacement
work of care and preservation " of the assigned materiel. 
He is responsible for carrying out the specified measures for 
field fortification and camouflage and maintenance of cam-
ouflage discipline. He is responsible for the conduct of 
fire. and personally fires the gun. He is also responsible 

,that hisall safety precautions are observed at weapon. 

p 5., AMMUNITION HANDLER. ammunition handler is re--The 
sponsible for the care and handling of ammunition. He 
assists in putting the gun and mount into or taking them 
out of position. He sees that all ammunition chests are 
full, so long as there is available ammunition. He is charged 
with servicing the gun with ammunition before, during, and 
after firing. He is responsible for the collecting of empty 
cartridge cases and ammunition links. He is the "second 
In command" and acts as gunner in the absence of the 
gunner. 

6. WATER CHEST OPERATOR.-The water chest operator is 
responsible for the care and handling of the water chest 
and water hoses. He keeps the water chest filled and changes 
the water when necessary. He assists in putting the gun 
and mount into or taking them out of position. He also 
assists, when needed, in the loading of ammunition belts 

and boxes and in the gathering of empty cartridge cases 
and ammunition links. In the absence of either the gun-
ner or the ammunition handler, the water chest operator, 

over of ammunitiontakes the duties the handler. If both 

are absent, the water chest operator fires the gun and 
services it to the best of his ability. 

3 
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SECTION II 

DRILL OF MACHINE-GUN CREW 

7. GENERAL.-In all drill tables and notes on drill of the 
machine gun crew, the following abbreviations are used: 

Gunner-G 

Ammunition handler-AH 

Water chest operator-WCO 


The drill as listed here is employed with the M2 water-
cooled gun. Drill is 	 conducted in silence, except for com-

Commands inmands and reports. and reports are given 
a clear and positive manner. Errors are corrected instantly 
and on spot. practiced until all reactionsthe Drill is 	 to 
commands are automatic, instant, and effective. The goal 
in drill is the achigving of the greatest precision and speed 
possible. Drill is conducted at the fastest pace at which 
the gun crew can operate smoothly. A short smart drill 
with meticulous correction of mistakes always preferableis 
to long boring drills in lackadaisical manner.carried out a 

0 8. PREPARE FOR ACTION. -Drill A is used when the M2A1 
or M2 mount is used, 	 drill B when the M3 mount is used. 

a. Drill A.-The machine gun being in firing position in its 
assigned truck--

G commands: PREPARE FOR ACTION, indicates the 
location of the emplacement, and checks to see that the gun 
i not loaded.6tb. 

D r; 1115 
10 
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returns to vehicle, 
places ammunition chest on 
ground, receives gun from 
C and AH and places it on 
water chest. 

C and AH lift 


2. -WCO 

gun cradle 
from pedestal and place it on 
truck floor towards front of 
vehicle. 

and AN disconnect 
water hoses from gun, screw 
caps on hose connections of 
gun. ' 
WCO hoses water 

1.-WCO 

coils on 
chest. 

AH removes ammu ition 

chest from mount, places it 

on floor of vehicle. 

AH and G dismount gun

from cradle. 

WCO dismounts from truck 

and carries water chest and 

hoses 
 to emplacement. 

3. -G and AH push mount to 
rear until WCO can take 
hold of one leg. 
AH dismounts and takes 
hold leg.of second 
Mount is drawn to rear until 
spade of third leg rests on 
edge of the truck. 
G dismounts and takes 
remaining leg. 
G. All. and WCO carry 
mount to designated em-
placement. 
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4,, G again mounts vehicle and 
moves cradle 
vehicle. 

to rear of 

AH and it tocarryWCO itposition, and mount on 
pedestal. 
G dismounts, takes gun
front water chest and with 
aid of AH mounts it In 
cracZle. 

8"-The machine gun crew In 
action. 

connects water hoses 
to gun.
AH connects ammunition 
chest. 
G to Ere 

5. -WCO 

takes place ready 
gun. 
AH and WCO remove addi-
tional ammunition chests, 
water containers, link load-
ing machine, and spare 
parts from truck. 

Truck is moved to deeig-

nated parking area. 


FIGURE 2. -Preparing for action. 

7 
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b. Drill B (used with M3 mount). B is similar to drill -Drill 
A except the gun is not removed from the cradle. 0 unlocks 
the 	 cradle lock, the cradle and gun are disconnected from 
the mount and placed in the forward part of the truck body. 
The 	 mount is carried to the designated place as in drill A. 
The three crew members then return and carry the cradle 
and gun and mount it on the pedestal. G locks the cradle 
lock. During the emplacing, the azimuth motion of the gun 
should be locked. 

EXAMINE EQUIPMENT. --The gun being emplaced and de-
ýQ,"tails at their posts-

commands: EXAMINE EQUIPMENT, pulls machine-gun 
operating handle to rear, releases and presses the trigger, 
to insure that gun will fire-examines firing pin striker 
for possible break or improper protrusion-checks oil 
buffer adjustment and insures that backplate is com-
pletely closed and latched-insures that lower recoil 
locking latch on lower right rear of the M2 or M2A1 
mount is released-again pulls operating handle to rear 
and releases--checks head space adjustment-checks 
timing adjustment-insures that backplate buffer ad-
justing screw is tight-loads gun and, with operating 
handle, works several rounds through gun to insure 
proper feeding and loading-where situation permits, 
fires short burst at high angle, in safe field of fire, in 
örder 	 ifto test gun-unloads-makes adjustment neces-
sary-checks condition' and alinement of antiaircraft 
sight (if furnished) -checks spare parts chest to see 
that it is complete.

AH 	 sees that there is one ammunition chest on gun and there 
is another full chest conveniently close by-checks re-
serve ammunition and sees that ammunition belts are 
properly folded into chest with double link ahead (if 
metal links are used) -insures that belts feed freely 
through feed opening in chests-tests feed pawl spring 
and holding pawl spring by pressing with fingers-
examines feed lever stud and bolt cam grooves for burs 
and excessive wear-sees that bolt switch is set for left 
hand feed-examines extractor and extractor switch for 

8 
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flaws, burs, and faulty or missing springs-insures that 
automatic cartridge aliner is securely in place, and 
springs work freely-sees that metallic link chute is in 
proper alinement and that the link bag is attached (if 
metal links are being used). When all checks have been 
made he reports, "Ammunition in order. " 

\VCO inspects water chest to see that it is filled and pumps 
water through gun-checks to see that all water plugs 

tight-checks hose for leaksand hose connections are 
and straightens out kinks. When all checks have been 
made he reports, "Water chest in order. " 

If any defects are found and reported they are corrected 
without delay. When defects have been corrected, a 
report to that effect is made. 

10. LOAD. 
G commands: LOAD, raises the cover and unclamps the 

cradle. 
AH opens the ammunition chest and feeds the end of the 

ammunition belt into the receiver until one round is 
beyond the belt holding pawl.

O 	 lowers the cover and pulls the operating handle back 
twice. 

11. 	TARGET. Upon seeing a target any member of the crew 
commands: TARGET the target.and points at -

0 locates the target and tracks it. 

12. COMMENCE FIRING. 
G 	 commands: FIRE, continuously presses trigger and 

tracks target-if stoppages occur he clears them. 
AH aids in clearing stoppages-replaces ammunition 

chests as required--removes, empties, and replaces link 
'1. baLy when necessary 

alto continuously cranks water pump handle. 

e 13. CEASE FIRING. 

G, commands: CEASE FIRING-releases trigger, and con-
tinues to track target. 
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AH replaces ammunition chest with a full one if one 
on gun is not completely full-removes, empties, and 
replaces link bag if necessary.

WCO continues to operate water chest. 

Y1 14. CEASE TRACKING. 

G commands: CEASE FIRING-releases trigger and ceases 
.7 to track target-clamps cradle and unloads gun. 

AH helps unload gun-replaces belt in chest, closes top 
of chest, and replaces chest if necessary-removes link 
bag, empties links into a suitable container, and re-
places link bag. 


WCO to handle for'
continues crank of water chest about 
20 full turns-f ills water chest if necessary.

G, AH, and WCO load ammunition belts and chests if the 
situation permits. 0 

* 15. REST. 
G commands: REST, carries out instructions as to air 

guards, manning details, reliefs, gas discipline, camou-
flage, and internal security. He makes sure that full 
advantage is taken of the opportunity by the crew to 
improve position, prepare ammunition, and make tests 
and adjustments. The crew should be given a chance 
to relax and rest, but the command RESTdoes not mean 
loaf. 

AH and WCO carry out instructions of gunner. 

R 16. MARCH ORDER. Drill machine gun being-a. A.-The

in firing positiba in its emplacement-


G commands: MARCH ORDER, orders truck moved from 
parking area. to a point as close to gun as possible-
checks to see that gun is not loaded. 

b H. and WCO disconnect water hoses from gun and screw 
caps on hose connections of gun. 

, &WCO coils water hoses on water chest. 
H removes ammunition chest from mount. 

and AH dismantle gun from cradle-place gun on water 
chest-lift cradle from pedestal, carry it to vehicle, and 
place on truck. 

10 
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mounts truck-moves to forward of truckcradle part 
body-dismoürits. 

G, 	 AH, and WCO each takes one leg of mount and carry 
to truck. 

G rests spade of leg he is carrying on edge of truck-

mounts truck-takes, hold, of leg resting on truck. 

AH, and WCO move mount to its traveling position in 
truck body.

AH mounts truck. 
G and AH mount cradle on pedestal. 
WCO takes gun from water chest and carries to truck. 
G and AH take gun from WCO and mount gun in'cradle. 

box 	 from to truck.WCO carries ammunition emplacement 
AH takes box from WCO and hangs it onammunition 

mount-dismounts. 

to fire.
G takes position ready 

AH and WCO carry water chest, ammunition boxes, water 
'containers, ' and spare parts to truck-mount truck-

to travel.connect hoses to gun and take places ready 

The 	drill is similar to the emplacement drill except that it 
reverse. 

Drill B (used with M3 mount). B is similar to
-DrillG drill'A except that the gun is not removed from the cradle. 

G unlocks the cradle lock, the cradle and gun are discon-
nected from the mount and carried to the truck by G, AH, 
and WCO where it is placed in the forward part of the truck 
body. The three crew members then return and carry the 
mount to the truck as in drill A, and mount the cradle and 
gun on the pedestal. G locks the cradle lock and the drill is 
completed as in drill A. 

11 17. UNLOADING GUN -The procedure in unloading the gun 
is to raise the cover, remove the ammunition belt, and retract 
the bolt. Make a visual inspection of the feedway, T-slot, 
and 	 chamber to insure that the gun is unloaded. 

18. ALTERNATE METHOD OF EMPLACING -When there are as 
many to help in the emplacing of theas six men available 
machine gun it is desirable that the gun and mount be 

11 
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removed from its vehicle as a unit. This is easily done with 
the M2, M2A1, and M3 mounts by having two men lift each 
leg of the tripod and set the mount and gun in position. (See 
fig. 3. ) The gun may easily be returned to a traveling posi-
tion in the vehicle in the same manner when MARCH ORDER has 
been given. By using this method of emplacing the machine 
gun, the gun is out of action for only a matter of seconds and 
there is a minimum loss of machine-gun protection. ' This 
method of emplacing the gun or placing it on its vehicle 
should be used whenever there are sufficient men, even if 
men other than those assigned to the machine-gun crew 
are utilized. 

12 
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of emplacing. FICVRE 3. -Alternate method 
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19. AcTiox ON THE MARCH. and fire action on the-Drill 

march are conducted in the same manner and by the same 
commands. When there is possibility of hostile air action 
during a march, the gun is manned continuously, and the 
crew keep a careful watch for enemy aircraft. (See fig. 4. ) 
At the command, TARGET,by any member of the crew or 
by any other person traveling in the column, the gunner
directs the driver to stop his truck or take such other action 
as may be necessary. Before the march is begun each crew 
member is assigned a sector which he is to watch. 

`. ° ýý... 

FIGURE C -Action on the march. 

ýG ý'IN 
20. PREPARATIONOF POSITION.--The preparation of position.

is discussed in FM 4-102. The selected position must have 
the maximum possible concealment. The personnel, weapons, 
and equipment must have the maximum possible protection 
consistent with the efficient employment of the materiel. 
Personnel are never needlessly exposed. The amount of pro- 
tection largely depends the terrainand concealment upon 

and the time available. 
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21. CHANGES OF POSITION. units are often-Machine-gun
compelled to make frequent and rapid changes of position. 
All machine-gun units must be trained to perform all duties 
connected with emplacement, march order, and preparing 
to open fire with the greatest possible speed. Drills in com-
petition with other squads or against time are valuable in 
attaining the required speed. 

22. VERSATILITY OF PERSONNEL.-Each man must know his 
exact duties under all possible conditions and in all possible 
situations. Drill should be held under simulated combat 
conditions, and as much realism as possible should be in-
jected into the drill. The knowledge of the complete drill 
by each man must be insisted upon so that the operation of 
the gun may be carried on so long as there is one man to 
Operate it. It is important that not only the men assigned 
to the machine gun but also all other men of the organization
know the weapon and how to man it. 

SECTION III 

SELECTION OF PERSONNEL 

R 23. DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS.-The men of the antiair-
craft machine-gun crew, and particularly the gunner, must 
be carefully selected. However, as all members of the crew 
must, of necessity, act as gunners in the absence or disable-
ment of the gunner, all should be chosen with that thought 
in mind. A machine gunner must be mentally alert and have 
good vision. In addition, he must have considerable agility 
and strength and must be particularly well coordinated. He 
must be intelligent that he understands the necessity forso 
and the determination of proper leads. He must possess eye-
hand-mind coordination so that he can manipulate the 
mount while viewing the target and determining the proper
lead. He must be a good gun mechanic so that he may main-
tain the gun and mount properly. A mediocre marksman 
who maintains his gun properly is obviously better than a 
good marksman who cannot keep his gun operating. He 
must be able to think and act calmly and retain all his 

17 
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faculties when exposed to the noise, shock, and excitement 
of firing. 

1 24. FIRING TESTS.-No man should be chosen as a machine 

gunner until he has been given firing tests. During firing 
tests, the of individual to thereaction the shock and sound 
of be to thegunfire Hisshould noted. ability manipulate 
mount and point the gun smoothly and accurately should 
be observed. His ability to quickly "pick up" the target, 
track it, estimate a lead, and fire on it must be considered. 
His immediate reaction to failures or stoppages should be 
noted. 

25. QUALIFIED PERSONNEL ONLY. -The care and time spent 
cn the selection of gunners pay dividends in combat. Merely 
because the machine-gun crew is part of a larger firing 
unit, it must not be considered of secondary importance. 
The the bestselection of qualified men as machine gunners 
is of primary importance. Men must not be assigned as 
machine gunners because they do not qualify for any other 
duty. 

SECTION IV 

TRAINING OF PERSONNEL 

R 26. PHASES of TRAINING. training is di-of personnel 
vided into two phases: Preliminary training and firing. As 

-The 

many men as possible should receive the training so that 
the maximum number of men qualify as machine gunners. 
The personnel that prove most apt must be given particular 
attention and should be assigned to the machine-gun crews. 

If 27. PRELIMINARY TRAINING. -During the preliminary train-
ing phase, all personnel should be trained thoroughly. They 
are taught the uses of the weapon, its general character-

and operates. receive practicalistics, how it They intensive 
training in adjustments and trouble shooting. Some of this 
training should be done in the dark and under actual or 
simulated field conditions. During this training, they are 
taught to care for and maintain their gun properly. Film 
strips and are valuable aids to training.training films 

18 
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28. TRAINING SCHEDULE.-The preliminary phase of train-
ing should follow an orderly schedule and should thoroughly 
prepare the gunner for the actual firings thatprospective 
are to follow. As much time as is necessary should be spent 
on each subject to insure that every man completely under-
stands it. The men must be impressed during this period 
with the fact that no man is a satisfactory gunner unless 
he the keep it in firingcan properly maintain materiel and 
condition. The following is a suggested sequence of prelim-
inary training: 

I. Introduction. -General characteristics and specifications 
of the machine gun, caliber 50, M2, its uses; and its impor-
tance . 

as a military weapon.
II. General description. general description of the gun-A 

and the six main groups.
III. General functioning. brief description of the com--A 

plete cycle of operation of the gun. 
IV. Functions and details. -A. Detailed description of the 

gun by. groups and parts.
B. Function of each group and part in the operation of 

the gun.
V. Detailed functioning. A detailed description "of the-A. 

complete cycle of operation of the gun, step by step, covering
firing, firing,recoiling, counterrecoiling, cocking, automatic 
feeding, and extracting and ejecting. 

VI. Disassembly and assembly. -A detailed stripping and 
assembly of the gun. This should be as practical as possible. 
Every prospective gunner should be able to disassemble and 
assemble the gun under all possible conditions before this 
stage of training is considered complete. The change of 
feed from left to right or right to left should be taught at 
this time. 

VII. Adjustments. -A. Head space adjustment. -This ad-
Justment must be taught practically so that each man is 
certain how to make the adjustment with and without the 
use of the head space gage. 

B. Timing. man must know how to use the timing
-Each 

gage. 
to pack the frontC. Packing. -All men should be required

and rear packing glands. "" 

19 
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D. Rate of fire. -Each man must be taught how to adjust 
the rate of fire and to understand the functioning of the 
oil buffer tube. 

VIII. 	 Stoppages. -This training must be practical and in-
the degrees theclude or positions of stoppages, causes of 

stoppages, immediate action to correct stoppages, and the 
maintenance or precautions necessary to prevent stoppages. 

IX. Care and cleaning. -A. Importance and proper method 
of keeping the gun clean and lubricated. 

B. Points to be observed before, during, and after firing. 
X. Antiaircraft machine-gun mounts. -A. Types and uses 

of antiaircraft machine-gun mounts. 
B. Physical make-up, disassembly, and assembly of the 

type mount to be used. 
C. Care and maintenance of the mount. 
D. Adjustment of the recoil and side plate trigger mech-

anisms and the importance thereof. 
M. 	 Ammunition. Types of antiaircraft machine-gun-A. 


ammunition and their uses. 

B. Care, handling, preservation, and storage of ammu-

nition. 
C. Importance of the careful inspection of ammunition, 


ammunition links, and/or ammunition belts. 

D. Operation of the link loading machine and/or belt 

loading machine. 
XII. Water chest and water hoses.-A. Operation of the 

water chest and its physical make-up.
B. Care and preservation of chest and hoses. 
XIII. Spare parts and accessories. -A. Importance of and 

the need for a complete supply of the necessary parts and 
accessories. 

B. Uses of the tools. 
XIV. Manipulation of the gun and mount. -Practical 

training in the handling of the gun and mount until pro-
f iency is developed in the tracking of all possible types 

ff targets under all possible firing conditions. 
I-

29. MANIPULATION WEAPON. to ma-OF -The ability fire a 
chine gun effectively is directly dependent on hand-eye co-
ordination. Practice alone will develop this. The machine 

20 
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gunners must develop a "feel" of their weapons to get on 
targets lead them just as aand smoothly and accurately

tennis 
 player places his shots without looking at his racket. 

In order to develop this skill, moving targets must be tracked 

frequently. 
 Airplanes, birds, and moving ground vehicles 
should be utilized as tracking targets. For training methods, 
setMFM 415 

1-31SU. FIRING. -For antiaircraft machine-gun training, there 
is no substitute for firing. When the preliminary phase of 
training is complete, actual firing is begun. However, be-
cause the forof limited amounts of ammunition available 
training, it is sometimes necessary to simulate firing or to 
substitute the firing of a 30 caliber machine gun. At the .present time, the only adequate training device for machine 
gunners is the antiaircraft machine-gun trainer M9. 

31. 30 CALIBER FIRING. -The 30 caliber machine gun is ex-. .tremely valuable in the training of antiaircraft gunners.
Usually, the earlier firing is done with this weapon; however. 
training that includes only firing with the 30 caliber gun is 

.incomplete. This is due to the difference in bal-operation,

listics, 
 and tracer appearance between the two guns. The 
greatest difference is caused by using the 30 caliber gun on . 
a 50 caliber mount. The present 50 caliber mounts are . .
shock absorbing. The 50 caliber gun recoils and a stationary
.
side plate trigger is used. These mounts when used for the 

The 

is inoperative The 

. 
30 caliber gun serve only as supports. recoil mechanism 

and the side plate mechanism is not used. 
caliber 30 gun must be fired by use of the pistol type trigger,.
with the right hand, instead of using the side plate trigger 
located at hip height the left side of the back rest bracket.on 

50 
. 

When using the 30 caliber gun on a caliber mount, a .standard counterweight adapter cradle is used. 

32. FAULTY TRAINING METHODS. -Static firing and firing 
: service ammunition on miniature ranges must not be used as 
training 

methods. Not only is it a waste of costly and scarce 
ammunition, but it is if not harmful, to the anti-valueless,
aircraft Likewise, AA firing without usemachine gunner.
of tracers (except at balloons) is obviously wasteful and. 
useless for training; errors cannot be seen and corrected, and 
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although a few hits may be obtained, the gunner never knows 
vjýt what time and with what lead these hits were obtained. 

33. SEQUENCE OF FIRING TRAINING. -The firing phase of 
training must follow an orderly sequence as did the pre-, 
liminary phase. The training should progress according to 
the target used. The usual order of progression for machine 
gunner training follows: 

a. Antiaircraft machine gun trainer M9. 
b. Free balloons. 
c. Tower sleeve or flag targets. 
d. Radio controlled airplane targets. 
C. Rocket targets. 
j. Antimechanized targets. 

$ 34. AA MACHINE GUN TRAINER M9. Purpose. AA--a. --The 
machine gun a which givestrainer M9 is training device 

extensive and practical training prior to actual firing. 
b. Description. trainer has the external appearance--The 

of a caliber. 50 machine gun, water-cooled. It fires plastic 
pellets, white for daylight and red for nighttime. In order 
to see the red pellets in the dark they must be illuminated 
by ultraviolet light which makes them fluorescent. The gun
is operated by compressed air. A scale model airplane is 
moved across a screen simulate various courses.to Sound 

Q trainer M9.l, t> FicvaE 5. -AA machine-gun
_0 V,. . -. CAd 22 d, 
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effects are furnished to reproduce the firing noise of the 
machine gun and battle sounds. An electrical vibrating 
machine the backplate to vibrate in the same manner 
as firing (See fig. 5. ) The range to the 

causes 
a machine gun. 

model is 50 feet. At this range, the target, time of flight, 

and trajectory are all proportionate to a scale 30 to 1 
(simulated range=500 yds). 

kept small. The trainer re-are 
quires three men: the machine gunner, the operator of the 
target the 

C. Use.-Training groups 

towing mechanism, and the operator of sound 
effects. As it is impossible to give instruction during the 
firing because of sound effects, the instructor gives necessary 
instructions before firing begins and at suitable intervals be-
tween courses. Instruction should emphasize that the leads 
taken with the trainer are the same as with the actual ma-
chine gun. However, the greater relative brilliance of the 
tracers may give the gunners a false impression that trainer 
leads appear smaller. Gunners should not sight along the 
barrel. Instead the eyes should be concentrated on the model 
plane and the tracer stream near it. Gunners must practice 

onindividual tracer control the trainer just as they would 
when firing the machine gun. Gunners should wear a pair 

In thisof glasses, one glass of which is opaqued or covered. 
manner depth preception, which is considerable at the short 

the trueranges involved, is made to more closely approximate 
conditions. The trainer develops hand-eye coordination so 
that the gunner instinctively traverses and elevates (or de-
presses) the in tracking. Itgun smoothly and accurately
also demonstrates the necessity of adequate opening leads 
since the gunner quickly discovers that it is much easier to 
drop back the target than to catch up. The target rateon 
can be varied at will, simulating actual target speeds. By 
changing the relative positions of the target and trainer a 

By changing the target great variety of courses are possible. 

support wire, the target can be made 'to dive at any desired 

'angle. 


d. Advanced training. men who show the greatest-Those
promise in preliminary phase of training on the trainer M9 
should training. More complexbe given more advanced 

CasualtyCourses under difficult conditions are simulated. 
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drills (see par. 47) and operation with gas masks should be 
given as part of the training. The variety of courses should 
be increased and mixed up. Night as well as day practice' 
snoula ae given. As mucn realism as possible snouia ae in-
jetted in the advanced training. 

e. Records. -During the training period on the trainer' ' 1419,records should be kept on the performance of each man. 
The purpose of these records is to determine the relative 
ability of each man. Type of course, number of courses, hits, 

yrrA yj, gýllerally sufficient. 
35. FIRING AT BALLOONs. --Free balloons are an excellent 1 

a ý3reliminary training target. When released in a wind, they 41- 1
permit firing at a moving aerial target. Firing at balloons 

gives only limited training in manipulation of the mount 
but serves to give the gunner a chance to observe the normal 
trajectory and time of flight. Hits immediately apparentare 

and adjustment possible. must remembered
is It be that 
balloons have value only as a preliminary training target. 
A minimum of time and ammunition should be spent on 
balloon firings. 

rný...T.. ncý T.. 
ýý. ý. ý. ý ý.. ýJ -1-- _.. -93- 4--4- 1. Lý 1 36. TOWED TARGETS -Towed sleeve or flag targets fulfillý. _1aiI the _

requirements of an intermediate training target to a great 
extent. are somewhat speed andThey limited in because 
of safety reasons all combat type courses cannot be flown. T1 

Despite the limitations, firing at towed targets is of great 
value, and all gunners should have ample opportunity for 
this type of firing. When it is necessary for several gunners 
to fire at one target, bullets dipped in specially prepared 
printer's inks of different color should be used. Hits obtained 
on the target by each gunner may be identified by the color. 
(See sec. IV, ch. 5. ) 

® 37. RADIO CONTROLLED AIRPLANEs. --Radio controlled air-
plane targets may be compared with towed targets, in that 
they offer approximately the same training opportunities 
and are limited somewhat in speed. On the other hand, 
they are maneuverable, independent of airplane safety con-
siderations, and instantly controlled as desired. Practice on 
any type of course, including diving courses, is possible, and 
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hits on a vulnerable part of the plane are apparent. This. 
type of target is for intermediate training.excellent 

38. ROCKET TARGETS.-The rocket target, at the present
time, most closely fulfills the requirements for a machine-gun 
antiaircraft target. It is the only target that approaches 
service speeds. Courses are limited little by safety regula-
tions, but the small size of the rocket and its curved course 
of flight somewhat limit its training value. The experi-
ence of firing on a target of this speed is invariably shocking 
and enlightening to gunners trained on slow targets. In 
fact, actual discouragement may be expected in the early 
stages of this of training. Generally, rockets usedphase are 
for advanced training and the ammunition of untrained gun-
ners is not wasted on this high speed target. 

" 39. ANTIMECHANIZED TARGETS.-Firings are conducted at 
antimechanized targets. Targets may be improvised by 
mounting a tank silhouette on wheels and towing it with a 
fast-moving Trainedvehicle. antiaircraft machine gunners 
should experience no difficulty in developing firing skill 
against this type of target; however, the training should not 
be treated lightly it is importance inas often of primary
the'combat zone. 

® 40. SPACING OF GuNs.-Machine guns are spaced at a 
considerable distance from one another so that gunners fir-
ing on the same course may readily identify their tracer tra-.jectory. To obtain full benefit from firing at a towed target, 

on a firing linea radio controlled airplane or a rocket, guns 
are spaced at least 200 yards apart.

GUN 
41. firing isPOINTING.-Accuracy of machine-gun

dependent primarily on the ability of the gunner to aim
the barrel of the gun the correct distance ahead of the nose 
of the target along its direction of flight. This correct dis-
tance, which changes constantly throughout the course of 
the target, is lead, the distance that the target will travelorduring the time of flight of the projectile. A complete dis-
cussion be found of the computation and use of leads may
in FM 4-110 and 4-151. 
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42. OBSERVATION of FIRE. -When firing at aerial targets, 

using ball ammunition alone, there is no way to determine 
where the shots are going. This difficulty is partially solved 
by using a certain percentage, normally 20 percent, of tracer 
ammunition. The bullet trajectory can be readily observed, 
but its to the target is difficultposition with relation still 
to determine. This latter difficulty is of importance, fovital 
the high speed and maneuverability of machine-gun targets 
have, up to the present time, made accurate data computa 

i,tion impracticable. Effective fire is dependent on fire adjust 
ment based on observation of tracers. 

`1* 43. INDIVIDUAL TRACER CONTROL. -Individual tracer control 
is a method of fire control in which each gunner observes 
the tracer trajectory of his own gun and makes the necessary 
corrections in pointing to bring his fire on to the target and 
keep it there. (See Fiji 4-110 and FM 4-151. ) 

It 44. USE of GLASSES-The gunner's ability to observe 
tracers may be increased by having him. use red eyeglasses 
or goggles. Under certain conditions of light, amber or neu-, 
tral colored glasses may help but red is usually the best; 
Red glasses are particularly' useful against a very bright 
sy or green vegetation. 

fit 45. CoACxrvc -During instructional firing, it is necessary 
to have instructors or experienced gunners coach the trainee. 
The coach endeavors to describe the true relationship of the 
tracer to the target. The language used to describe the rela-
tionship of the tracer to the target must be standardized to 
prevent confusion and misunderstanding. The following 
terms are used: 


Ahead-The tracer passes to the front of the target 

along its course of travel. 

Astern-The tracer passes to the rear of the target 
along its of travel.course 

Right-The tracer passes to the right of the target on 
an incoming course only. 

Left-The tracer passes to the left of the target on an 
incoming course only. 
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High--The tracer passes the target above the line of 
sight.

Low-The tracer passes the target below the line of 
sight.

Hit-The bullet passes through the target. 
Tracers that pass ahead and astern of the target are the 
result of an incorrect lead and are more sense.difficult to 

Shots that 
 pass high, low, right, or left are usually more 
apparent. 

46. REALISTIC lowTRAINING. --Surprise attacks at very alti-
tudes and extremely short ranges, and diving attacks can be 
expected during combat. Every opportunity must be taken 
therefore to train the gunners for these attacks. The require-
ments firing towed targetsof safety normally prevent at 
on these type courses. Radio controlled airplanes and rocket 
targets be for this training. be 
simulated at high speed, low-flying, and diving airplanes. 

can utilized Firing should 

When sufficient flying missions are available, special missions 
can be allotted during which these flown. Whencourses are 
flying missions are limited, a few courses of this type can 
be flown before the target is let out, on a towing mission or 
after the target has been dropped and the towing mission 
complete. Care be taken that live ammunition ismust no 
near the gun, and that the gun is unloaded, when tracking 
the airplane. 

0 47. CASUALTY DRILLS. -Drills should be held in which 
casualties When man has been declaredare simulated. one 
a casualty, his must be promptly filled. Drills shouldplace
also be conducted in which casualties are not replaced and 
the fre-crew operates shorthanded. Drills are conducted 
quently loss of timeso that casualties cause a minimum 
and a minimum amount of confusion. 

48. AIRCRAFT RECOGNITION. Every member of the ma--a.chine-gun thecrew must be capable of recognizing various 
'aircraft. low altitudesHigh-speed airplanes operating at 
are in the field of fire for seconds only. Recognition must 
be instantaneous, the airplane is gone before itotherwise 
can be engaged. An airplane must be recognized as a unit 
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(that is. by its "total form") by bynot analvzinLr or the 
use of individual characteristics. (See FM 30-30. ) Rec-
ognition training depends 	 upon proper instruction and cone 
tinuous practice. ib. A number of training aids are available to assist i13 
Instruction. There are training films, film strips, and film 
slides (see FM 21-7). Scale models of airplanes, ` posters! 
clippings from papers and magazines, all can be worked 
into the instruction. Since the majority of targets en-
gaged by machine guns are head on, this view should be" 
stressed in studying the various airplanes from different` 
angles of aspect. The actual airplane both on the ground 
and in the air must be studied. 

c. The goal is to enable every man to instinctively recog-j
nize airplanes the instant he sees them. 

SECTION V 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONSýý 
)  49. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS.-il. Safety precautions to be 

observed in training are prescribed in AR 750-10 and FAT 
4-118. The principles indicated should be applied under 
combat conditions where circumstances permit.

b. The following precautions are prescribed in training 
for the safety of towing airplanes or personnel on the firing 
line: .(1) At the command CEASE FIRING, the ammunition han-
dler hits the gunner smartly on the back or hand. IA 
some cases it may be necessary to physically remove the 
gunner's 	 hand, from the trigger. 


is allowed'near ,
(2) No live ammunition the emplacements 
except when firing is to take place. 

"3) The covers on all machine guns are partially raised 
and the guns unloaded except when the guns are firing or 
are about to fire. 

(4). When tracking a target, the gunner does not touch 
the trigger until his sights are alined with the target and 
the field of fire has been indicated as safe. 
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(5) At the bebeginning of courses, machine guns must
kept depressed considerably below the elevation of the 
towing airplane until it has cleared the line of sight. 

(6) While a stoppage is being cleared, the machine gun
is pointed at a safe part of the field of fire. This require-
ment does not prevent continued tracking of the target so
long as the field of fire is safe. 

(7) Men are trained always to pass in rear of the gun
ßoing from one side to the other. 

1*8) If malfunctioning of the gun causes it to fire continu-
ously while the trigger is not being pressed, the firing can be 
ha! ted by grasping the ammunition belt and twisting it withforce so that the rounds cannot enter the feedway, or by 
pulling and holding the belt to the rear.

(9) During training firing where guns are arranged to sim-
ulate combat positions, extreme care must be taken to observe 
every possible precaution against accident to personnel. The 
measures taken include the use of machine-gun pits, sand-
bags, and minimum elevation stops fer the machine guns.

(10) In all cases where aerial targets are towed over or 
close to the gun positions at low altitudes, provision must
be made for the safety of personnel against a dragging tow-
line The cable may drag if the target is accidentallycable.

eased or when the last target is dropped. 

ý'ýq 11) On 
 a misfire, always wait 10 seconds before raising
the to avoid the possibility of a delayed explosion takingcover 
place after the cartridge 'has- been removed from the 

amber.
ä.d12) Before dismounting guns before any man is per-or
mitted to pass in front of the firing line, clearance must be 
given by passes a 'ramrod down the barrel toan officer who insure that there is no round in the chamber. 
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CHAPTER 3 

BROWNING MACHINE GUN, CALIBER 50, M2 . 

SECTION I 

CHARACTERISTICS AND DATA 

M 50. GENERAL. -The basic antiaircraft machine gun is the 
Browning machine gun, caliber 50, M2, water-cooled. There .is another type of antiaircraft machine gun, the machine 
gun, caliber .50, M2, heavy barrel. The guns are basically
the same and for that reason only the caliber 50; M2, water-.cooled gun is discussed fully in this manual. The uses of the 
other gun as well as the differences between the two types, are 
discussed in section V of this chapter. 

0 51. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GUN. The Browning-a. ma-' 
50, M2, ischine gun, caliber water-cooled, a highly efficient 

automatic weapon built to precision standards. In order to 
properly' maintain and adjust the gun, it is essential that its 

be thoroughly 

. 

mechanical action understood. It is an alter-
nate feed gun and as such may be fed from either the right 
or left side. Manual cocking and loading of the gun is neces 
sary before it is ready to function automatically. It is fired 
by a mechanical accessory or by a manual trigger and trigger' 
bar. While firing, all mechanical action is automatically 
performed gun of general character-isticsby the itself. Some the 


of the 
 gun are: 

Weight of gun (with 121.5 pounds. 

water).


Weight of gun (with- 100.5 pounds. 

out water).

Weight of bullet 750 grains (1.71 ounces).
Weight of powder 200 grains (0.46 ounce). 

charge. 
Weight of cartridge__ 4.20 ounces. 
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Weight of 100 car- 30.25 pounds. 

tridges in metallic 

links. 


`J4Weight of barrel----- 16 pounds. 

Length of barrel: 45 inches. 

Number of lands 8. 


in 15 inches.Twist, right-hand____ 1 turn 

Over-all length----- 65.93 inches. 


_ 2,900 feet per second (approxi-
mate) with M2 ammunition.Muzzle velocity _____ýI Z, beu ieel, per bcevuu kakJNiu+i-

ý mate) with Ml ammunition. 
ýk Rate of fire-- 600 rounds per minute (ap-

proximate).
Maximum range----- 7,500 yards (4.25 miles) (ap-

proximate). 

b. The general appearance of this gun may be noted in 
figure top6, which shows and side views of the water-cooled 
gun. 

SECTION II 

GENERAL OPERATION 
52. GENERAL OPERATION.-Although the 50 caliber antiair-. tocraft machine gun is an automatic weapon, it is necessary

manually it the Assume"cock" to start operating sequence.
that the gun is cocked, and that the first cartridge is in its 
firing theposition in the chamber in the rear portion of gun
barrel. When the cartridge is fired, the burning powder ex-
erts a tremendous pressure. This pressure reaches 50,000 
pounds that driving force ofper square inch which means a 
5 tons pushes the bullet out of the barrel. This same force 
tries to towarddrive the cartridge case out of the chamber 
the rear. Such action, however, is prevented by the bolt 
Which is positively locked against the rear of the cartridge 

is fired the-case at the instant of firing. When the cartridge
force boltof recoil the barrel, barrel extension, andcarries

(known distance. 

This as the recoiling portion) backward a short 

barrelmotion the bolt from the barrel andunlocks 
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extension. The bolt continues to move toward the rear 
against a spring (which a moment later serves to drive the 
bolt forward). The empty case is withdrawn by the bolt 
from the barrel chamber and the next cartridge is extracted 
from the supply belt. The rearward motion of the bolt is 
checked and as the spring drives it forward the empty case 

the barrelis ejected and the next cartridge is moved into 
chamber. The oil buffer checks the short, rearward motion 
of the barrel and barrel extension. The compressed oil buffer 
spring now pushes the barrel and barrel extension forward. 
This motion locks the bolt to the barrel. The last forward 
motion of the bolt and barrel causes the firing pin to strike 
the cartridge, if the sear is released. This cycle continues 
as long as trigger action is maintained and as long as am-
munition is supplied. For a detailed description of the 
mechanical cycle, see section IV of this chapter. 

IIISECTION 
NOMENCLATURE, DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY 

53. GROUPS. For convenience in instruction in the no--a. 
menclature, operation, and care and maintenance of the 50 . 
caliber machine gun, the gun is divided into six main groups 
or assemblies: 

! 1) Casing group.
(2) Backplate group.
(3) Bolt group.
(4) Oil buffer group.
(5) Barrel group.extension
(6) Cover group.
b. Each group is composed of a number of components or 

parts which function together and is usually assembled or 
disassembled as a unit. 

54. GENERAL. The disassembling, assembling, and ad-
--a.iusting of the gun duties which are performedmachine are

daily during the care and maintenance of the gun. 
isb. Removal from the gun, or field stripping,of groupsthe disassembling of the machine gun into its several part 

groups (see fig. 8). The various part groups may be similarly 
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disassembled into their several parts. This is not normalll 
done except where parts must be repaired or replaced, Of 
before the of thecleaning and oiling component parts. 

c. In all disassembling and assembling, proper tools fo 
the performance of the job must be employed. Failure to dö 
this can cause considerable damage to the materiel. For field 
stripping, a cartridge is the only tool required. For com" 
plete disassembling, a pair of pliers, a monkey wrench, a com! 
bination wrench (or separate wrenches), and a screw drivel 
r7f a CllifnhIn ei7nQaa, ý nrn rnnocc..cooWa_v. -mssW UWaVWNýIi Waý, aaca. a 

Q_ - -- -. ý.. 
.. 

ý, 55. 	
.... 

-	 REMOVING GROUPS FROM GUN. -The cover may be re 
moved or left assembled to the gun as desired. To remove 
the cover, release the cover latch and raise the cover. With 
draw the cotter pin from the cover pin. Pull- out the covef 
pin and remove the cover. Release the backplate latch loc1 
and latch and lift out the backplate. Press forward ands 
away from the side plate on the end of the driving springs
rod to release the retaining pin in the head of the rod from 
the hole in the side plate. Draw the bolt to the until'rear 
the bolt stud can be withdrawn through the opening in the' 
right side of the receiver of the gun. Remove the complete
bolt from the rear end of the casing. "Compress the oil' 
buffer spring lock, using a cartridge point inserted through'
the hole in the right side plate, and remove the oil buffer, 1 
barrel extension, and barrel assembly from the rear of the' 
VaOiiig. j. -FU eu vile ou riuner group from me oarrei exten-
sion by pressing the accelerator forward. (See fig. 9. ) 

M 56. REPLACING GRouPs IN GuN. -Lock the bufferoil assemblyi 
to the barrel extension by holding the accelerator up under' 
une carrel extension snanK, start the Dreecn locK ciepressors
into the guideways in the barrel extension, and press for-
ward, allowing the barrel extension shank to engage in theme 
cross groove of the piston rod. Push forward on the oil
buffer until it is fully locked to the barrel extension. Insert 
the barrel, barrel extension, and oil buffer assembly as a unit 
into the casing, pushing it forward until the oil buffer spring'
lock seats in the recess in the right side plate. Press the 
cocking lever forward and insert the bolt into the casing,
guiding the extractor from the front with the fingers of the 
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left hand to it from the bolt from trip,prevent catching and 
ping the accelerator. Insert the bolt stud in the bolt througl 
the enlarged opening in the slot in the right side plate sä 
that the 	 stud collar is inside the side plate, and push th) 
bolt forward. Insert the driving spring rod assembly Ind 
the hole in the bolt. Engage the driving spring rod retainin) 
pin in its slot in the right side plate. Replace the back 4 

plate. When replacing the backplate, make sure the latcl', 
lock is in the the backplate is latched. unlocked position until 
If the cover has been removed, replace it, inserting the coven 
pin through the holes in the trunnion block and cover, and' 
locking the cover pin by means of the cotter pin. 

1 57. CASING GROUP. Receiver. -The -a. 	 receiver and wate 
Jacket form the main exterior the Theportions 	 of gun. 
receiver is the backbone or main strength member of they 
gun. As such it includes the mountings by which the guI
is supported. In addition it forms a strong, accurate housi 
Ing to protect and position the working parts of the gun.
It also contains a part of, and supports the remainder of, 

mechanism. receiver madethe ammunition feeding The is 
of two steel side plates riveted at their forward portion toi 
a trunnion block, with top and bottom plates riveted to the 
side plates toward the rear. Directly -below the trunnion' 
block is detent thecover 	 a pawl which meshes with cover4 

one of open or raised positions.to retain it in three The 
top front the is to to the bolt'of receiver open permit access 
and belt feed mechanism. Riveted to the under side of they 
top plate is the top plate bracket which supports the trigger 
bar pin on which the trigger bar pivots. The top plate
bracket has suitable cams for engaging the cocking lever of 
the bolt. The the is torear of receiver slotted receive the 
backplate. The bottom the breech lockplate carries cam 
which because of a machine shoulder "floats" slightly when 
bolted down. This cam may have a steel insert or plug in' 
the wearing surface. The bottom front portion of the re-' 
ceiver is open to permit empty cartridge cases to be ejected.
A switch is pivoted on the inside of the left side plate, with 
a hairpin spring in a recess in the plate under the switch. 
The front the receiver is formed by the trunnionend of 
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block which is threaded to fit into the trunnion adapter. A 
the trunnion blocksuitable shim is inserted between and 

adapter so that the adapter when screwed on will line up 
with the other mountings. The side plates are notched at 
the top front portion so that a cartridge belt may be fed 
into the from At these notches the beltgun either side. 

Theseholding pawl brackets are riveted to each side plate. 
brackets support the belt holding pawl and the cartridge 
stops, and are built that parts may be assembled onso 
either right or left side to permit feeding ammunition from 

either side. The rear right-hand cartridge stop assembly 
is used for left-hand feed only. A link stripper and rear 
cartridge stop are provided to replace. the rear right-hand 

FIGURE 1U.-Casing group. 

is Thecartridge feed used.stop assembly when right-hand 
rear right-hand stop assembly has a rear cartridgecartridge
stop, fora cartridge alining pawl which corrects short rounds, 
and a link stripper.

b. Water by thejacket. -The 
jacket is supportedwater 

receiver. This jacket the barrel and prevents over-surroundsheating The jacketWhen firing for prolonged periods. water 
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when filled contains 10 quarts of water, and is kept filled 
during fire by a hand pump from. an auxiliary water che4 
which has a capacity of about 8 gallons. The water jackd
is screwed on to the trunnion block. The barrel moves insid' 
the jacket during firing and packing 'lands are provided ne
the breech and muzzle ends of the barrel to prevent watA 

om escaping. 

58. DETAILED DISASSEMBLING OF CASING GROÜF. Toý_ý 
. 

rO 
move the side plate trigger assembly from the casing, with' 
draw the cotter pin from ' the side plate trigger bolt aril 
unscrew the side plate trigger nut. To disassemble the asl 
sembly, unscrew the side plate trigger extension screw, lift 
off side plate extension, and remove the side 

-a. 

the trigger p1atl
trigger slide spring. Push the side plate trigger slide out I 
its guides in the housing. Swing the side plate trigger ca 
upward and lift out the side plate trigger spring. The sidl 
plate trigger cam can be removed, by driving out the sidl 
plate trigger pin, but this is not done unless necessary fo1 
replacement of the cam. (See fig. 11. ) 

b. To remove the retracting slide assembly from the cd 
ing, pull out the locking wires and unscrew the retracting
slide bracket screws. To disassemble the assembly, withdrd 
the cotter pin from the retracting slide bracket bolt, unscrew 
the retracting slide nut, and remove the bolt from the retract,
ing slide bracket. Withdraw the cotter pin from the retract" 
ing slide lever stud, unscrew the retracting slide nut, and 
remove the washer. Remove the retracting slide lever and the 
grip assembly from the lever stud. Remove the lever spring
Remove the retracting slide from the retracting slide bracket 
Unscrew the retracting slide lever stop from the retractinl 
slide. 

c. To remove the trigger bar from the casing, lift the end 
of the trigger bar pin lock from its seat in the side plate 
rotate downward about 90°, and pull out the trigger ba 

n. 
To remove the switch and switch spring, withdraw th . 


cotter pin and unscrew the switch pivot nut. 

e. To remove the belt-holding pawl, draw the pawl pi 

out to the rear, taking care that the belt-holding paW1
spring does not fly out upon removal of the pawl. 
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f. To remove the link stripper and the front and rear 
cartridge stops, draw the belt-holding pawl pin to the 

I 
rear. 

g. To remove the trunnion block lock and spring, with,, 
draw the cotter pin from the lock. 

h. To remove the cover detent pawl and spring, with-
Apaw the cotter pin from the pawl.

i. u4rew the front barrel bearing lock screw jam nut and 
front barrel bearing lock screw. The muzzle gland, the{ 
muzzle packing ring, and the muzzle barrel packing maY 
then be removed. This is not recommended unless neces-
sary for repair or to repack the barrel. 

Z 59. BACKPLATE GROUP.--The backplate group. is theat 
rear of the receiver forming an cover, houses theend and 
final bolt recoil cushioning parts. It also acts as a stop for 
the oil buffer group. The plate slides downward into grooves 
in the receiver side plates and is latched in place with a 
latch and latch lock. Assembled and compressed into the 
projecting cylindrical portion is a stack of lightly greased
fiber disks which are headed on the forward end by the 
buffer plate. The final movement of the bolt is stopped 
by the fiber disks as the bolt strikes this buffer plate, and 
these disks assist in starting the forward movement. Al 
though the back end of the driving spring group is retained 
during assembly by inserting the driving spring rod retain- 
ing pin into a hole in the receiver, in actual operation the 4 

force of the spring is counteracted by the backplate. Ex-
cept when used with the M43 and M46 mounts, the back-
plate of the water-cooled gun does not usually include a 
spade grip assembly. A "butterfly" trigger assembly is 
usually part of the backplate group but may be removed 
if the gun is fired by a solenoid or a side plate trigger 
merhqnism. 
AL 60. DETAILED DISASSEMBLING or BACKPLATE GROUP.-a. 
Drive the backplate latch the back-out pin and remove 
plate latch and backplate latch spring, taking care that 
the spring dues not fly out when the latch is removed. Drive 
out, the latch lock pin and remove the latch lock, latch 
lock spacers, and latch lock spring. Drive out the trigger 
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pin, being careful that the trigger spring does not fly out 
upon removal of the trigger. 

b. The adjusting screw, buffer disks, and buffer plate are,, 
not removed except for repair or adjustment. If *it is neces 
sary to remove these parts, unscrew the adjusting screw and, 
remove the adjusting screw plunger and the adjusting screw. 
plunger spring. Remove the buffer disks and the buffer 
plAte through the rear end of the buffer tube. 

c. When the backplate group is fully assembled, the ad-, 
-	 usting screw must always be kept screwed tight against, 
the buffer disks. If the top of the screw becomesadjusting Yflush with the end of the buffer tube when screwed tight, 
remove the adjusting screw and add one or more buffer 
disks. 

61. BOLT GROUP. --a. The bolt group holds the cartridge,
firmly in the chamber when it is fired. It withdraws the 
empty case and ejects it. It extracts a fresh cartridge from 
the bolt and inserts it in the chamber. It actuates the belt 
feed bymechanism. The sear mechanism, when actuated 
a trigger, trips the cocked firing pin, causing the gun to fire. 
The sear, which moves vertically in the back end of the bolt, 
may be depressed by pushing down on the small protrusion 3 

'manualwhich extends up beyond the top of the bolt. When a 
trigger is supplied, the is depressed in this manner bysear 
means of the trigger bar in the top of the receiver. The 
downward motion of the firingsear unhooks or releases the 
pin extension. This extension, along with the firing pin, 
snaps forward theunder action of the cocked or compressed
firing pin spring, and the tip of the firing pin protrudes from 
the front Theend of the bolt striking the cartridge primer. 
sear may also be actuated by side pressure on the end of the 
sear slide as with a side plate trigger mechanism. This slide 
may be assembled either right or left hand, and suitable 

in both openings side plates of the receiver permit the gun
to be fired from either the right the left side. Althoughorthe sear is constantly being forced upward by the sear spring, 
it is retained in its slot by the sear slide. The sear stop pin 
projects downward through the body of the bolt to act as a 
stop for the firing pin spring. 
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b. The cocking lever, which at its lower end engages with 
a slot in the firing pin extension, has its top end projecting 
above the bolt. This top end engages with a cam in the 
top plate bracket of the receiver to cock the firing pin. 

C. The top surface of the bolt has two diagonal bolt cam 
grooves which the belt feed mechanismact as cams to actuatein the cover. The bolt switch fits into the circular depres-
sion on top of the bolt and may be assembled to make one 
or the theother of these two ways continuous, selectiop 
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depending on whether ammunition will be fed from the rigb 
or left side. See paragraph 159 for changing feed from rig 

left side. 
tl. The extractor which fits into a circular hole on the left 

hand side of the bolt, withdraws a cartridge from the belt an 
places it in the T-slot at the front end of the bolt. The e% 
tractor the in its downwardstop pin stops extractor swirl 
on the counterrecoil stroke. 

c. The ejector is fastened to the end of the extractor an 

LEVER, COCKING 
, 

EXTRACTOR, ASSEMBLY 

PIN.. COCKING LEVER 

FIGURE 14.-Removing the extractor. 

helps to position a new cartridge in the feedway when ain-
munition is being fed from the right-hand side. It also 
guides a new cartridge into the chamber and pushes the last 
empty case out of the T-slot. 

f. A driving fits into lengthwise holespring rod assembly a 
in the bolt and is compressed by the rearward motion of the 
bolt. After the bolt recoil has been stopped by the backplate, 
the spring drives the bolt forward. This assembly actually 
has two springs, one nested inside the other, and both are 

slipped over a rod with suitable end retaining parts. 
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.APIC62. DETAILED DISASSEMBLING OF BOLT GROUP. The driv--a.
ing spring rod assembly is normally disassembled only when 
it is necessary to replace the driving spring. To disas-
semble it, drive the from the drivingout collar stop pin 

spring rod the the driving
and remove collar and spring.
Next, disassemble the bolt assembly. Remove the extractor 
by rotating it upward and pulling it out from the bolt. (See 
fig. 14. ) Do not disassemble the ejector from the extractor 
unless absolutely necessary. To disassemble the ejector,
drive out the ejector pin and remove the ejector and ejector 
spring. Remove the bolt from bolt.switch the 

b. Rotate the cocking lever fully to the rear and release 
the firing pin by pushing down the Remove the cock-sear. 

/
( 

FIGURE 15. -Removing sear slide. 

1119lever pin and cocking lever. With the thin end of the 
cocking lever, push the sear stop to the right until it is in 
the center of the slot, then turn the bolt over and push the 
sear stop out of engagement with the firing pin spring.
Reverse the bolt and remove the sear stop from the slot. 
Remove 15. )the sear, sear slide, and sear spring. (See fig.
Elevate the front end of the bolt, allowing the firing pin ex-
t('nsion 

and firing pin to slide out. The firing pin spring can 
be removed from by driving out thethe firing pin extension 
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firing pin spring stop pin. Take precautions to prevent the 
firing pin spring from flying out during the operation. 

N 63. OIL BUFFER GROUP.-a. The oil buffer group is containe, 
in the lower rear portion of the receiver. It consists of Of 
oil buffer and oil buffer body. The bolt slides over the top d 
the oil buffer body during the back portion of the stroke. Or 
the the barrel thJrecoil or rearward stroke of extension, 
breech lock pin is engaged by the breech lock depressor 
which are riveted to the oil buffer body. The depressors cause 

breech lock to unlock the bolt from the barrel extension 
)'b. The accelerator is assembled into the forward portion 

of the oil buffer body. On the recoil stroke, it assists in driVe 
ing the bolt to the rear. During the forward stroke, the claWI 
on the accelerator bear against the shoulders on the barrel 
extension shank, thus locking and preventing the barrel 
extension from moving forward until the bolt strikes and 
moves the accelerator forward. Thus the locking movement 
of the breech lock is timed so as to bring the lock up exactly 

en the notch in the bolt is in position.
A flat spring in a groove in the bottom of the oil buffe 

body exerts pressure against the bottom of the accelerator to 
keep it in the locked position until released by the bolt. Thy 
back end of the spring projects beyond the buffer body in 
such a way that a bevel on the bottom edge of the backplate` 
forces the spring forward. This insures that the spring will 
hold the accelerator very firmly in the locked position; thin 
the main body of the bolt will pass over the accelerator with 
out interference until the back lug on the bolt actually strikes 
the accelerator. 

d. The oil buffer serves to absorb and partially store thý 
recoil energy of the barrel and barrel extension during the 
recoil stroke. This stored energy is given up by the oil buffer 
spring to drive the barrel extension and barrel forward. The 
shock absorbing action of the spring is supplemented by a 

' piston and oil cylinder in the rear of the oil buffer spring.
The degree of oil leakage across the piston valve on the recoil 
stroke controls the rate of fire. This may be adjusted 
manually. 

e. The piston rod and head may slide but are prevented
from rotating by the guide key seating in the slot in the oil 
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thebuffer body. The piston valve may be rotated to change 
by turning the oilleakage aperture at the edge of the piston 

of the tube lock inbuffer actiontube against the restraining buffer tube cap the tube serrations. A relief valve in the oil 
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permits some oil to escape on the initial recoil stroke as the 
piston rod crowds oil cylinder. also allowsinto the filled It 
for due to temperatureoil expansion rise. 

64. DETAILED DISASSEMBLING OF OIL BUFFER GROUP.--Drive 
out the accelerator pin and remove the accelerator. The 

remainder of the oil buffer assembly is not disassembled 

GUIDE, OIL 

BUFFER SPRING, 

ASSEMBLY 


iJ 

OBSERVE CAUTION-STRONG SPRING 

FIGURE oil buffer spring17.-Removing and guide. 

unless absolutely necessary for repairs or replacement. To 
remove the oil buffer tube, raise the oil buffer tube lock from 
its engagement in the oil buffer tube and push in on the end 
of the oil buffer piston rod so that the tube may be -ripped.by hand and pulled to the rear. The oil buffer spring guide
is depressed until it clears the piston rod pin and then is 
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turned until the pin will pass through the slots provided in 
the guide. Remove the guide and spring. (See fig. 17. ) 

65. BARREL EXTENSION GROUP. The barrel extension is --a. 
screwed onto the breech end of the barrel; together they 
form a unit. The barrel slides inside the water jacket while 
the normal position of the barrel extension is in the lower 

theportion of receiver. 
b. The function of the barrel is to direct the discharged 

toprojectile. The rifling or grooving causes the projectile 
rotate and maintain direction and prevent tumbling. The 
barrel is of one piece, threaded at the rear or breech end 
to screw into the barrel extension. The barrel tapers toward 
the front or muzzle end, but the last portion is ground 
straight. A chamber is formed in the barrel at the breech 
end which has the exact contour of the cartridge. A series 
of notches or serrations is formed in the rear cylindrical 
outer surface. When the barrel is screwed into the barrel 
extension, one end of the barrel locking spring fits into these 
serrations to prevent any change in the degree of engage- 
ment between the barrel and barrel extension during firing. 
Should adjustment be necessary it can readily be made 
against the tension of the barrel locking spring. 

c. The barrel extension has lengthwise grooves in which 
the bolt rides, and also it houses the breech lock. The 
breech lock serves to lock the bolt to the barrel extension 
during and after firing. Fastened to the back end of the 
barrel extension is the barrel extension shank which engages
the oil buffer. The shank is fastened very securely into 
the extension by a pin.
0 66. DETAILED DISASSEMBLING OF BARREL EXTENSION GROUP. -
Unscrew thethe barrel from the barrel extension. Remove 
barrel-locking init forward of its seatspring by sliding out 
the barrel Push the breech lock pin andextension. out 
remove the breech lock. 

67. COVERGROUP. The cover permits access to the bolt 
-a.and belt holding parts. On the under side of the cover is 

the belt feed mechanism. The front, or hinge end, of the 
cover inis serrated so that it may be retained one of several 
Open Positions. A latch is built into the back end of the 
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cover so as to lock it securely to the receiver. This latch may
be assembled right left hand, depending the type ofor on 

.$side used. 

Operating 
 in a crosswise groove on the under side of the 

cover is the belt feed slide. This is actuated by the belt feed 
lever, one end of which rides in the ways on top of the bolt. 
The belt feed slide carries the belt feed pawl which on each 
stroke snaps over a new cartridge and pushes it into position 
so that it may be extracted from the belt. The pawl, slide, 
and lever may be reversed to change the direction of feed. 

c. The tocover extractor cam is riveted the under side of 
the cover. This cam forces the extractor and new cartridge
downward as the bolt travels toward the rear. The cover ex-
tractor spring which is also assembled to the under side of .the cover limits the upward movement of the extractor dur-
ing the final forward motion of the bolt. See figure 19 for 
complete details of the cover group. 
Q 68. DETAILED DISASSEMBLING OF COVER GROUP. -Remove the 
cover as described in 55. Withdraw the belt feedparagraph
lever pivot stud cotter pin and pry the belt feed lever off its 
stud, taking care that the lever plunger and spring do not 
fly out. To withdraw the belt feed lever, the toe of the lever 
must be in line the in the Remove the beltwith slot cover. 
feed slide and drive out the belt feed pawl pin. This allows 
the belt feed pawl, spring, and pawl arm to be separated.
Drive out the cover latch pin and remove the cover latch. 

Remove 
 the cover latch spring by lifting its front end out of 
the slot in the cover and sliding it forward. Remove the 
cover extractor spring by releasing its rear end from its seat 

cover extractor cam and sliding rear.in the it to the 

a 69. In theSEQUENCE IN ASSEMBLING. -(1. general, groups 
are assembled and replaced in the gun in the reverse order 
to that in disassembled. Therewhich they are removed and 

are 
 certain precautions in connection with assembling which 
are that theoutlined below and must be observed in order 
Parts may be placed in the gun and in order that they may
function 

properly after the gun is assembled. In most cases, 
even theseif the be failure to observegun can assembled,
Points theresults in failure of the bolt to go fully forward on 

closing 
 movement. 
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they are allb. 	 Be that in assembling the part groupssure feed.properly assembled either for a left-hand or right-hand
left-handThe following instructions are for assembly for 

feeding: 
(1) The cam groove in the bolt switch must line up with 

the cam groove in the bolt marked "L. " If it is opposite the 
to begroove marked "R, " lift up the bolt switch high enough 

T OF GUMJ DENAND 

NOTCH ON BOTH 
-*-THIS SIOt:. 	 ) ur ... ý"- 

REAR... 	 iV 	 % ý- NOTE STRQe-
. 1,, 11 onuNOED 	 cHO 

NOSE /i 
'ý---ý--

ýý 
lever in bolt. FIGURE20.-Correct assembly of cocking 

clear of the bolt and rotate it one-half turn so
switch stud

that the 	 hole in the switch. stud enters the opposite the belt(2) When 	 the upper end ofthe cover is raised, the beltfeed lever is toward the left side of the cover and 
the and is on the upperfeed pawl arm points toward right 
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side of the pawl. Belt feed lever plunger and spring sho 
be in upper hole for left-hand feed. 

(3) The front and rear cartridge stops and the link strip 
are assembled on the right side of the feedway, and the bel 
holding pawl on the left side of the feedway. 

c. In assembling the barrel extension, make sure that 
breech lock is inserted with the bevel faces to the front a 
the double bevel on top. 

d. 	 The accelerator is assembled in the nil buffer hnriv wi 
e accelerator tips up and rounded surface to the front. 

ýýýe. The cocking lever is assembled in the bolt with 
rounded nose on the lower end of the lever to the rear of tV., bolt so that it will properly engage the rear of the slot in t 
firing pin extension. 

f. In assembling the fiber buffer disks, be sure that th 
are clean and free of rough edges and surfaces. Assemb 
them in the tube one at a time, firmly seating each disk aA 
using sufficient disks so that when the adjusting screw 
inserted and tightened its outer face extends slightly outsie 
the buffer tube. 

g. 	When reassembling the backplate to the gun, keep t 
in the unlocked position until the backplate is latched.i.AocicI'V_ *tA))Adaa. d 

SECTION IVG4, ,, If..-
DETAILED FUNCTIONING 

9 70. GENERAL.-In the description of the detailed functio 
ing of the caliber 50 Browning machine gun which appeal.in the paragraphs below, it is assumed that, first, the ammi 
nition belt has been properly started into the gun and th 
cover has been closed and latched; second, the gun has bee 
manually cocked and a cartridge is in its proper position f 
the chamber and ready to be fired. In order to simplify U 
explanation of the operation of the gun, a manual trigger' 
used. Each time a cartridge is. fired, the mechanical actio 
within the gun involves many parts moving simultaneous) 
or in their proper order. To gain a working knowledge of th 
operation of these parts and their relationship to each othe 
the action has been separated into various phases. These ai 
aescripea in tne ioiiowing oraer: 
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a. Firing. 
b. Recoiling. 
C. Counterrecoiling. 
d. Cocking. 
C. Automatic firing.
1. Feeding. 

Extractinga. and ejecting. 

71. FIRING.-When the gun has been loaded and the firing 
pin spring has been cocked or compressed manually, the 
firing mechanism is as shown in figure 21. The gun is now 
ready to fire. When the trigger is pressed it raises the back 
end of the trigger bar. The trigger bar pivots on the trigger 
bar pin, causing the front end to press down on the top of 
the sear. The sear is forced down until the notch in the 
scar is disengaged from the shoulder of the firing pin exten-
sion. The firing pin and firing pin extension are driven 
forward by the firing pin spring to fire the cartridge. (See 
fig. 22. ) If a side plate trigger mechanism is used, the sear 

ýorced down by the lateral movement of the sear slide. 
72. RECOILING.-The complete cycle of the recoiling portion 

of 	 the gun, which takes place as each cartridge is fired, 
of theconsists of the recoil stroke when certain parts gun 

the themove rearward and counterrecoil stroke when same 
parts move forward. At the instant of firing, the barrel, 
barrel extension and bolt, known as the recoiling portion, 
are in the forward position in the gun as shown in figure 23. 
At this time the bolt is held securely against the base of the 
cartridge by the breech lock which extends up from the 
barrel bolt.extension into a notch in the under side of the 
(See fig. 24. ) After the cartridge explodes and as the bullet 
travels out of the barrel, the force of the recoil drives the 
recoiling portion During the first 3/4 inch of travelrearward.the breech lock back off the breech lock cam step.is pushed
(See fig. 25. ) the breech lock to be forcedThis permits
down out of the notch in the bolt by the breech lock depres-
sors engaging the breech lock pin. This unlocks the bolt. 

the barrelAs the recoiling portion moves toward the rear, 

extension The tip of the
rolls the accelerator rearward. 
accelerator lower on the bolt anastrikes the projection 
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hastens the bolt to the (See fig. 26or accelerates rear. 
The barrel barrel have total trayand extension a rearward 
of 11/8 inches at which time they are completely stopped 
the oil buffer body assembly. (See fig. 27. ) 

During this recoil of 11/8 inches, the oil buffer spring 
compressed in the oil buffer body by the barrel extensio! 

ENSIOý-Jýýýý BARREL 

LOCK, 6kE ECH 

FIGURE 26.-Action of accelerator on bolt. 

shank. The spring is locked in the compressed position b 
the the trclaws of accelerator which are moved against 
shoulders of extension shank.the barrel (See fig. 28. ) Tb 
oil buffer assists the buffer in bringing the barIoil spring 
and barrel to during theextension rest recoil stroke as shop' 
in figure 29. During the 11/8 inch of rearward travel, tl 

piston rod head is forced from the forward end of the 01 
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uffer tube to the rear. The oil at the rear of the oil buffer 
ube under pressure of the piston escapes to the front side of 
he piston. Its only path is through restricted notches 
etween the edges of the piston rod head and oil buffer tube. 

The bolt travels rearward for a total of 7'/8 inches. During 
his travel, the two nested driving springs are compressed. 
he rearward stroke of the bolt is finally stopped as the bolt 

trikes the buff er plate as shown in figure 30. Thus, part of 
he recoil energy of the bolt is stored in the driving springs 
nd the remainder is absorbed by the buffer disks in the 

l'ac"kplate. 

1 73. COUNTERRECOILING completion of the recoil-After
troke, the bolt is forced forward by the energy stored in the 

pdriving 
spring and the compressed buffer disks. When the 

ffholt has moved forward about 5 inches, the tip of the accel-
erator is struck by a projection on the bottom of the bolt. 
(See fig. 31. ) This rolls the accelerator forward. 

As the accelerator rolls forward, the accelerator claws are 
moved away from the shoulders of the barrel extension shank. 
This releases the oil buffer spring and the energy stored in 
the spring shoves the barrel extension and barrel forward. 
' See figure 32. ) No restriction to motion is desired on the 
forward barrelor counterrecoil stroke of the barrel and ex-
tension; therefore, on the forward stroke additional openings 
fcýr oil theflow are provided in the piston rod head of oil 
buffer assembly. The piston valve is forced away from the 
Piston-rod head as the parts move forward, uncovering these 
additional openings. This provides an additional path and 
Oermits oil to escape freely at the opening in the center of the 
Piston valve as well as the edge of the piston valve next to 
the tube wall as shown in figure 33. As the barrel extension 
Moves forward the breech lock engages the breech lock cam 
<<nd is forced The bolt, has been continuingupward. which
its forward has thismotion since striking the accelerator, at 
instant reached a position where the notch on the under side 
is directly the breechabove the breech lock, thus permitting
lock to is therebyengage the bolt. (See fig. 34. ) The bolt 
locked to the breech the barrel just before the recoilingend of 

Portion reaches the firin,; position. 
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74. COCKING.-The act of cocking the gun is begun as the 
bolt tostarts recoil immediately after firing. The tip of the 
cocking lever which is in the V-slot in the top plate bracket, 
as shown in figure 35, is forced forward. The cocking lever 
is pivoted so that the lower end forces the firing pin extension 
rearward. The firing spring is thus compressed against the 

=0 ý' 
ý'ýv` 

J 

ýý.
, 
_. __. . 

ýýý 
CAM,AECELERATORJ 	 EXTENSION, 

BARREL BREECH LOCK 
of breech lock cane on breech lock.FIGURE 34.-Action 

seal' atop pin. The shoulder at the back end of the firing 
pin extension is hooked the notch at the bottom of theover 
Sear under of the spring. (See fig. 36. ) Duringpressure sear
the forward motion of the bolt, the tip of the cocking lever 
enters the V-slot of the top plate bracket. (See fig. 37. ) 
This action swings the bottom of the cocking lever out of the 
path in figure 38, thus of the firing-pin extension, as shown 
permitting the firing pin to snap forward to fire the cartridge.
When the recoiling portion is almost in the forward position,
the gun is ready to fire. If no trigger action is given at this 
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instant, the recoiling portion assumes its final forward posi-
tion, in figure 38, the to fire. Theas shown and gun ceases 
parts are now in the position shown in figure 21 and the gun 
is again ready to fire. 

ýý w 
:-Ia., SNWiN.-: , INN, ExTFr".... 

yEAF ftRtNG VIN FIRING w; _N . 

FIGURE 35. -Action of cocking FIGURE 36. -Action of cocking

lever at start of recoil. lever at end of recoil. 


-.., ýi ý:.:)1,...ýY'. 
' 

, <<. ý, , ý. tiý ý '"? p 
ý 

FIGURE 37.-Action of cockijig rzcuRE 38.-Position of cocking
lever during counterrecoil. lever holt in forward position. 

75. AuTOMATIc FIRING. -For automatic firing the trigger is 
pressed and held down. The is depressed its tip issear as 
carried against the cam surface of the trigger bar by the 
forward movement of the bolt near the end of the counter-
recoil stroke. (See fig. 39. ) The notch in the bottom of 
the sear releases the firing pin extension and the firing pin, 
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thus automatically firing the next cartridge just before the 
completion of the forward stroke. The explosion of the next 
cartridge thus absorbs the final shock of counterrecoil. The 
gun fires automatically as long as trigger action is maintained 
and until the ammunition supply is exhausted. 
11 76. FEEDING.-The belt feed mechanism is actuated by the 
bolt. When the bolt is in the forward position, the belt 

SEAR---' EXTENSION, FIRING PIN 
FIGURE fire.of trigger bar on sear in continuous39.-Action 

feed slide is within the confines of the gun. Figure 40 shows
the mechanism as from above with the cover removed. A 
stud at the rear of the belt feed lever is engaged in the 
diagonal groove or way in the top of the bolt. The belt 
feed lever is pivoted in the center on a stud located in the 
cover. As the bolt moves rearward during recoil, the forward 
end of the belt feed lever moves the belt feed slide out of
the side of the gun and over the ammunition belt. 

NOTE. feed in figure 41 is from the left side of__Ammunition asthe 
gun, Feed from either side is possible with all caliber .50,

M2 

1guns. 
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The ammunition 
pawl which 

belt is pulled into the gun by the belt feedis attached to the belt feedis forward, 	 slide. When the boltthe belt feed pawl has positioned a cartridge 

(SKt7 

FIGURE 42.-Action of restpawl, 	 bolt leed FIGURECompletely 	 belt teedforward. 43. -Action of 
pawl, belt holding
bolt 

and paW1
recoiling. 

FicvIE 44-Action 
of belt feedPawl.Pawl, 	 h,, ir u«c Ieed FIGURE 45-Actionbolt 

y to of feedcompletel 	 belt 
rear. -- -1U [JCIL noiaing pawl,

COUllt('irecoii halt.of 

directly above the chamber. --- "- v 
raised position to prevent Thebeltholdingawlis in 9 out of the the ammunition belt from fallinggun. (See fig. 42. ) As the bolt recoils, the belt 
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feed slide is moved out over the belt and the belt feed pawl
Pivots inso as to ride over the next cartridge as shown
figure 43. of theAt the end of the recoil stroke, the travel 
belt feed slide is sufficient permit belt feed pawlto the to 
Snap down behind the next cartridge in order to pull the belt 
into the gun. (See fig. 44. ) As the bolt moves onforward 
the counterrecoil stroke the belt is pulled into the gun by
the belt feed pawl. The belt feed pawl arm holds the car-
tridges down in their proper position in the feedway. The 
belt holding pawl is forced downward as a cartridge is pulled 
over it as shown in figure 45. When the forward stroke of
the bolt is completed the belt holding pawl snaps up behind 
the cartridge as shown in figure 42. 

77. EXTRACTING AND E'JE'CTING. As recoil starts, a car--a.tridge is drawn from the ammunition belt by the extractor. 
If the from the belt,extractor fails to withdraw a cartridge

belt feed fromthe feed pawl arm prevents the belt pawl
moving another round into position directly above the cham-
ber. theThe empty case is withdrawn from the chamber by 
'r-slot in the front face of the bolt. (See fig. 46. ) 

b. The empty case having been expanded by the force of 
explosion fits the chamber very snugly and the possibility
exists of tearing the case if the withdrawal is too rapid. To 
Prevent this the topand to insure slow initial withdrawal,front edge of the breech lock and front side of the notch in 
the bolt are beveled as shown in figure 47. Thus, as the 

from the barrelbreech lock is disengaged, the bolt separates
and barrel extension gradually.

C. As the bolt moves to the rear the cover extractor cam
forces the extractor down, causing the cartridge to enter the 
T-slot in the bolt, as shown in figure 48. 

if. As the extractor is forced down, a lug on the side :of the 
extractor rides against the top of the switch causing the 
Switch to pivot fig-downward at the rear, as can be seen in 
ure 49. Near the end of the rearward movement of the bolt 
the lug on the extractor overrides the end of the switch, and .the switch snaps up to its normal position. 

forcede. On counterrecoil the extractor and cartridge arefarther downward by the extractor lug riding on the under 
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78 CALIBER 50 AA MACHINE GUN 
. 

SECTION V 

HEAVY BARREL GUN 

78"S CHARACTERISTICSAND DATA. The Browning machine 
gun, -a. 

caliber 50, HB, M2, is havingan air-cooled gun a muchheavier .barrel than has the water-cooled gun. Its general 
appearance may be noted in figure 51. The gun is normallyfired in short bursts or in rapid single shots. When usedin this manner firing may be continued for an appreciable 
n nth Of time because the heavy barrel retards overheating.

Zn of the of the are:general characteristics gun 
c ý. --'Weight of gun-- -__-Weight of barrel 

Length barrelof
Number of lands 
Twist, 'right-hand--_____-_-
Overall length of gun -------Muzzle velocity 

c.ý -'Rate 
of fire 

Maximum 

b. In place ofthis 

range 

the water jacket 
gun uses a short, perforated barrel is removed from the gunbarrel extension and withdrawing permits removing hot barrel-awithout 

81 pounds.
27.5 pounds.

45 inches. 

8. _ 1 turn in 15 inches. 
65.125 inches. 
2,900 , feet per second 

(approx. ) with M2 
ammunition. 

2,800 feet per second 
(approx. ) with M1 
ammunition. 


450 
 rounds per minute 
(approx. ). 

7,500 yards (4.25 miles) 
(approx. ). 

on the water-cooled gun, 
barrel support. The heavy 
by unscrewing it from the 
it toward the front. This 
and installing a cool one 

disassembling the remaining mechanism of the gun.The handle assembly, shown just ahead of the barrel supportis used for carrying the gun or as a means of turning the
barrel when assembling, disassembling, or adjusting the head 
space. It is moved to one side or down when the gun is being 
fired. The handle should be disengaged before turning sothat head space adjustment will not be altered. 
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79. BOLT LATCH. -A bolt latch is provided in all flexible 
heavy barrel firedguns to allow the gun to be semiauto-
matically, It to hold the bolt to the rear in orderalso servesto keep the cartridge out of the hot chamber when firing has 
been suspended. The bolt latch is forced downward by the 
bolt latch plunger spring. As the bolt reaches its rearward 
position, the bolt latch engages a notch on the upper rear 
surface thusof the bolt and holds the bolt to the rear, causing
the gun to cease firing (see fig. 52. ) The counterrecoil stroke
is completed by pressing down on the bolt latch release to 
raise the bolt latch, therEby allowing counterrecoil to take 
place. Providing is in the firing willa cartridge chamber,
be resumed If the bolt latchwhen trigger action is supplied.
release is held down manually, or if it is locked down by the 
lock on the buffer tube sleeve, the gun will fire automatically.
If the bolt latch release is pressed down but not retained in 
that position, the gun will fire only once when trigger action 
is given. 

80. SPADEGRIP.-A backplate spade grip assembly is used 
which includes a buffer tube sleeve assembly and the bolt 
latch release and spring. 

81. OIL BUFFER. Since the recoiling portion is much-a.than in the water-cooled gun, its rearward motion
is not quite so rapid. It is unnecessary to have restrictionin the oil buffer on the recoil stroke. Accordingly, the oil 

heavier 

buffer from the heavy barrelpiston valve assembly is omitted 
gun, and the following parts should also be removed if the 
Weapon functions sluggishly:

1 packing, oil buffer gland.
1 ring, oil buffer, packing gland.
1 screw, oil buffer, relief valve. 

"1 spring, oil buffer, packing gland.
1 spring, oil buffer, relief valve. 
1 valve, relief oil buffer.

b. The oil buffer of the heavy barrel gun should not be 
filled with oil if the above parts are omitted. -With these 
exceptions the heavy barrel gun is identical with the water-
cooled. 
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82. USES.-The heavy barrel gun is used as aj: i antiaircraft 
weapon when the saving of weight or space is a primary
consideration. The gun is especially suited for turret or
truck type mounts where the water-cooled gun with water 
chest and containers would occupy too much space. It is 
also well suited for airborne and amphibious operations where
the saving of weight as well as space is important. In any
situation where the supply of water is limited, the heavy
barrel gun may be advantageously employed. Where the 
gun and the mount have to be carried by the operating
personnel into front line positions the heavy barrel gun,because it is lighter than the water-cooled gun and wateris not needed, is more suitable. 

83. DISADVANTAGES.-The heavy barrel gun quickly over-heats 
when fired in long bursts. This is partially overcome 

by the speed and ease with which the barrel may be changed.The 
cyclic rate of the heavy barrel gun is somewhat slower

than the the increased of thewater-cooled gun as weightbarrel 
The heavy barrel does not func-slows up recoil. guntion as smoothly as the water-cooled gun when used in a

flexible 
mount. The heavy barrel gun functions best when 

used in a fixed, nonrecoiling mount. 
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CHAPTER 4 . 
ANTIAIRCRAFT MACHINE-GUN MOUNTS ANDcaiýa+ _SIGHTS» ._vav. 

SECTION I 

GENERAL 

0 84. GENERAL. -There are several types of antiaircraft ma-` 
chine gun mounts. Although some of the earlier mounts are, 
no longer considered standard, they are in the hands Of, 
troops, and still serve the purpose for which they were in-
tended. For this reason, all mounts (except multiple mounts), 
are discussed briefly in this chapter with particular stress 
being placed on the standard types. , For a complete discus', 
sion of multiple machine gun mounts refer to the following 
ma uals: 14-157--Service of the Piece, Multiple Machine Gull. o. 


rower i urreLs. 

*FM of the ---I4-159-Service Piece, Multiple Gun Motor', 

V-'16 c; arriage nu5. ICarriage M15. 

85. CHARACTERISTICS. of the--Some general characteristics 
"y of the antiaircraft machine gun mounts now in use may bel 

found in the following table: 
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SECTION II 

ANTIAIRCRAFT MACHINE-GUN TRIPOD MOUNT M1 

86. GENERAL.-The antiaircraft machine-gun mount M1 is 

of the tripod type in which the cradle and yoke are supported 

FIGURE 53.-M1 mount. 

on a center support so that the gun can be moved freely by 
hand in azimuth through 360°. All positions of elevation are 
allowed approximately -10° to +80°. A shoulder stockfrom 
known as the shoulder stock M2 is considered a part of the 
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tripod mount and is provided for the purpose of assisting the 
gunner in steadying the gun while firing AA fire. When the 
locking handle is unscrewed a part turn, the adjusting bracket 
is free to the the tripodslide on center support permittinglegs and lower braces to be folded. (See fig. 53. ) This mount
is no longer standard. 

SECTION III 

ANTIAIRCRAFT MACHINE-GUN MOUNT M2 

67. GENERAL.-The antiaircraft machine-gun mount M2 
was the tracerstandard mount for use with the central con-
tr01 sighting Since the discontinuance of the useequipment. 

I''IGURE 54.-M2 mount with central tracer control sighting 
equipment. 

of the central tracer control equipment, the mount has been 
used without the sighting equipment for fire by individual 
tracer 

control. The M2 mounts now in use have been or will5e modified by the removal of the brackets on the right-side
?late and the the Theseelimination of sighting equipment.
Ire considered M2A1 mounts. 
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® 88. ADJUSTMENT.-In order to have accurate sustained fire 

when using this mount, the recoil mechanism and side plate 
trigger mechanism must be kept in proper adjustment. Im-

proper adjustment affects the rate of fire and causes intense 

vibration which makes accurate tracking difficult, if not im' 

possible. For complete description and instructions in the 

adjustment see paragraphs 93 and 94. 

SECTION IV 

ANTIAIRCRAFT MACHINE-GUN MOUNT M2A1 

89. GENERAL.-The antiaircraft machine-gun mount M2A1 
differs from the M2 mount only in that it is not equipped with 
the central tracer control sighting equipment. It is normally 
assembled with tripod legs, but the tripod legs may be re-
moved and the mount assembled with a pedestal base for use 
in permanent positions. 

S 90. DESCRIPTION. -The mount consists principally of the 
pedestal, tripod legs, cradle, pintle, and back rest. (See fig. 
55. ) It may be rotated in azimuth throughout 360° and eleva-
tion limits vary from a minimum of -15° to a maximum of 
about +69°. A spring recoil mechanism is incorporated in 
this mount to reduce the intense vibration caused by the firing 
of a 50 caliber machine gun. This mechanism must be kept . 
properly adjusted. When it is not properly adjusted the gun-
ner is subjected to considerable physical shock and is unable 
to track the target with any accuracy. The mount is equipped 
with a trigger lever to be used with a side plate trigger. Im-
proper adjustment of mechanism and of recoil mech-this the 
anism has a serious effect on the rate of fire and on the size 

the fire. Adjustments theof cone of of recoil and trigger 
control mechanisms should be made only by designated

)trained machine-gun personnel. 

91. ARMOR SHIELDS. 'shields provided for-Armor are -the 
protection of gunners. (See fig. 56. ) This protection for M2 
(and M2A1) mounts, consists of an upper and a lower shield 
of armor plate, each 1/4 inch thick and 32 inches wide. The 
lower shield is bolted to the pintle of the mount by means of 
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a steel bracket and is attached by one bolt. The upper shieldis bolted to the twocounterrecoil buffer housing by means ofthumbscrews. 
Both shields are easily and quickly mounted 

or removed. The theadditional weight of shields causes no
appreciable difference in the to traverse theeffort required
gUn" To eliminate any increase in effort required to elevate or depress the gun, a 28-pound bag of lead shot is provided 

FIGIIi2E mouiit.55. -M2A1 

with each shield to be poured into the circular backrest as a 
counterweight. 

92. MANIPULATION. The 
his gunner assumes a stance with 

feet well apart, his knees slightly bent, and his body lean-
ing 

-a. 

slightly backward so that his back a firmexerts pressure
against the back He the in byrest. moves gun elevationincreasing 

or gundecreasing his knee bend, and moves the in 

93 
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azimuth by short, rapid shifts of his feet along a circle 
around the mount pedestal. The gun is fired with the left 

FIGURE 56-Armor shield on M2A1 niuunt;. 

hand and the right hand is used to brace the body by grippin¬
the end of the back rest. (See fig. 57. ) 

b. Another method of manipulating the mount utilizes thi 
back rest as a lever to elevate and traverse the gun. Thi 
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gunner stands inside the back rest. He grasps the rear of theback rest with his left hand and operates the firing lever withhis right hand. (See fig. 58. ) The gunner's body is turned tothe left and he traverses the gun by walking forward or back-ward around the mount. The gun is elevated or depressed by
raising or lowering the back rest with his left hand. Control
of the Mount is much easier using this method as the gunnerdoes not have to get into an awkward or uncomfortable posi-tion to elevate the gun. This method is particularly goodwhen firing from the body of a truck or any other crampedemplacement 

® 93. RECOIL. MECHANISM. The recoil mechanism consists-a.of three recoil springs, one component spring, two counter-recoil 
 buffer springs, and related guides, slides, and housings.

The lower recoil spring and the component spring are housedire the lower recoil spring housing, which is located between
the Side plates at the rear of the cradle. One upper recoilspring and buffer located inone counterrecoil spring are each
of two housings on opposite sides of the trunnion bearing

the front of the cradle. 
'4b" As the gun recoils, the trunnion bearing slides and the 
°Wer recoil slide move to the rear, compressing all three 

recoil springs and the component spring. The built-up spring
pressure _brings the gun to rest and then returns it to battery
during 

counterrecoil. Counterrecoil is checked by the two 
counterrecoil buffer Except the last fired,

the 
 springs. on round 

buffer the bysprings are aided at end of counterrecoilthe impulse from theof recoil next round, which occurs whenthe barrel is 1/32 inch the 
trunnion extension within approximately of 

block. The the is topurpose of component spring
compensate for the weight component of the gun at different 
elevations. This is accomplished by a gear and rack arrange-

Which the thecontrols compression of spring.

Pt" (1) buffer
krunnion Adjustment of counterrecoil springs. -With 

slide assembly set and blocked to hold upper buffer 
recoil springs at assembled height of 23/32 inches, counter-

recoil 


adjusting plugs
spring are set so that their front faces 
(face with the slots) are 732 inches ahead of the front faces 
of trunnion slide assembly. The springs are adjusted, when 
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necessary, by screwing in or unscrewing the adjusting p14 
the lockingwith a spanner wrench after removing nuts 

The locking tightene<nuts should be assembled and securely 
bot,after adjustment. Care should be observed to adjust 


springs evenly. The free length of these springs is 6.34±0.01° 

(approximately 6`Y16 inches). 


Caution: If these b,springs are removed, care should 
taken to avoid injury to personnel as the springs are undel 
high tension. (See fig. 59. ) If the plug is screwed in to 
far, the compression of the spring will be increased, thereby 
checking the gun too early in counterrecoil and affecting
the gun's smoothness of operation. If the plug is unscrewed 
too far, the smoothness of action is aided, but the dange? 
of metal to metal contact when the gun goes into batten 
is increased due to the the buffeäreduced resistance of 

springs. This adjustment should be made with the gun

the mount. 


(2) Upper isrecoil springs. adjustment required--No IHowever, the slide guides must be kept lubricated with 
light lubricating oil equivalent to SAE 10,95-115 viscositS 
at 130° F. An oil hole is provided in the top of the slide, 

(3) Lower recoil spring. -To make this adjustment removi 
the plate and head at the rear of the housing and withdraV, 
the component spring and component spring rod. Adjust 
ment of the recoil spring is made by means of a nut insi&i 
the housing. Screw this nut in or out its f aceuntil rear 
is 47/8 inches from rear end of the housing. Care tmust 
taken to see that the measurement is made from the real 
face of the nut and not from the bottom of the wrench slo 
in the nut. (See fig 60. ) This is very important, for if the 
distance from the rear face of the nut to the rear of th 
housing is less than 47/8 inches, metal to metal contact ma 
occur on recoil at high elevations. After completing th 
adjustment, reassemble the component spring and rod an 
the head and plate. Occasionally the adjusting nut shoul 
be unscrewed from the housing and the spring and interic 
of the housing cleaned. The spring should then be covers 
with a light grease to prevent corrosion. 

(4) Component spring. -This adjustment is made by meal 
of a plug in the front end of the lower recoil spring housin 
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CALIBER 50 AA MACHINE GUN . 93-94 
The plug is set so that it be flush the lock nut whenwill withthe lock nut is tightened by bending the lock 
Washer and secured 

slightly until it fits into the wrench slot. No further 

adjustment 
 is required.

(5) Removal beof springs. removing springs, care must-In 
to prevent injury to personnel. When loosening fit-taken 

tings which hold springs in place, keep personnel not directly
engaged in the adjusting operation clear of the path a sud-denly released take.spring might

(6) During firing if a gun is vibrating to a greater extentthan normal, the length of recoil should be checked by
Spreading a thin film of grease on the lower recoil springhousing 

and firing the gun in a horizontal position. The
length of recoil should be approximately '/_ inch as shown by
the distance the grease has been pushed back after the firing 
of the gun. If the recoil length is more or less than Bizinch,
the adjustment of the lower recoil spring should be checked.If adjustment of lower recoil spring is correct or adjustmentis Made, and recoil length is still too long or short, the adjust-
ment of the component spring should be checked. If the 
adjustment of the component spring is found to be correct or
adjustment is made and recoil length 'is still too long or short,the gun may have a bad barrel. 

04" TRIGGER CONTROL MECHANISM. The trigger control-a.mechanism (fig. 61) includes a lever, linkage, slide with lug,
frame, 

and three springs. The lever is mounted on a bracket 
Which is clamped to the back rest bracket on the left side of
the cradle. The lever is through linkage to theconnected a 
Slide 
tWO 

Which contacts the side-plate trigger. The slide and 
Coil springs are supported by a frame which is attached 

;O the left side frame of the cradle. A torsion spring is at-

;ached 
 to the lever. 

b. In firing, the gunner pushes the lever down by hand 
tgainst the action of the torsion spring until it rests against
he. back rest. This movement of the lever, transmitted 
hrough the linkage, pulls the slide to the rear. By contact 
Vith a lug on the slide, the side-plate trigger slide on the 
riachine gun, which operates the firing mechanism, is also 
lulled to the rear, causing the gun to fire automatically. A 
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coil spring in the rear part of the slide provides a yielding 
connection between the lever and the slide to prevent the 
trigger firing shock from being transmitted to the lever. A 

coil spring in the front part of the slide and the torsion spring 
attached to the lever return the mechanism to the disengaged 
position when the lever is released, causing the side-plate
trigger slide of the gun to return to its neutral position. 

c. In assembling the frame of the trigger control mecha-. { 
nism to the cradle side plate, the frame should be so placed I 
that the index line on the upper edge of the frame is oppositeA 
the index line on the If theupper edge of the side plate. 
hand trigger bracket is then secured so that its rear face is 
11,12 inches from the rear of the back rest bracket, the various 
parts of the mechanism are in the proper relative position.
If this position does not permit proper trigger operation, the 
frame can be moved to the front or year not more than '/to 
inch provided the hand-lever bracket is moved in the same 
direction an equal distance. This adjustment should never 
be made more than %2 inch at a time. Extension of the 
mechanism will place unnecessary loads on various parts, 
and contraction of the mechanism will cause loss of part of 
the lever throw. On some of the newer models of this mount 
there is a reference mark on the back rest bracket indicating 
the correct position of the hand trigger bracket. When such 
is the case, the hand trigger bracket should be brought to this 
position and not moved from it more than 1/i6 inch in either 
direction. On such mounts the setting of 11/32 inches from 
the rear face of the hand trigger bracket to rear of the back 
rest bracket is not the correct setting.

d. There is a tubular side plate trigger container fastened 
to the left side of the cradle. The side plate trigger mecha-
nism, when it is not in use, is kept in this container. The 
trigger mechanism must remain with the mount at all times 
as the mechanism from another mount, if used, may result 
in improper timing. 

V 

ytiECTION 


ANTIAIRCRAFT MACHINE-GUN MOUNT M3 

"7 95. GENERAL. --The antiaircraft machine-gun mount, cali-

ber 50, M3 is designed for use with the water-cooled gun, bui . 
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may be used with a heavy barrel gun by attaching a counter-
weight. The mount consists of a relatively short pedestal, 
supported by three legs, and a which carriesrevolving pintle
the cradle. The gunner is protected by two sections of 26-
inch wide, 1/4-inch armor plate. One section of the armor 
plate is mounted across the front of the trigger rack. This 
section can be swung to one side when placing the gun in the 

FIGURE 62.-M3 mount. 

cradle. An upper section of armor plate is carried by two 
supports which straddle the water jacket and are fastened 
to the Thepintle. recoil mechanism of the M3 mount is not 
as complicated as that of the M2 and M2A1 mounts, and is 
much easier to keep in proper adjustment. There is no baclt 

triggerlest. A multiple rack is used which permits firing at 
all elevations without altering the gunner's erect position.
Elevations from to-15° -90° may be reached without caus-
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ing the gunner to get into an awkward or uncomfortable 
'nosition. 

96. EMPLACING. Assembly of mount. -The legs fit into-a.openings in the lower part of the pedestal. A lug inside of 
each opening engages a groove on the end of the leg. This 
insures . proper positioning of the legs when assembling the 
mount. The three legs and pedestal together compose the
lower part of the mount. The pedestal is fitted with a heavyball bearing, in which the pintle revolves. There is a locking
handle 

on the bearing housing. The azimuth motion shouldbe locked when emplacing the mount. At the top of the
pintle is a heavy fitting consisting of two claws and a lug,
by means of which the cradle is attached. These two claws 
and the thelug engage corresponding members of cradle.Zhe cradle is locked firmly in place by the cradle lock. 

; *. Mounting the the gun is mounted, thegun. -Beforeazimuth and elevation motions of the mount must be locked. 
The gun is inserted in the cradle from the front of the mount.It is locked in position by the trunnion bracket pin and the 
rear gun joint ' pin. The gun cannot be mounted with the 
upper armor shield attached to the mount, or with the lower 
Shield in firing position. Care must be exercised in mount-
ing the gun to insure that the side plate trigger is properly
engaged by the firing linkage from the trigger rack. The 
lower armor shield is pivoted into position after the gun
is secured in place. The upper armor shield is attached by
its two legs to the pintle and secured by two wing bolts. 
The ammunition chest is mounted on the left side of the 
cradle. No provision is made for right-hand feed. A link 
chute is mounted at the right side of the receiver. The gun
must be depressed to 15° or elevated above 300 when changing
ammunition chests to prevent interference by the upper 
armor shield. 
® 97. TRIGGER RACK AND FIRING MECHANISM. The trigger rack 
is a tubular support for three pairs of hand grips. Rotating 
any of the three left-hand grips moves a linkage which is 
connected to the side plate trigger. The gun is fired by 
turning any one of the left-hand grips in a counterclockwise 
motion. A knurled knob on the lower left-hand side of the 
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FIGl-1iL f: 3.1bý_ i.ti°ýei rack. 
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trigger 
rack trigger stop when turned. This isoperates aý th only safety fea ue on, the mount. 

9g" RECOIL is theMECHANISM. -The recoil mechanism 

i Suring 
 type. Two springs are mounted between recoiling

Slides. A between the plates gripscross member cradle side
the springs and holds them in position. The gun is mounted 
°n the recoiling slides and is held in position by two pins.
AS the gun recoils, the slide travels to the rear compressing
the forward spring. As the gun returns to battery, the rear 

FIGURE 64.-Recoil mechanism of M3 mount. 

Spring is used to absorb the shock of counterrecoil. The 
tension in the recoil and counterrecoil springs can be adjusted
with a capstan adjusting nut on either end of the recoil spring 
rod, which adjusts the length and speed of recoil. 
YO99. MANIPULATION. -When firing with the M3 mount, the 
gunner stands erect and makes changes in elevation by mov-
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ing his hands and arms down. For in azi-up and changes 
muth, he merely shifts his feet and moves around the 

pedestal. At all times he keeps his head well above the 

upper armor shield so that he may observe the tracers. The 
gun is fired with the left hand by turning any of the grips on 
that side of the trigger rack. The top pair of grips is used 
for fire at high angles of elevation, the middle pair for fire 
at moderate angles, and the lowest pair for fire at low angles. 

FIGURE 65.-Manipulation of M3 mount. 

SECTION VI 

TRUCK MOUNT M32 

100. GENERAL.-The M32 truck mount was developed to fill 
the need for a gun and mount to provide immediate and 
effective self-protection for trucks bothagainst air attack 
on route marches and in bivouacs. This amount carries 
caliber 50 machine gun, heavy barrel, above the cab of the 

.
truck. There is a well in the roof of the cab. The gun may 
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be carried ready to fire and can be brought into action during
the march or with the truck at a halt. 

101. DESCRIPTION. Mount proper. mount proper
consists 

-a. -The 
of a race or large ring, permanently mounted above

the cab body, and a skate to carry the gun. machineThe 
gun is mounted on a simple cradle, which is carried in the 
skate by a yoke and pintle. 

FIGURE mount.66. -M32 

b. Race for skate. -The ring, which is about 3 feet in diam-
eter, comprises a race for the skate. The gunner stands in-
side the ring and can slew the skate around the ring and 
lock it in This is byany position. ring supported a welded 
frame built This frame is bolted toup of plate and piping.
the front the truck body. The framecorners of supporting
is fastened to the outside of the ring, leaving the inner surface 
and the lower the clear for theupper and edges of ring skate 
to move freely. 

c. Opening in roof of truck is a large openingcab. -Therein the roof of the cab body, centered under the ring. The 
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edges of this opening are built up and rolled to remove sharp 
edges.

d. Ammunition. --Three special type ammunition boxes are 
carried in the angles formed by the support members for the a; 
ring. Each box carries two ammunition chests of 50 rounds 

, 

capacity. Including the rounds in the 50-round chest carried 
on the gun, the supply of ammunition carried with the gun 
is 350 rounds. 

e. Traveling brackets. -The mount is provided with two 

traveling brackets. One of these fixes the gun in traveling 

position across the rear of the mount with the barrel across 
 ,the truck body to the left. The other fixes the gun in travel- 
ing position with the skate and cradle to the front of the 
ring, the barrel pointed to the left and rear. The gun barrel 
snaps in and out of the bracket. 

9 102. EMPLOYMENT. When traveling the with-a. on alert 
guns manned, the elevation locking pin may be engaged to 
keep the gun fixed against the motion of the truck. The 
pin can be withdrawn instantly for action. There is also . 
an azimuth lock on the pintle. 

b. The gun can be fired below the horizontal to the front 
and around either side to the rear quarter. Fire directly 4 

to the rear can only be brought down to the horizontal, due 
to interference by the front bow. If the truck is on steep
ground, this can produce a masked zone for horizontal or 
low-angle fire which may be serious. When necessary, the 
truck bows should be removed to permit low-angle fire to the 
rear. 

c. The gun is fired normally by the assistant driver standing
in the seat beside the driver. The trunnion is about shoulder 
high for the average sized gunner. He can fire horizontally 
to the front very effectively by standing with one foot on the 
dashboard and the other on the window ledge of the truck 
door. This raises his bcdy so that he is head and shoulders 
above the trunnions of the gun, and improves his observation 
of the tracer stream. Another position for Are against 
ground targets is for the gunner to sit on one edge of the 
opening in the cab roof and brace his feet on the far edge.
This is especially useful for short men. High overhead fire 
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is conducted by the gunner squatting down in the seat ofthe truck. 
" 103. PROTECTIVE COVERING.-The machine gun is provided
With a heavy canvas cover, for protection against dust 
and the elements when the gun is not in use. The canvas 
cover for the opening in the roof of the cab snaps over the 
raised and rolled edge of the opening. It is fastened with an 

FIGURE M32 mount.67. -Manipulation of 

elastic binding and can be removed instantly. If traveling 
lI good weather, it need not be in place. 

SECTION VII 

MACHINE-GUN MOUNT M43 
104. GENERAL.-The caliber 50 machine-gun mount M43 

.is a pedestal mount for fixed emplacements. The mount is 
made up of four major assemblies: pedestal, carriage, cradle 
and shield, and sight. The weight of mount complete with 
sights, but without gun or ammunition chest, is 725 pounds. 
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The mount is designed for the caliber 50 M2 type machine . 
gun when employed from a fixed position. Armor is pro-
vided for full protection of the gunner's body. A hole in 
the upper portion of the armored shield is located in such 
a position that the gun may be sighted without interference 
from the shield. A type forward iswheel area sight pro-
vided and is mounted on the gun. The heavy barrel gun 

FIGURE 68. -M43 mount. 

may be used with this mount. Each type of barrel requires 
a particular equilibrating spring. A reversible name plate
located on the sight storage box should indicate at all times 
thh:e kind of equilibrating spring in place in the pedestal tube. 

105. OPERATION. The the-a. weight of shield, gun aminu-
r. ition chest, and ammunition is equilibrated at all angles by 
means of a helical spring. The helical spring is contained 
in the pedestal tube. 
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b. 
hand 

The gun must be equipped for left-hand feed and right-
charging with retracting slide grip assembly and with

double spade grip backplate. 

,F IGURE 69. -Manipulation of M43 mount. 

C. The mount is traversed by hand through 360'' and 
elevated from to +80°.--10°

d. The mount is provided with a back strap and two shoul-
der stocks (fig. 68). The back strap, made up of two heavy 
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leather straps, is so joined as to provide support for the back 
Df the gunner's hips and buttocks. The back strap is most 
useful when firing at angles of high elevation as it provides 
support for the gunner's body. The length of the back strap 
may be adjusted to suit the requirements of the individual 
gunner by threading the shank of the hock through one of 
the oblong links of the chain and thence to the spool nuts 
located on the outside side plate at the rear. One or both of 
the back strap chains may be shortened in this manner. The 
shoulder stocks may be adjusted laterally to fit the individual 
gunner. --

e. An adjustable depression stop, located on the right side 
of the carriage casting to the rear, may be set by means of a 
locking nut to prevent the mount being depressed below the 
safe angle determined by the requirements of the gun 
emplacement. 

I. The carriage is locked both to the pedestal in traverse 
and to the side plate of the cradle in elevation by a single
lever on the right side. The lever is held in the unlocked 
position by a stop and spring clip. Pulling the lever to the 
rear and up locks the carriage in both traverse and elevation.
The lever can be adjusted by removing a spring pin from the 
locking nut and relocating the locking lever in the required
position. 

106. PEDESTAL. The pedestal is built up of 1/2- and-a.3ä-inch mild steel plate and tube, welded. The diameter at 
the base is 30 inches. The base is bolted to its foundations 
through six 3/4-inch bolts. The vertical tube is supported by 
webbing welded to the base and tube (fig. 68). The top of 
the tube is machined to accommodate a four-way thrust ball 
bearing race housing.

b. The pedestal tube contains the equilibrator spring. The 
amount of spring compression may be varied to suit the gun-
ner by adjusting the connecting rod. The lower end of the 
connecting rod is attached to a cross head at the top of the 
spring. The upper end is threaded into trunnion block ina 
the cradle. The connecting rod must not protrude more than 

inch beyond the top of the trunnion block. This is neces-
sary to provide adequate clearance for the cradle. 
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C. Balance 	 beor equilibration of cradle and shield may
readily adjusted in the field. The balance is adjusted as
follows: 

(1) Release jam 	 nut on connecting rod. 
(2) Turn rod (by hand or with wrench) to right to decrease 

Spring tension or to left to increase spring tension. 
(s) Tighten jam 	nut when desired balance is reached. 
107. 	 CARRIAGE.-The carriage is a one-piece high strength 

of carriage uppercasting. The base the forms the half of the 
main bearing race housing. The adjustable depression stop
is located on the right rear of the casting. The carriage
Supports the trunnion to which the cradle is attached. 

108. CRADLE AND SHIELD. -The shield is constructed of 
'/2-inch Armor plate. The cradle consists of two outside side 
Plates and two inner plates, held in position by spacer tubes. 
The mounting of the ;cradle has no recoil absorbing device 
and the inner plates are rigidly fixed to the outside side plates.
A cartridge case chute fastened to the inner plates of the 
cradle, conducts the spent cartridge cases, when ejected from 
the 

gun, to an opening in the shield. A baffle extending
downward from the forward end of the cradle causes the 
Spent cartridge, cases to drop to the ground. The gun is 
mounted on the cradle with the backplate removed but with 
the retracting handle in place. The breech end of the gun is 
inserted through the hole in the shield, twisting the gun in 
order to pass the retracting handle. Mounting points and 
Pins are designed to accommodate all models of basic caliber 
. 50 Browning machine guns. 

e 109. SIGHTS. The sights are assembled to the gun and-a. 
are provided with the mount. 

b. The rear sight is fixed to the top plate of the machine 
gun by three machine screws set into standard holes in the 
top plate of the gun receiver used for other types of rear 
Sights. The rear sight assembly consists of- 

(1) A high strength cast bracket including a sight testing 
and adjustment device. 

(2) A *sight assembly consisting of a rear sight cross wire 
ring and retainer, a rubber eyepiece, and a sunshade or sun 
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filter device consisting of two lenses of duplex nonshatter-
able glass, each of a different tint, either of which or both 
may be used at the same time. 

c. The front sight is a wheel-type forward area sight with 
100,200, and 300 knots per hour speed rings. It is held in 
place on the water-cooled gun by links which fit over the 
trunnion at the rear of the barrel water jacket. For a corn- 
plete discussion of the use of the sight, refer to FM 4-151. 

d. The forward sight ring, together with a spare sight 
ring, is stowed, when the mount is not in use, in a box 
welded to the lower right-hand corner of the shield. 

e. To mount the forward sight ring, insert the stud all the 
way into the holding bracket with flat surface on stud 
forward, making sure that shoulder on stud is against top 
edge of bracket, then pull down the locking lever tightly. 

f. To adjust siglits. -(1) Set the mount level. 
(2) Erect a target surface at right angles to the axis of the 

bore. The target surface should be approximately 6 feet in 
height and 25 feet from the rear sight cross wires. 

(3) Set elevation of gun so that the axis of the bore is 
perpendicular to target surface and lock the mount. 

(4) By sighting through the gun barrel, mark center of 
gun bore on the target surface. 

(5) From center of bore as marked on the target surface, 
erect a vertical 1521/3'2line inches.. 

(6) At the end of the vertical line, construct a horizontal 
line to the right a distance of at least 2 inches. 

(7) Intersect the horizontal line with a perpendicular line 
2 inches from the vertical line mentioned in (5) above. 

(8) This intersection locates the "sighting point" on which 
the sights are to be alined. 

(9) Loosen upper two cap screws on back side of the rear 
sight housing. Keep sufficient tension on screws to hold 
surfaces of bracket and adjusting block together. 

(10) Insert and tighten locating in front face ofscrew 
rear sight bracket housing in hole marked "TESTING. " 

(11) Insert forward sight ring, bringing stem against top 
surface of housing and tighten with clamp screw. 

(12) Loosen bottom cap screw on backside of rear sight 
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housing 
 holding tension screw to keepsufficient with sur-
faces of adjusting block and housing together.

(13) Coincide rear and front sight center cross wires with"sighting 
point" on target by adjusting rear sight in vertical 

Position by housing.means of screw in bottom of 
(14)

line 
Front and rear sights have been manufactured to 

up in horizontal position without adjustment. If the
front and rear sights do not line up with the target when the 
gun bore is in line with its mark on the target board, it is
because the sight parts have been damaged by being sprungfront be rectifiedPosition. This can by carefully springingthe sight at fault into position.(15) When front and rear sight cross wires line up withmark on target board, tighten lower cap screw on back side
of rear sight housing. 

(16) Remove locating screw from hole marked "TESTING" 
and reinsert it in hole marked "FIRING" and tighten.

(17) Tighten upper two cap screws on back side of rear
sight housing. The gun mount is now ready for firing. 

110. LUBRICATION. Grease is used throughout for lubri--a.cation of the mount. The mount is equipped with Alemite 
type 


grease connections at all points where greasing 
 is 
required. 

b. A grease gun, push type, 3-ounce capacity, supplied with 
each mountedmount, is on a spring clip holder on the 
Pedestal. 

C. The carriage bearing should be packed with grease only through the grease gun fitting located on lower flange of 
; ag ca ting. Aä d 

cý
Q+Ö, SECTION VIII 

ANTIAIRCRAFT MACHINE-GUN SIGHTS 

111. GENERAL. guns are fired using individual-Machinetracer control. It is desirable that the gunner be furnished 
a sight to enable him to place his initial fire close to. the 
target, thereafter making adjustments by observation of the 
tracers. Sights are usually issued with each mount. The 
sight described in paragraph 109 is used exclusively on the
M43 mount. Other type sights are described below and in
FM 4-151. 
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11 112. RING SIGHTS. The ring type sight shown in figure
-a.

70 is the M1A1 sight for antiaircraft machine guns. It may 
be used with any water-cooled gun. It is mounted onto the 
water jacket and clamped into place by two capstan type 
screw-in clamps. The forward element of the sight consists 
of four concentric circles mounted on supports. The rear 
element of the sight is merely a '/'2-inch peep ring on a support. 

For discussion the
a complete of use of antiaricraft machine-
gun sights see FM 4-151. 

b. There are no adjustments, either laterally or vertically, 

1. Adjust porol tot to 
dais of bore30 Miles Per Hour 

2. Then120 Miles Per Mow raise rear 
to210 Miles Per Mour sight 1/e" (100) 

provide superelevatiorl300 Miles Per Mow 

FIGURE 70. -A speed ring sight. 

possible. The sight is manufactured so as to be in alinement 
when mounted properly on a water-cooled gun. If the sight
is checked and found to be not in alinement it is probably due 
to the fact that it has been bent or damaged. An attempt 
should be made to force the bent or damaged element of the 
sight back into its proper position. The sight as manufac- 
tured includes no superelevation, but by elongating the hole 
at the rear end of the sight bar it is possible to take care of 
superelevation. (See fig. 70. ) 
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11 113. Alinement Sights. alinement sight is issued for-An
USewith the M3 mount and may be used on any water-cooled 
gun. (See fig. 71. ) The front element of the sight is merely 
a small in a larger Thecenter alinement ring supported ring. 
outer ring may be used to help estimate an initial lead. It is 
a 300 mile per hour midpoint speed ring. The rear element is 

FIGURE 71.-Sight with macnine gun mount M3. 

merely The be in thea peep ring. sight can adjusted same 
manner as described for the ring sight. (See fig. 70. ) 
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ANTIAIRCRAFT MACHINE-GUN AMMUNITION 

SECTION I 

TYPES 

a 114. classi-.CLASSIFICATION.--Based upon use, the principal

fications of the ammunition used in the caliber 50 antiair-
. 

craft machine gun are: 


a. Ball. --For use against personnel and light material 
Itargets. 

b. Armor piercing. use against armored vehicles, con-For 

crete shelters, and similar bullet resisting targets. 


c. Incendiary. -For incendiary purposes. 11 
d. Tracer. -For observation of fire and incendiary pur-,, 

poses. Another type provided for special purposes is dummy 
ammunition for training (cartridges are inert). The Ml li 

tracer ammunition is so loaded that a velocity is obtained 
that will make the trajectories of the ball, armor piercing, 
and tracer cross at 1,000 yards. Tracer ammunition burns 

rvput aar t/ýddcrdnge of about 1,850 yards.

ý. ' 

0115. IDENTIFICATION. Even though the-a. caliber 50 car-.tridges are not marked or stamped to indicate the type or 
model, each may be identified as described below. In general,
the only stamping on the cartridge is the manufacturer's 
initials and year of loading which appear on the base of the 
cartridge case. On lots manufactured prior to 1940, "Cal. 
. 50" is also stamped on the base of the cartridge case. 
However, the marking on all original packing containers; 
both boxes and cartons, clearly and fully identifies the ammu-
nition except as to grade. In addition to the marking, 
colored bands painted on the ammunition boxes, and on 
carton labels, provide a ready means of identification as to 
type. 

b. When removed from their original packing containers, 
cartridges rmay 

be identified, except as to ammunition lot 
number and grade, by physical characteristics as described 
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. 

below. Care should be taken not to confuse these originalmarkings with any subsequent markings made with litho-
graphic marking ink, which is used for an entirely different 
Purpose. (See par. 126.	) 

ball, 'caliber 50, M2, is the standardball ammunition for this weapon. All caliber 50 ammuni-
(1) Ball. --Cartridge, . 

.tion have bullets with gilding metal jackets (copper-colored).
(2) Armor piercing. -All models of caliber 50 armor pierc-ing 	 .ammunition 	 may be distinguished by the nose of the

bullet which is painted BLACK for a distance of approxi 
rnately 7,16 inch from the tip. 

(3) Tracer. -Caliber 50 tracer ammunition may be iden- 
tifled .by the nose of the bullet which is painted RED for adistance 

of approximately ?%einch from the tip. 
(4) Incendiary. -Caliber . 50 incendiary ammunition maybe identified by the light BLUE paint on the tip of the bullet. 
(5) Dummy. --Caliber 50 dummy cartridge may be iden- .tified by a hole in the body of the cartridge case. 

,®6. 
LOSTNUMB R.-a. When ammunition is manufactured, 

an ammunition lot number which becomes an essential part
of the. marking is assigned in accordance with pertinent
specifications. This lot number is marked on all packing
containers and the identification card inclosed in eachon
Packing box. It is required for all purposes of record, includ-
ing grading and use, reports on condition, functioning, and 
accidents in which the ammunition might be involved. No 
lot other than that of current grade appropriate for the 
weapon is fired. 

b. Since it is impracticable to ' mark the ammunition lot 
number on each individual cartridge, every effort must be 
made to the lot themaintain ammunition number of car-

' tridges once they are removed from their original packing.
Cartridges which have been removed from original packing
and for lot has been lost which the ammunition number are 
placed in grade 3. Therefore, when cartridges are removed 
from their original packings they must be marked so that the 
ammunition 	 lot number may be preserved. 
It 117. IDENTIFICATION CARD.--An identification card showing
the lotquantity, type, caliber, model, ammunition number, 
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and manufacturer is sealed inside the metal liner on top of 
the ammunition in each box. 
2 118. MARKING. Color bands painted on the sides an-a. 
ends of the packing boxes further identify the various types 
of ammunition. The following color bands are used: 

Cartridge, armor pierc-

ing------------------- Blue 
 on yellow


Cartridge, ball___________ Red. 

Cartridge, ball and tracer, 

in metallic link belt--- Composite band of yellow+ 
red, and green stripes; 
(yellow on left, red in 

center, green on right)
Cartridge, blank--------- Blue 
Cartridge, dummy------- Green 
Cartridge, tracer-------- Green on yellow
Cartridge, incendiary---- Red on yellow 

b. Carton labels are similarly marked to show the quantity,
type, caliber, model, ammunition lot number, and manufac-
turer. Color stripes similar to those on the packing boxes 
are also printed on the labels, except that for blank ammu-'I 

the label itselfnition is blue and for dummy ammunition it is 
green. 

SECTION 11 

CARE OF AMMUNITION 

O 119. HANDLING AND PRESERVATION. Ammunition boxes -a. 
must not be opened until the ammunition is required for use. 
Ammunition removed from the airtight container, particu-
larly in damp corrodes becomesclimates, and unserviceable. 

b. The ammunition must be protected from mud, sand, 
dirt, and water. If it gets wet or dirty, wipe it off at once. 
Verdigris or light corrosion must be wiped off. Cartridges 
must not be polished to make them look better or brighter. 

c. The use of oil or grease on cartridges is prohibited. 
d. Do not fire cartridges with loose bullets or other defects. 
e. Ammunition must not be exposed to the direct rays of 

the sun for any length of time. This seriously affects its 
firing qualities. 

f. Whenever cartridges are taken from cartons and loaded 
into belts, the belts are tagged so that the ammunition can 
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and manufacturer is sealed inside the metal liner on top of 
the ammunition in each box. 
M 118. MARKING. -a. Color bands painted on the sides anc 
ends of the packing boxes further identify the various type! 
of ammunition. The following color bands are used: 

Cartridge, armor pierc-
ing------------------- Blue on yellow 

Cartridge, ball___________ Red. 
Cartridge, ball and tracer, 

in metallic link belt--- Composite band of yellow, 
red, and green stripes 
(yellow on left, red in 
center, green on right)

Cartridge, blank--------- Blue 

Cartridge, dummy Green 

Cartridge, tracer--------
 Green on yellow 
Cartridge, incendiary____ Red on yellow 

b. Carton labels are similarly marked to show the quantity, 
type, caliber, model, ammunition lot number, and manufac-
turer. Color stripes similar to those on the packing boxes 
are also printed on the labels, except that for blank ammu 
nition and dummy ammunitionthe label itself is blue for it is 
green. 


SECTION II 


CARE OF AMMUNITION 
it 119. HANDLING AND PRESERVATION. Ammunition boxes-a. 
must not be opened until the ammunition is required for use. 
Ammunition removed from the airtight container, particu-
larly in damp climates, corrodes and becomes unserviceable. 

b. The ammunition must be protected from mud, sand, 
dirt, and water. If it gets wet or dirty, wipe it off at once. 
Verdigris or light corrosion must be wiped off. Cartridges 
must not be polished to make them look better or brighter. 

c. The use of oil or grease on cartridges is prohibited.
d. Do not fire cartridges with loose bullets or other defects. 
e. Ammunition must not be exposed to the direct rays of 

the sun for any length of time. This seriously affects its 
firing qualities.

f. Whenever cartridges are taken from cartons and loaded 
into belts, the belts are tagged so that the ammunition can 
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be identified as to lot number. Tagging is necessary in orderto preserve the grade of the ammunition. 
® 120. STORAGE. Whenever practicable, small-arms am---a.munition is stored under cover. This applies particularly to 
tracer ammunition which is-subject to rapid deterioration if 
it becomes damp, and may even ignite spontaneously. When 
necessary to leave small-arms ammunition in the open, raise it on dunnage at least 6 inches from the ground and cover it 
With a double thickness of tarpaulin. Suitable drainage
trenches should be dug to prevent water flowing under the 
Pile. 

b. If practicable, tracer ammunition should be stored
Separately from other ammunition. 

C. If tossed into or placed in a fire, small-arms ammunitiondoes not explode violently. There are small individual explo-
sions of each cartridge, the case flying in one direction andthe bullet in another. In case of fire, keep personnel not 
engaged in fighting the fire at least 200 yards from the fire 
and have them lie on the ground.

d. ' Cartridges which have been coated with lithographic ink 
to identify the hits of particular gunners on a target shouldhave the ink removed before returning the ammunition to 
storage. 

121. INSPPCTION. must be carefully inspected-AmmunitionImmediately after belting and then placed in ammunitionboxes to protect it against damage in handling. Inspection
of ammunition should include the following: 

a. See that each round is serviceable; that is, that there 
are no loose rounds (bullets loose in case), short rounds (bul-
lets pushed too far into the cartridge case), thick or thin 
runs, inset primers, or split, battered, or dented cases. Short 
rounds can be readily determined by stretching out the loaded 
belt and placing the bases against one flat board, resting a 
second flat board against the bullet points, and noting the 
rounds which do not touch the second board. Thick or thin 
runs theare observed by comparison with rims of adjacent
rounds. Cases with mouth splits may be detected by exerting
ý bending force on the bullet. An empty cartridge case placed 
)Ver the bullet aids in this inspection. Body shoulderor 
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splits may be detected by pressing on the cartridge case near 
the bullet. Inset primers are primers set too far in from the 
base of the cartridge.

b. See that the cartridges are properly alined in the belts. 
c. See that the proper proportion of tracer, armor piercin9t 

or incendiary ammunition is contained in each belt. 
d. See that the web belts are clean and dry and have no 

torn loops and that the links of link belts are not bent or 
battered. 

e. See that the belts are loaded for left-hand feed so that 
when the points of the bullets toward the front and theare 
flat side of the links is down, the double loop of each lint 
will be to the right. When loading for right-hand feed, the 
double link must be to the left. 

f. Ammunition should not be handled more than necessary-

cý ý"C" ä
li(I


ýýýý 


FIGURE links.'12.--Ammunition 

If, for any reason, ammunition is removed from belts and 
later rebelted it should again be inspected when the belting 
operation is completed. 

g. Check ammunition links to be sure they are not sprung 
or bent out of shape before reusing them. LINKS MUST 
NEVER BE REUSED MORE THAN THREE TIMES. 

SECTION III 

BELTING OF AMMUNITION 

122. MACHINE-GUN two typesBELTS. --There are of -anti-
linkaircraft machine-gun ammunition belts, the metallic 


belt and the canvas web belt. 
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a. Metallic links. tolinks are used assemble a-Metallicseries of
The single cartridges to form a flexible ammunition belt. 

links nest together and are held in place by the inserted 
cartridge. (See fig. 72. ) In this way, a belt of any length 
may be assembled. A belt when assembled has a single
unused link double link theon one end and a on other.
When loading, the double is fed into theend gun.

b. Canvas web belt. -The canvas web belt holds 100 rounds 
of caliber The loops for the twenty-fifth,50 ammunition. . 

FIGURE 50 fabric belts.73. -Caliber . 

fiftieth, seventy-fifth, and one hundredth rounds are marked 
so as to provide ready reference marks. The loops are woven 
to the shape of the cartridge so that it is difficult for a 
cartridge to be accidentally loosened. The belts are factory
loaded with ammunition, and are issued in watertight chests 
holding two loaded belts containing 200 rounds of ammu-
nition. The belt has a double loop at one end and a single
1©op at the other so that by nesting the single loop end of 
one belt into the double loop end of another and inserting 
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125" PLACING AMMUNITION CHESTS. In loading am-IN -a.munition link belts into M2 ammunition chests, the end ofthe belt having the open single loop is rolled on the reel andthe remainder of the belt folded into the body of the chest sothat the end with the double loop lies on top ready to be fed 
into the receiver. (See fig. 75. ) 

b. If it becomes to belt intonecessary reload a canvas web 
Cne of its it be folded into theammunition chests, should 

ý-`''----. 

_..
_.,ý, ý_w 

FIGURE 75.-Cut-away view of caliber . 
50 ammunition chest M2 

showing correct method of folding ammunition belt. 

chest so that the end to which the feeding tongue is attached
is on top to be fed into the Sealed ammuni-ready receiver.
tion chests containing canvas web belts are loaded ready for 
use. 

SECTION IV 
METHODS FOR MARKING BULLETS 

126. GENERAL.-The procedure for marking bullets to per-
mit identification of hits on towed targets, which was men-
tioned in paragraph 36, is contained in the paragraphs below. 
The best bullets firingresults with marked are obtained when 
On a white target. Blue and green marking fluids on caliber 
. 30 bullets leave markings on red targets which can be readily 
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identified in bright sunlight, but orange markings are unsat- 
isf actory. Caliber 50 bullet markings on a red target are .
in general more difficult to distinguish. This is apparently 
due to the powder smudge deposited on the bullet when it is 
fired. 

IN 127. PREPARATION OF MARKING FLUIDS. The se-.-a. mixture 
lected as a marking fluid must mark the bullets with a thin, 

distributed, become 
tacky after a drying period of 1 day. A tacky coating is one 
evenly solid coating of color which will 

that is sticky, yet not so dry as to f ail to mark the fingers 


when touched with a moderate amount of pressure. 

b. Lithographic ink, a type of printer's ink, thinned to a 

proper consistency with commercially pure spirits of turpen-

tine, is a satisfactory marking ink. Lithographic inks (Gov-

ernment Printing Office formulae as indicated below) in four 

colors: red, orange, green, and blue are used by antiaircraft 

artillery units. The amounts of inks to be mixed with one 

pint of spirits of turpentine are as follows: 


Red, formula No. 11257-11 ounces. 
Orange, formula No. 11256-2 pounds 3 ounces. 
Green, formula No. 11258-3 pounds 4 ounces. 
Blue, formula No. 11259-1 pound ß ounces. 

To obtain the correct drying rate, add a small amount of 
castor oil in the ratio of about 1 tablespoonful to 1 pint of ink 
mixture. Some experimentation, however, may be necessary
to determine the proper amount of castor oil to use, since 
atmospheric conditions, which control the drying rate, vary
from place to place and in a given place at different times of 
the year. S 


the formula
c. If numbers above are not used, or mixing
ratios are unknown, prepare each mixture of lithographic ink 
and spirits of turpentine to a consistency approximately that 
of heavy cream. Experiment with small amounts of the dif- 
ferent inks and spirits of turpentine to determine the propor-
tion to be used. It is necessary to repeat the experimenta-
tion for each color, for the viscosity is not the same in each 
case nor do like quantities of the different inks weigh the 
same. The mixing ratios given above may be of assistance in, 
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determining for inks. Aproper mixing ratios unknown sim-
Ale means of checking the relative viscosities of different ink 
nlixtures is to dropsput several of each mixture on a clean 
Pane of window glass, tilt the glass to an angle of about 450, 
and observe the rates of flow. 
1 128. CLEANING BULLETS. -Before attempting to apply the 
marking fluid, wipe all grease and dirt from the bullets with 
a cloth moistened with turpentine. The ink does not adhere 
unless the bullets are clean. 
11 129. PROCEDUREIN MARKING CALIBER 30 BULLETs. of . -Eithertwo methods may be used, depending upon the amount of 
ammunition to be marked. 

a., The first method is used when more than one belt of 
ammunition is to be marked. Coil up each loaded ammuni-tion belt tightly, keeping the points of the bullets in the same 
Plane, and tie securely with stout twine. Carefully dip the 
bullets to a depth of about"-1/8 inch into a flat shallow pan,
such as a lard can cover, which is level and contains the 
Marking fluid. After dipping, place the coiled belt, withbullet points down, on a piece of newspaper or other absorbent 
material, and allow to drain. After about 5 minutes, movethe belt to a clean part of the paper and again allow to drain. 
Repeat this after 10 minutes, and again after 15 minutes. By
this time the draining process should be practically complete
and the bullets, still in the coiled belt and with points down, 
are left to dry until the next day. The purpose of this drain-

toing and moving process is remove the excess ink which 
Cathers at the points of the bullets. Failure to do this may
change the trajectory of the bullets. 

b. The second method is used when one belt or less ofammunition is to be marked. Tack the loaded belt along 
a piece of 2- by 4-inch timber so that the points of the bullets 
extend beyond the edge about 1/8 inch. Next, support the 
timber at each end, by any convenient means, with the bullets 
Pointing down. With a small receptacle containing marked 
fluid to a depth of about 3/a inch, mark each bullet sepa-
rately. The bullets stand away from the timber, permitting
this operation. After marking, place the timber, with the 
loaded belt still attached, on a piece of newspaper or other 
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absorbent material so that the bullets are resting on their 
points, and proceed with the draining process as in the 
first method. This method of marking bullets is fairly rapid 
and is economical in the use of the marking fluid. 

130. PROCEDUREIN MARKING CALIBER 50 BULLETS. -A caliber . 
. 50 ammunition chest contains 200 rounds of ammunition. 

One hundred rounds, in the- metallic link or fabric belt, may 

be conveniently marked in one dipping. The number of 
rounds to be marked is divided into sections of 100 rounds or 

less, and dipped and drained in the manner prescribed for 
the first method of marking caliber 30 bullets. Several 

. 

rounds are marked separately and, after drying, are used 

to join 100-round sections into 200-round belts. The caliber 


50 bullet is to depth '/2
marked a of about inch measured . 
along the ogive from the point. 

0 131. DRYING PERIOD.Bullets marked the day-beforeon 
the firing should become dry enough on the day of firing 
to permit handling and yet remain sufficiently tacky to 
afford excellent target-marking results. If necessary, the 
period of time between marking and firing may be extended 
to 3 days and still afford target markings which can be 
identified. The 1-day drying period, however, is considered 
the best. After a period of more than 3 days, the markings, 
cannot be depended upon, and the bullets should be cleaned 
and remarked. Dry-cleaning solvent may be used effectively
in bullets.cleaning marked 

132. MISCELLANEOUS. It--a. is considered impracticable to 
furnish prepared ink mixtures in lieu of the ingredients for, 
mixing, for the reason that ready prepared mixtures would 
not have a drying rate satisfactory for all climates and all 
conditions. 

b. When mixing the ingredients, stir thoroughly. 
c. Four colors of ink normally suffice. Should a fifth iden-

tification be required, unmarked bullets can be used. 
d. The approximate quantities of marking materials re-

quired for caliber. 30 ammunition are: 
(1) inks, lithographic. 
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(a) Red (Formula No. 11257). pound for the first-One 
1,000 rounds plus 1/3pound for each additional 1,000 rounds. 

(b) Orange (Formula No. 11256). -Three times the quan-
tity required for red ink. 

(c) Green (Formula No. 11258). -Five times the quantity 
required for red ink. 

(d) Blue (Formula No. 11259). -Two times the quantity 
required for red ink. 

(2). Spirits of turpentine. pints for the first 1,000-Three 
rounds plus 3,8pint for each additional 1,000 rounds. 

(3) For marking caliber 50 ammunition, the quantities of .ink and turpentine required are twice those necessary for 
marking caliber 30 ammunition. .(4) The quantity of castor oil required varies with climatic 
Conditions. Normally 1 quart is sufficient for either caliber 
of ammunition for the entire training period. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CARE AND MAINTENANCE 

SECTION I 

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 

133. GENERAL.-It is essential that the gun and mount are 
maintained at all times in the best possible condition. They 
must always be kept clean and all unpainted parts covered 
with a light coating of oil. Accessories and ammunition 
must also be given careful attention. All parts of the gun 
are cleaned and lubricated daily and after firing. If there 
has been no firing, all parts handled during instruction 
periods - should be cleaned and lubricated immediately. 
When in a combat zone, a cleaning schedule must be main-
tained so that only one gun is out of action at any one time. 
The guns must also be cleaned for at least 1 week after all 
firing is completed, the cleaning being repeated daily until 
sweating has ceased. Particular care must be employed in 
damp climates, during damp or rainy weather, or when the 
materiel is used at night. 

134. CLEANING BORE. The bore is the the-a. part of ma-
the Tochine gun requiring most careful attention. clean 

the bore, the gun is disassembled. Thoroughly wipe the bore 
with cotton gun cleaning patches, wet with rifle bore cleaner, 
continuing operation until several patchesthe successive go 
through the bore without being soiled. When rifle bore 
cleaner is not available, an alternate method is to pump hot 

water and issue soap, or hot water and soda ash, through the 

use of rifle cleaner preferred ofbore. The bore is because 
its effectiveness, combined with faster and easier application 
and rust-preventive ability.a limited 

Caution: Rifle bore cleaner. will freeze at temperatures 
below 32° F. If frozen, it must be thawed and shaken well 
before using. Closed containers should not be filled to more 
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FIGURE 73 bore---Cle3111I1g 
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than 75 percent of capacity in freezing weather. Completely 

full containers will burst when contents freeze. 


b. After thoroughly cleaning, wipe the bore dry by passing 
clean, dry patches through it, and apply a film of light pre-
servative lubricating oil. Before firing again, run dry 
patches through the bore to remove oil and any dust and dirt 
which may have collected. 

c. Inspect daily and repeat above treatment until bore 
shows no signs of corrosion. 

d. The soda-ash solution is prepared by dissolving 1/2 to 1 
pound, depending upon the strength desired, of soda ash, in 
1 gallon of boiling water. The soda ash stands storage very 
well if kept dry. The solution is prepared at the time it 

Ädl. 

cdý
CLEANING REMAINDER OF GUN. -The135. receiver is wiped 

Mclean, particular care being taken to remove dirt and lint 

"2f rom the belt-holding pawl. Clean, lintless cloth must be 
used. The various parts of the gun and the part groups are 
then wiped clean, a small stick covered with a cotton patch 
being used to remove dirt from all recesses. The water jacket 
is wiped clean and the muzzle gland is tightened and repacked
if necessary. Cleaning should be accomplished by wiping
large parts and dipping small ones in dry-cleaning solvent, 
and wiping dry. Care should be taken in humid atmosphere 
to assure the use of completely moisture free patches for 
wiping dry. Wipe a light film of light preservative. lubri-
cating oil over all parts. Inspect periodically to detect devel-
opment of rust and to renew the preservative oil film. At 
the end of season or more often when weatherthe firing 

conditions or prolonged action requires it, the various part 
groups should be completely disassembled and all component 
parts cleaned and oiled. For a complete list of cleaning and 

materials refer 	 to SNL K-1.preserving 

136. CLEANING MOUNT. -Keep the parts of the mount free 
of dirt and grit, 	 and exposed metal surfaces and moving parts 

light lubricating Inlubricated with oil. addition, the various 
the triggerparts of control and recoil mechanisms must be 

carefully cleaned and oiled periodically. Lubricate the slides 
of the recoil mechanism every 2 hours of continuous firing. 
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When assembling the mount, contact surfaces to be assembled 
must be cleaned and all screw fastenings oiled to facilitate 
assembly and disassembly and to prevent corrosion. (See 
ch. 4. ) 

137. LUBRICATION.-Proper oiling is second in importance 
only to intelligent cleaning. Oil all bearing surfaces of the 
gun with light preservative lubricating oil. Take particular 
care to see that the exterior of the barrel is oiled at the breech 
end. Oil the cover extractor spring, the cover extractor cam, 
the cocking lever, the belt feed lever groove in the bolt, the 
grooves in the barrel extension to take the bolt ribs, the breech 
lock cam, the switch, and the ways of the belt feed slide. 
Keep an oilcan filled with oil conveniently near the gun at all 
times. Use a cotton patch, lintless cloth, or brush to apply
the oil when possible, as waste or rags leave lint and cause 
stoppages. For a complete list of lubricants to be used refer 
t NL K-2. 

18 DAILY MAINTENANCE PRIOR TO FIRING. -a. Gun. -Make 
adjustments on the gun before placing it on the mount. 

(1) Adjust for head space.
(2) Check the oil in the oil buffer and the adjustment of 

oil buffer. 
(3) Check the muzzle and breech packings. 
(4) Test the bolt operation and firing mechanism. 
(5) Check lubrication. 
(6) See that the adjusting screw on buffer is tight. 
(7) Place the gun on the mount, attach the inlet water 

hose, fill the barrel jacket with water, refill the water chest, 
and attach the outlet hose. 

b. Cradle and mount. --(1) Check adjustment of the recoil 
springs. 

(2) Check adjustment of the side plate trigger mechanism. 
(3) Check lubrication of the pintle. 
c. Ammunition. -(1) Inspect belts for short rounds, cor-

rosion, split cases, or thin rims. Check the spacing of tracers 
and the evenness of loading. 

(2) See that the belt feeds into the gun with the double 
end of the links feeding first, if link belts are being used. 
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0 139. CARE DURING FIRE. Note the headcorrectness of 
space, and oil adjustments. 

-u. 
buffer 

o. Keep the water pump operating continuously during fire. 

140. CARE AFTER FIRING. Clean the bore. Hot 

can be drawn from the water jacket for Inspect 


-a. water 
cleaning. 


the bore carefully. Clean thoroughly, dry, and lubricate. 


FIGURE 77. -Spare parts and tools. 
717.1 (Ad e 


*b. 
 Field strip the gun, wipe dry, and lubricate. Examine 
.VANI 

parts and make repairs or replacements if necessary. 
c". Drain the water jacket thoroughly and dry. 
d. Inspect the muzzle and breech packing and ifreplace 

necessary. 
e. If stoppages have occurred, their cause must be deter-

mined and corrected Action must be taken toimmediately. 

ý prevent recurrence of similar stoppages. 

141. PARE PARTS TooLs. 
. 
*M 

AND -A complete set of tools and 

spare parts must remain with the gun all times. Theat 
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parts and tools should be kept clean and oiled ready for 
instant All lost broken parts and tools should be 
replaced 

use. or 
immediately. See SNL A-35 and A-37 for a com-

plete list of tools, spare parts, and accessories. Parts that 
asare carried assemblies should at all times be completely 

and correctly assembled ready for immediate insertion in the 

gun. 

142. PRECAUTIONS To BE OBSERVED DURING COLD WEATHER. -
a. Antifreeze mixtures in water jacket. -(1) During cold 
weather, it is necessary to guard against freezing of the water 
in the water jacket and circulating system of the gun. In 
locations the temperature is below 32 ° F.,where atmospheric 

mixtureit is necessary to have antifreeze available for use 
in the water jacket which will not freeze nor gum and yet will 

r.I cool the barrel. 
(2) Antifreeze compound (ethylene glycol type) is author-

ized for use in water jackets for machine guns for cold 
climates. It is satisfactory for temperatures as low as -60° 
P., when mixed with water in the proper proportions. It is 
important that the proper proportions of compound and 
water be maintained. Protection against freezing at tem-
peratures as low as -62° F. can be obtained with a mixture 
Consisting of 60 percent by volume of compound and 40 per-
cent by volume of water. 

(3) ' When compound and water mixture is used, it should 
be mixed in a container and then poured into the water 
Jacket`of the gun and the water chest to insure proper pro-
Portions and a thorough mixing of the ingredients. 

(4) If a mixing container is not available, the compound 
can be poured directly into the water chest and water jacket, 
and water then added to the chest and water jacket until 
full. ' If this method is used, the proper amount of anti-,freeze compound should be computed to produce a mixture of 
the required strength, so that when water is added, the mix-
ture will be correct. Cold water should not be poured into 
a cold chest or water jacket first, as freezing may take place
before the ethylene glycol can be added. (Likewise cold 
water should not be poured in a hot jacket as it might crack. 
the parts. ). In this case the mixture should be thoroughly 
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mixed at once by the ingredients for a few mo-circulating 
ments by means of the crank on the water chest. If such 
mixing is not thoroughly accomplished, the water in. the 
mixture in chest or jacket may freeze due to lack of strength 
unless the gun is fired immediately and sufficiently to heat 
the water until mixing is complete. The crank on the water 
chest should always be turned in a clockwise direction as 
indicated by the arrow the thestamped on crank cover of 
chest. Capacities of water chests and water jackets are as 
follows: 

Water chest, caliber 50, M3-8 gallons..Water chest, caliber 50, M2-7 gallons..Water jacket for 36-inch barrel-8 quarts.
Water jacket for 45-inch barrel-10 quarts. 

('5) In an' emergency, when a suitable antifreeze solution 
is not available, SAE 10 engine oil or used crankcase oil may 
be used in the water jacket of the gun: No circulating unit 
should be used in this. case and the jacket should not be 
entirely filled, to allow for expansion. The (inlet) small 
union cap should be screwed on the small hose connection 
bushing on the jacket in place of the hose, and the outlet hose 
allowed to remain connected. This hose should then be 
stretched along the jacket and fastened at the muzzle end. 
By so doing, the oil will not be lost when the gun is elevated 
for high angle fire. (Either hose will serve in an emergency. ) 
This mixture cannot be used satisfactorily where the tem-
perature is in excess of 32° F. After the use of engine oil or 
engine crankcase "drainings" the water jacket should be 

. disassembled and jacket, bearings, steam tube, and hose 
thoroughly cleaned out with dry-cleaning solvent or Diesel 
fuel, and bearings then lightly lubricated, before water, or 
other cooling mixtures are used. If the oil gets into the 
circulating system, it will attack the rubber hose and clog
the pump.

b. Oiling and lubrication. -(1) Oiling and lubrication 
should be kept at a minimum in low temperatures, theand 
gun and mount manually operated frequently to see that they 
function Droperly. 

(2) During cold weather when the gun is not in use, the 
movable parts in the gun and the trigger control mechanism 
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of the mounts should be kept free of excess. oil. Clean thor-
oughly with dry-cleaning solvent, then dry and oil parts
lightly, the a dry wipingwiping oil off with clean, cloth. 
Before firing the gun, the moving parts should be lightly 
oiled at contacting points.

Caution: If it is necessary in an emergency to fire the gun 
with water in the jacket only, and without the circulating 
system, the (inlet) small union cap must be screwed on the 
small hose bushing the hose asconnection and outlet used 
in a(5) above. 
It 143. PROTECTIVE MEASURES AGAINST CONTAMINATION. --a. 
All unpainted metal parts of the guns and mounts should be 
kept well coated with oil (where practical). This will assist 
in the decontamination. 

b. Cover the gun and mount with a gasproof covering, if 
available, during the attack. 

c. Clean the gun and mount after the attack. 
d. Exposed ammunition should be cleaned. Corroded 

ammunition should either be cleaned thoroughly or dis-
carded. 

e. For detailed instructions see FM 21-40 and TM 3-series. 

SECTION II 
. 

STOPPAGES AND IMMEDIATE ACTION 

144. ' GENERAL. is malfunction incom-stoppage a or 
plete action of some part of the gun or its ammunition result-
ing in fire. When describing determining 

-A 

a cessation of or a 
stoppage, it is often important to designate the approximate 
position of the moving parts of the gun at the time the stop-
page occurs. This is particularly true during training when 
gunners are being taught how to determine the cause of a 
stoppage. The position of stoppage may indicate the cause. 
There are three classifications of stoppage which are gener-
ally used: 

a. First position stoppage. --One which occurs when all 
recoiling parts of the gun are in their extreme forward or 
battery position. 

b. Second position stoppage. -One which occurs when the 
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recoiling parts are at any position from just out of battery to 
the position when the bolt is halfway back on either the recoil 
Dr counterrecoil stroke. 

c. Third position stoppage. -One which occurs when the 
bolt is in any position from halfway back to all the. way back 
on either the recoil or counterrecoil stroke. 
V 145. PREVENTION OF STOPPAGES. will be reduced-Stoppages
to the minimum if the gunner has a practical working knowl-

edge of his weapon and applies the points which should be 

observed before firing. Prevention is the best remedy for all 
stoppages. 

146. CAUSES OF STOPPAGES.-A stoppage occurs 'if the gun 
is to feed, fails to load, or fails to fire. 

It. 'If the gun fails to feed, the cause for stoppage is in the 
ammunition belt or feed mechanism. 
a'cb.If the gun feeds but fails to load, the cause is in the 
eceiver. A broken part or an obstruction in the T-slot or 

in the chamber are the usual causes. 
c. If the gun feeds and loads but fails to fire, the cause is 

in the firing mechanism unless the primer of the cartridge is 
defective. For a more complete discussion of stoppages and 
their causes see TM 9-226. 
Q 147. IMMEDIATE Ac°TION. The for-a. procedure prescribed 
the reduction of stoppages is based on the frequency with 
which the various types of stoppages occur. Execution of 
this procedure by the gunner enables him to remedy the 
majority of stoppages immediately without attempting to 
analyze the cause. Immediate action is performed by the 

mustgunner. All personnel required to fire the machine gun 
be proficient in immediate action. The procedure for imme-
diate action is shown in the following diagram: 
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Gun fails to fire 

Pull the bolt to the rear, release it, and attempt to fire 


If the gun still fails to fire 

I 


See if cover is latched, straighten ammunition belt, place
hand to feel rounds entering feedway, pull the bolt to the 
rear, and release it. 

feeds 

If belt If belt does notl feed 


Attempt to fire. Raise the cover, remove the 
I first round from the belt, 

If gun still fails to fire and look or feel for a car-
tridge in the gun 

Change bolt. If a cartridge is 
Ii 

In the gun NOT in the gun 

Remove it (b Reload, re-lay,
below) and fire. 

Reload, re-lay, 

and fire. 
NOTE.-If application of the procedure does not Femedy the stop-

page, the gunner must examine the feed mechanism and other parts 
of the gun in order to locate and remedy the trouble. 

b. To remove a cartridge from the T-slot, hold back bolt 
and raise extractor. The cartridge usually falls out unless 
it has a thick rim or the T-slot is defective. If cartridge
does not fall out when extractor is raised, hold bolt to the 
rear with extractor raised, place a 'screw driver or similar tool .through top of receiver into top of cannelure of cartridge, 
and drive cartridge downward out of T-slot by striking upper 
end of screw driver with the palm of the hand. 

c. To remove a case stuck in the chamber, hold back bolt 
and remove next cartridge from the T-slot. Insert cleaning 
rod from muzzle and knock empty case from chamber. If 
several cases stick in the chamber in close succession, put 
some oil on chamber cleaning brush, thoroughly scrub cham-
ber with brush, then wipe out chamber with a dry rag.

d. To remove a ruptured case from chamber, use ruptured 
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cartridge extractor, if available. If ruptured case cannot be 
removed, change barrels. 

e. Never attempt to force the bolt forward to remedy a 
stoppage. After any stoppage which appears to be caused 
by insufficient recoil, make sure that the bore is clear before 
continuing firing.. It is possible that such a stoppage, for 

example, one caused by incomplete ignition of the powder 
charge, may result in the bullet lodging in the bore. If the 
gun is fired under these conditions, serious damage results. 

SECTION III 

ký

ADJUSTMENTS, CHECKS, AND SETTINGS. 


148. GENERAL. are certain --There very critical adjustments
and settings of the M2 machine gun and its mounts. Failure 

accuratelyto carefully and make these settings and adjust-
ý cents results in stoppages and inaccurate fire. 
48 149. HEAD SPACE. -a. General. -Proper head space adjust- 

nient is vital to the proper functioning of the angun, and 
understanding of its importance and significance is essential 
for personnel concerned. 

(1) Definition. -The head space of a military weapon with 
the cartridge fully seated in the chamber is the distance 
between the base of the cartridge and the face of the bolt. 
In Browning machine guns, head space is adjusted by obtain-
ing the proper distance between forward part of bolt and 

end of barrel.rear 
(2) Significance. -When any cartridge is fired, the powder 

gases exert tremendous pressure in the chamber. This pres-
sure forces the bullet out of the barrel; it also tends to force 
the cartridge case out of the chamber. The cartridge case 
therefore must be held snugly in the chamber from the time 
the round It is held is fired until the bullet leaves the barrel. 
there by the forward face of the bolt pressing against the 
rear face of the cartridge, the bolt being locked in this posi-
tion by the breech lock. The breech lock engages a recess 
in the bottom of the bolt and locks it firmly to the barrel 
extension. As the recoiling parts move into battery after 
recoil, the breech lock is forced upward by the breech lock 
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cam and locks the bolt to the barrel extension just before 
they reach the battery position.

(3) Insufficient head space. -If the parts have been prop-
erly adjusted with too little head space, the bolt is held too 
far rearward by the barrel. This may cause-

(a) Failure of the recoiling parts to go completely into 
battery because the breech lock cannot fully enter the locking 
recess of the bolt. 

(b) Failure to fire because the bolt may not go forward far 
enough for the sear to be released. 

(c) Sluggish fire because of binding and excessive friction 
between the moving parts. (Particularly noticeable when 
pulling a long ammunition belt. ) 

(4) Excessive head space. -Too much head space may 
cause-

(a) Rupture or separation of the cartridge case because the 
,bolt is not far enough forward to hold the cartridge snugly

its the chamber. 
(b) Inability to obtain proper timing. 
(c) Poor shot patterns because of escape of powder pressure 

at the breech. 
(d) Battering of the breech lock, bolt, and barrel extension 

because the locking surfaces of the breech lock and bolt recess 
are not in contact at the instant of firing. This will soon 
render these parts unfit for service. 

(e) Battered T-slot lips due to the bolt striking the barrel 
extension. 

b. Adjustment. -Head space must be adjusted each time 
the gun is assembled or the barrel packing is adjusted or 
whenever head space is in doubt. It should be checked and 
if necessary, adjusted before firing. the gun. Before at-
tempting to adjust head space be sure that the gun is com-
pletely unloaded, that there is no binding due to tight barrel 
packing, and that the threaded portion of the barrel is free 
from burs and is long enough to project slightly into the 
barrel extension when screwed all the way in. Adjustment 
must be made with gun fully To adjust-assembled. 

(1). Raise the cover and retract the bolt about ?!ý inch 
(no more). 

. 
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(2) Screw the barrel into the barrel extension (by apply-
ing a screwdriver to the notches on the rear end of the 

barrel) until the barrel comes into contact with the bolt. 


E3) Check to make sure end of barrel extends through 

barrel extension. 


(4) Then unscrew the barrel TWO notches. 
(5) If the gun operates sluggishly, unscrew barrel ONE 


additional notch.

jLI" 

150. HEAD SPACE CnECKfi'G. Head 	 be--a. space should
cchecked each time it is adjusted, before firing, during tem-

porary discontinuance of firing, after adjustment of barrel 


thepacking, and whenever adjustment is in doubt. Adjust-
ment should be checked with the head space and timing, 

eage A196228. 
 .,b. Checking head space adjustment by use of head space 
and timing gage A196228--This combination gage provides 
a definite means for checking head space adjustment. The 

of theportion gage to be used for checking head space is 
"HEADSPACE-0.200. " The followingmarked procedure 

should be followed in checking head space:
1'1) After head spacing in the manner prescribed above,

the barrel will protrude slightly beyond the inner face of the 
barrel extension. 

(2) Cock the firing pin by fully retracting the recoiling 
parts, and then allowing them to go fully forward into 
battery. 

(3) Retract the bolt slightly (not more than 1/1binch) in 
order to relieve the driving spring pressure between the bolt 
and the rear end of the barrel, and place the forward face 
of the breech lock and bolt in close contact firing.as when 

(4) Then, insert the gage in the T-slot between the face 
of the bolt and the rear end of the barrel. If the is 
head spaced too tightly, it will not be possible to insert

gun
the 

is the barrelgage. if such case, the should be unscrewed, 
ONE notch at a time, until the gage will just enter the full 
depth of the T-slot without being forced. 

Caution: Never release the firing pin while the gage' is 
inserted in the T-slot or the pin will be damaged. 

(5) If 	 the gun has been head spaced in the prescribed 
and if the head space gage will just its full manner, 	 slide for 
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length between the face of the bolt and the end of the barrel 
without being pushed downward, the head space is correct. 
It must be clearly understood that the head space gage is a 
"GO" gage which was designed particularly for the purpose 
of checking guns in installations when tight head space 
would cause serious trouble. 

(6) The gage, however, may be used to determine whether 
head space is unnecessarily loose by screwing the barrel into 
the barrel ONE a time, theextension, notch at until gage will 

FIGURE 78. -Adjusting head space using a head space gage.
I 

not enter, and then unscrewing the barrel ONE notch so the 
gage will enter properly. 

151. CHECK FOR TIMING. -To insure that the machine is not
6' 'fired too early or too late by the trigger mechanism, it is 

necessary that the timing be frequently checked. To make 
this check, the timing gage, which is the other end of the head 
space gage, is used. The retracting handle is pulled back, the 
timing gage inserted between the barrel extension and the 
ti: unnion block, the handle Theand retracting released. 
trigger mechanism is then operated. The firing pin should 
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not be released by the operation of the trigger mechanism 
when the timing gage is in position. If the firing pin is 
released the gun is firing too soon and the trigger mechanism 
must be adjusted. The gun should fire when the barrel 
extension preventis 's: inch from the trunnion block to the 
barrel extension from striking the trunnion block. Further, 
the time of firing should be adjusted so that firing does take 
place at this point. If firing takes place when the barrel 
extension is more than ?:32 inch from the trunnion block, 
the next round is not engaged by the extractor. If firing 
takes place when the barrel extension is less than ý's:. inch' 

; ý. "_ýLS., s;., yýý% 

1IeuieE 79. -Ht. aci space and timing. gage. 

block, the barrelfrom the trunnion extension thestrikes 
trunnion block and eventually results in damage to the parts. 
In the instance where the gun is firing too late, the rear 
edge of the counterrecoil buffer spring housings is allowed to 

forward face the trunnionstrike the of slide on the M2 or 
M2A1 mounts and results thosein damage to parts also. 
Although there are no timing gages issued to tocheck see 
if the gun is firing late, one may be easily constructed by 
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making a gage similar to the timing gage but 164 inch or 
0156 inch thick. When this gage is inserted in the 
manner as the timing gage, the firing pin should be released 
when the trigger mechanism is operated. If the or, eration of 
the trigger mechanism does not release the firing pin, the 

. same 

gun is firing late and the trigger mechanism must be adjusted.
This adjustment varies for each type of mount. For a dis-
cussion as to how this adjustment should be made, refer to 

t er 4. 

T 


5i EFFECT OF BAD TIMING ADJUSTMENT. -If the gun is 
firing Thetoo early a stoppage occurs. gun usually fires 
twice and ceases. Upon examination it is found that the 
gun has not reloaded as recoil from the second shot started 
before the extractor was permitted to engage the base of the 
next round. If the gun is firing too late, an increase of vibra- 
tion in Inthe gun and mount is noticeable. either case the 

'timing should be checked and adjustment made if necessary. 
153. 

ADJUSTMENT OF RECOIL MECHANISMS. -The adjustment 
of the recoil mechanism various for each type of machine 

nýmount. (See ch. 4. ) 
f 151. TO CHANGE SPEED OF FIRING. -The speed of firing may

be changed by turning the oil buffer tube, which is acces-
sible when the backplate is removed. Turning the tube 
counterclockwise that the moves towards "0, " so arrow 

meaning "Open, " increases the turning it
speed, and clock-
Wise towards "C, " "Closed, " decreases themeaning speed.
To the of firing 
functioning of the gun the arrow should be turned six 
notches from "C. " The buffer should 

obtain maximum speed consistent with proper 

counterclockwise oil 
never be turned far that the beyond the "C"so arrow goes 
or "O" markings. During fire, the adjustment may be made 
by inserting a screw driver in the hole in the back plate and 
turning the oil buffer to the desired position. To obtain the 
best rate of fire the slot in the oil buffer tube should appear 
as shown in figure 80. 

C-1 
155. FILLING OIL the filler fromscrews 

the base of 'the oil buffer tube. Use the oil buffer filling 
BUFFER. --Remove 

filled light Have the 'oil flowing freelyoiler with recoil oil. 
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before the nozzle is inserted in the filling hole, and keep the 
oil flowing until the nozzle is withdrawn to prevent admitting 
air bubbles into the buffer tube. Repeat the operation until 

ý"e, ý, i""Yý a.wýf iý ý_ý 

ýa JK-t 

II 

1i'IGURE 


80.--Correct adjustment of the oil buffer tube. 

the buffer is overflowing. Replace the filler Anyscrews. 
excess oil relief valve in thein the buffer is relieved by the 

forward end of the buffer body. Two filling holes 
 are pro-
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L)vided to show visually by overflow when the buffer tube is 
completely full and to prevent the formation of an air pocket 

ß.W1hin the tube. //S6. /A dded 
Rdnove® 156. REPACKING BARREL: barrel fromassembly 

gun. 
a. To pack breech end. -Unscrew packing adjusting ring 

and remove old rear barrel packing. Clean recess in barrel 
and insert new rear barrel packing. Smooth barrel packing
until ends meet. Screw packing adjusting ring against
barrel packing to hold it in place.

b. To pack muzzle end. -Unscrew front barrel bearing lock 
screw jam nut and front barrel bearing lock screw. Unscrew 
and remove muzzle gland. Remove muzzle packing ring and 
old front barrel packing. Clean out inside of front barrel 
bearing. Insert new front barrel packing and replace muzzle 
Packing ring gland lightlyand muzzle gland. Screw muzzle 
against ring and packing as the gland is adjusted and locked 
in place after the barrel is reassembled in the gun. 

c. Reassemble barrel assembly into gun being careful not 
to injure barrel packing.

d. Adjust front barrel packing (muzzle packing) by tight- 
ening or loosening muzzle gland, then lock in place with front 
barrel bearing lock screw and jam nut. 

e. Adjust rear barrel packing (breech packing) by tighten- 

ing 
 loosening Aor packing adjusting ring. packing ring 
adjusting wrench and a'barrel holding wrench are provided
for this purpose. 
14 157. CHANGING BARRELS. Open drain valve and drain-a. 
Water from water jacket into water chest or other suitable 
receptacle. Remove backplate, bolt, and driving spring 
assemblies. Remove barrel, barrel extension, and oil buffer 
assembly by pulling out to the rear. Separate old barrel from 
barrel extension and replace with new one. Reassemble 
barrel, barrel extension, oil buffer, bolt, driving spring, and 
backplate to the Care be inassemblies gun. must exercised 
removing the barrel in to disar-and assembling order not 
range the barrel packing. Make head space adjustment as 
outlined in paragraph 149. Close drain valve and refill water 
jacket with water. Adjust breech and muzzle barrel packing 
if I necessary. 
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b. If it is necessary to keep water in water jacket when 
changing barrels, the following method can be employed:
Remove backplate, bolt, and driving spring assemblies. Screw 
union caps to inlet and outlet openings, of water jacket and 
lower muzzle of gun to prevent loss of water at the breech 
end. Hold a plug at muzzle of barrel. Withdraw oil buffer, 
barrel extension, and barrel assemblies to the rear. As the 
barrel is withdrawn, follow it with the plug and insert plug 
in hole in muzzle gland through which the barrel has been 
withdrawn. Place a plug or twisted patch in muzzle of new 
barrel. Separate old barrel from barrel extension and replace 
with new one. Reassemble barrel, barrel extension, and oil 
buffer assemblies into gun. When the muzzle of the new 
barrel passes through hole in muzzle gland, remove plug in 
the hole. Remove plug in muzzle of barrel and run a cleaning 
patch through barrel. Reassemble bolt, driving spring, and 
backplate assemblies into gun. Make head space adjustment 
as outlined in paragraph 149. Adjust breech and muzzle 
barrel packing if necessary. 

M 158. INSPECTING BARREL FOR SERVICEABILITY. -Due to the 
high muzzle velocity and the high rate of fire of machine guns, 
barrel erosion, after several thousand rounds have been fired, 
results in an appreciable loss in muzzle velocity. This loss 

.in muzzle velocity causes the trajectory to diverge from its 
If badly barrelsnormal path. eroded are used, the cone of 

fire large, fire diffi-is abnormally making adjustment of very 
cult. The accuracy life of the barrel is largely dependent 
upon the number of rounds fired and the rate at which they 
have been fired. Barrels should be inspected frequently to 
determine whether they are still serviceable and to prevent
their use after they become unserviceable. They beshould 
inspected visually to determine whether the bore is free from 
bulges and pits and whether the lands are sharp and uni-
formly distinct. (See fig. 81. ) If the lands theare worn at 

breech end so that the first 6 inches the bore
of are smooth, 
the barrel is unserviceable and should be discarded. If a 
breech bore gage is available it should be used as an additional 

(fig. 82). (See TM 9-1225. ) check 
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159. To CHANGE FEED.-To change the ammunition feed 
from left- to right-hand, change over parts as follows: Open 
the cover. Remove belt feed lever cotter pin and the belt 
feed lever. Change belt feed lever plunger and spring from 
the upper hole in the belt feed lever to the lower. Do not 
replace the belt feed lever but lay aside for the present. 
Remove belt feed from the Pushthe assembled slide cover. 
out the belt feed pawl pin and remove belt feed pawl and belt 

feed from the belt feed slide. Keeppawl arm and spring i 

FiouiE inspection barrel.81. -Visual of a 

spring from flying out while doing this. Change the belt 
feed pawl arm over from one side of the belt feed pawl to 
the other, so that when replaced in the belt feed slide it is 
to the in the Replacerear assembled gun with cover closed. 
the belt feed in the belt feedpawl, arm, and spring slide 
and replace the belt feed pawl pin. The belt feed slide is 
always in its the the 
toward the side from which the gun is to be fed. Replace 
the assembled belt feed in the in 

placed way with pawl end of slide 

slide cover correct position 
to feed right-hand. Note that feed pawl arm is to rear. 
Now replace the belt feed lever in the cover. In order to do 
so, have the gap in the belt feed slide in line with the cut-out 
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in the cover. Push belt feed lever down thatcompletely so 
toe of the lever can work to and fro in the slot provided itt 
the cover. Replace the belt feed lever cotter pin; the pin 
must be large enough to completely fill the cotter pin hole. 
Remove complete bolt from the gun. Remove the extractor-
Raise the bolt switch to clear the bolt switch stud and give 
it a half turn to line up the other hole in the with theswitch 
stud. Push bolt switch down into place. The cam groove 
in the bolt switch should now be adjacent to the mark "R" 

FIGURE 82. -Checking serviceability of a barrel using bore gage.a 

on top of the bolt. Replace the extractor. Replace the bolt 
in the gun. When necessary, reverse position of the seal 
slide to suit trigger or solenoid location. Pull out the two 
belt holding pawl pins. Take out the front cartridge stop 
and change to left-hand side. A rear cartridge stop and a 
link stripper should be placed in their grooves on the left-
hand side. Remove the rear right-hand cartridge stop 
assembly and stow with spare parts. Change location of 
belt holding pawl and the belt holding frompawl spring

left-hand side to right-hand side. Turn the 
 pawl over when 
doing this. Replace the two belt holding Thepawl pins. 
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FIGURE 83.-Arrangement of parts for right- and left-hand feed. 
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changing over of component parts is now completed. The 

gun is now fed with cartridges from the right-hand side. 
To change from right-hand to left-hand feed, reverse the 
procedure. 

, 
160. BrrFER DisKs. The adjusting screw on the backplate 

must be tight. It should be checked and tightened during 
firing as vibration tends to loosen the adjusting screw and 
the buffer disks. 
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DESTRUCTION 


161. DESTRUCTION be taught the im--All personnel must 

' Portance and method of destroying materiel to prevent its 

capture intact by the enemy. The methods taught must be 

adequate, uniform, and easily followed in the field. Destruc-
tion must be as complete as the available time, equipment,
and personnel permit. If thorough destruction of all parts 
cannot be completed, the most important features of the 
materiel should be destroyed. Parts essential to the opera-
tion or use of the materiel which cannot be easily duplicated 
must be ruined or removed. The same essential parts must
be destroyed on all like units to prevent the enemy's con-
Structing one complete unit from several damaged ones by
"cannibalization. " Personnel will be instructed to demolish 
materiel using one of the following methods: 

a. Machine gun, caliber 50 M2, water-cooled or heavy bar-.rel. -(1) Field strip. Use barrel as a sledge. Knock point
off firing pin. Raise cover; lay bolt in feedway; lower cover 
on bolt, smash cover down over bolt. Deform backplate.
Wedge buffer into rear of casing allowing depressors to pro-
trude; break off depressors by striking with barrel. Lay
barrel extension on its side. Hold down with one foot, break 
off the shank. Deform casing by striking side plates just 
back of the feedway. 

(2) Alternate Insert bulletmethod. point of complete 
round into muzzle and bend case distending mouthslightly, 
of case to permit pulling of bullet. Spill powder from case, 
retaining sufficient powder to cover the bottom of case to a 
depth of approximately 1/8 inch. Reinsert pulled bullet, point ' 
first, back into the mouth. Chamber and fire this roundcase 
With the reduced charge; the bullet will stick in the bore. 
Chamber one complete round, lay weapon on ground, and fire 
With a 30-foot lanyard. Use the best available cover as this 
means of destruction may be dangerous to the person de-
stroying the weapon. 
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b. Antiaircraft machine-gun mounts. -(1) Machine-gun 
tripod mount, caliber 50 M3. -Use machine-gun barrel as a . 
sledge. Deform pintle yoke. Deform traversing dial. Fold 
rear legs and deform so as to prevent unfolding. Remove 
front leg and knock off yoke. Extend elevating screw and 
bend screw by striking with barrel. Turn mount over; de-
form head assembly and knock off dial locking screw and 
pintle lock. Elapsed time: 3 minutes. 

(2) Other machine-gun mounts. -Other machine-gun 
mounts may be destroyed in a manner similar to that out-
lined in (1) above. 

Ammunition. thec. -Heap ammunition. Stack or pile 
most of the available gasoline in cans and drums around the 
ammunition. Throw onto the pile all available inflammable 
materials such as rags, scrap wooct, and brush. Pour the 
remaining available gasoline over the pile. Sufficient 
inflammable material must be used to insure hot fire.a very 
Ignite the gasoline and take cover. 11 1chest.d. Water -Fire several rounds of machine-gun or, 
small-arms ammunition into the water chest to puncture it. 
Cut the water hoses into small pieces and burn. 
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LIST OF REFERENCES 

Cleaning and Preserving Materials-------------- TM 9--850 
Browning Machine Gun Cal. 50-Water-cooled .


and mounts---------------------------------
 TM 9-226 
Browning Machine Gun, Cal. 50, All Types______ TM 9-1225 

ý'. .ýjý Small Arms Ammunition_______________________ TM 9-1990 
I _r w. . --1----iý_ try-------- ". Ik rw Inn

ijipioymenti oI iiti suwomaLic weapons--------- rlvi U--,. uh nl. '-A. [-;.,, v..... «.. +'.. « AA«+: 77., «.. LTTR A 11A
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Formations, Inspections________________________ FM 4-120 Q+; 
rvice of the 40-mm Fire Unit (when published) FM 4-160 

-A Fire Control, Automatic Weapons__________ FM 4-151 
rowning Machine Gun, Caliber 30, M1917______ FM 23-55 .
rowning Machine Gun. Caliber 50., HB, M2. .Ground------------------------------------- FM 23-60 

Chemical Decontamination Materials and Equip-
rfient TM 3-220 

Defense Against Chemical Attack--------------- FM 21-40 
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Disassembly
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SERVICE OF THE PIECE 

CALIBER ". 50 AA MACHINE GUN 
t I 

CRA NGES} WAR DEPARTMENT, = 
NO. 1 WASHINGTON 25, D. C., 20 April 1944. 

FM 4-155,4 October 1943, Is changed as follows : , 
MECHANISM.97. TRIGGER RACK AND FIRING -The, trigger 

rack on the mount..***. 
a. (Added. ) Preliminary adjustment. --The adjustment of the 

trigger-control mechanism is an entirely separate and distinct 
Operation. Hence, prior to the adjustment of the trigger-con-
trol It is to-mechanism necessary -. -

(1) Check and adjust head space. (See par. 150. ) 
(2) Check and timing. (See 

, 
151. ) adjust par.

(3) Adjust recoil and counterrecoil springs on mount as 
given in detailed instructions for mount being used. 

b. (Added. ) Adjustment of the trigger-control -mechanism. 
The trigger-control mechanism must be. adjusted so that the 
side 'plate. trigger operates when a trigger control grip Is! ro 
tated forward. There must, however, be noovertravel of the 
linkage partsas this will put an additional strain on the when 
the fires In there begun automatically.. addition, must suffl-
cient to firing theclearance preclude accidental of gun when 
the mount is manipulated. This safety feature Is obtained by 
providing a 5/16-inch clearance between the perpendicular face 
of the operating lug on the sideplate trigger slide and the 

.corresponding face of the operating lug on the trigger-control 
slide' when the is the trigger-controlgun at rest arid grips are 
In the released position. The adjustment Is made as follows : 

(1) Remove cotter pin and pin which hold trigger-control 
rod in position and disconnect rod. 

5797010-44-AGO 250 
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(2) Loosen four bolts on trigger-control body and shift it 
back and forward through slotted holes, as desired.. Tighten 
the four bolts when satisfactory adjustment of r'/lip-inch be-
tween lugs is obtained.: ", _,-.(3) Insure that trigger-control in thegrips are released 
position. Loosen jam nut on trigger control rod. and adjust 

t 	 length of rod by screwing it in or out of the yoke. The rod 
must be adjusted so that it will connect to linkage without 
changing the position of the trigger-control grips or the, side- 
plate trigger slide. 

(4) Replace the pin connecting the trigger-control rod to 
the linkage. 

(5) Test tie gun by cocking the firing pin and operating 
a trigger-control grip. If the gun does not fire, shorten the 
trigger-control rod by screwing into the yoke until the gun 
will fire using trigger-control grips. 

(6) When trigger-control mechanism is operating properly, 
replace the cotter pin and tighten the jam nut on the trigger-
, ontrol rod. 

48. RECOIL MECHANISM. -The recoil mechanism **" 
speed of recoil. ' The counterrecoil (rear) spring should be 
adjusted so that the retaining nut is with the largeeven 
diameter of the bevel on the threaded end of the spring guide.
The recoil (front) spring should be adjusted to give a recoil 
of % inch when the water-cooled gun Is used and )g inch 
when the heavy barrel gun is used. -

0 146. CAUSES OF STOPPAGES. 


a. If the gun fails to feed, the cause for stoppage is in the 
mmunition belt, feed mechanism, or feed tray.

b. If the gun feeds but falls to load, the cause is In the re-
ceiver. A broken in the T-slot or in the part 	 or an obstruction 
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Chamber are the usual causes. A short round or improper 

`timing are also causes. 

It 148. GENERAL (Superseded). -There are certain very critical 
adjustments and settings of the M2 machine gun and its mounts. 
Failure to make these settings and adjustments carefully and 
accurately In inaccurate fire. The cor-results stoppages and 
rect order In which to perform these checks and adjustments
Is as follows : 

a. Adjust and check head space..
b. Check and, when necessary, adjust timing, using all trig-

ger mechanisms which are an integral part of the gun. 
C. Check and, when necessary, adjust recoil and counter-

I'eeoil springs of mount. 
d. When head space, timing, and adjustment of recoil and 

JCOUnterrecoil 	 springs are correct, adjust remote control features 
of the firing mechanism as necessary. 
1 149. HEAD SPACE (Superseded). General. -Proper head-a. 
space adjustment Is vital to the proper functioning of the gun,
and an understanding of Its importance and significance is 
essential for Head is the firstpersonnel concerned. space and 
most Important adjustment required In the M2 machine gun 
and when made correctly should never be changed In an at-
tempt to eliminate any malfunction. All other adjustments de-
Dend upon correct head space. 

(1) Definition. The head space of a military weapon with 
the cartridge fully seated in the chamber is the distance be-
tween the base of the cartridge and the portion of the face 
°t the bolt that presses against the base of the cartridge. In 
growning head Is by 

the 


machine guns, space adjusted obtaining 
distance between the forward face the T-slot and 

the 
proper 	 of 

face the barrel between the breech 
lock 

rear of when the slack 
the bolt, between the breech lock the barrel 

Qxtension has been eliminated by relieving the forward pressure 
and and 	 and 
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of, the driving spring. In the M2 machine gun, this distance 
be from 0.202-inch to 0.206-Inch,must since this distance, when 

added to the exact depth of the barrel thechamber, produces 
required space to accommodate the (See fig-cartridge case. 
77.1. ) Correct head space provides sufficient support to prevent 
rupture of cartridges and binding of parts. 

(2) Significance. -When any cartridge is fired, the powder 
gases exert tremendous pressure in the chamber. - This pres" 
sure forces the bullet out of the barrel ; and it also tends tO 
force the cartridge case out of the chamber. The cartridge 
case, therefore, must be held snugly in the chamber from the 
time 	 the round Is fired until the bullet leaves the barrel. It 

-
is held there by the forward face of the T-slot pressing against 
the rear face of the cartridge, for the bolt is locked in'this 

by the breech lock in the following. As theposition 	 manner: 
recoiling parts move into battery after recoil, the breech lock, 
forced upward by the breech lock cam, locks the bolt , to the 
barrel extension just before they reach the battery position.

(3) Imun"icient head the have beenspace. -If parts adjusted 
with too little head space, the bolt is held too far rearward 
by the barrel. This may 	 cause-

(a) Failure of the recoiling, parts to go completely into 
battery because the breech lock cannot enter fully into the lock-
ing recess of the bolt.. 


(b), Failure to fire because 
 the, bolt may not go forward far 
enough for the sear to be released. 

1, 

FIOUae 77.1. Head apace adjustment. 
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(c) Sluggish fire because of binding and excessive friction . .'', between the moving, parts. (Particularly, ; noticeable when 
Dulling a long belt. ) ý-.:ammunition 

(4) Excessive head space-Too much bead space may 
cause-

(a) Rupture or separation of the cartridge case because the 
bolt is not far enough'forward to hold the cartridge snugly in 
the chamber. 

(b) Poor shot patterns because of escape of gas pressure at 
the breech., 

(c) breech lock, bolt, barrelBattering of the and extension 
because surfaces the breech lock boltthe locking of and recess 
are in the instant' firing. Thisnot contact at of condition 
would render these parts for service. 

f soon unfit 
(d) Battered T-slot 'lips due to the bolt striking the barrel 

extension. 
`Headb. Adf ustment. space must be' adjusted each time the 

gun is assembled and should be, checked whenever head space
is in doubt. ' Befcre adjusting head space, : it is necessary : to 
,insure isthat the gun unloaded, "that the barrel packing does 
not bind (in case of water-cooled guns), and that the threaded 
Portion of the barrel is free from burs and is long enough to 
Protrude' slightly through the threaded portion of the "barrel 
extension when the barrel ' is screwed all the way ' into the 

' .
extension. (If the barrel does not protrude when screwed all 
the 

, the extension, dimension the barrel theway. into ` the of or 
barrel extension are incorrect and a true head space adjust-

'ease,ment cannot' he made. In ' such 'a the incorrect part 
should he replaced or corrected by ordnance `personnel. ) The 

be made partsadjustment must after the have been assembled 
into the gun and the methods are as follows : 

(1) For caliber 50 M2 heavy barrel machine guns: .(a) With assembled into the receiver theworking parts and 
bolt fully forward, screw the barrel by hand into the barrel 

it bolt.extension until comes into contact with the 

., rj. 
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(b) Then unscrew the barrel TWO notches. If the gu° 
operates sluggishly or if the, head space indicates thegauge 
necessity, in accordance with' note 1, paragraph 150a(5); un-
screw, additional notch. A total of THREEthe barrel ONE 
notches is commonly required.

(e) The method outlined in (2) below may also be used.
(2) For caliber .50 M2 water-cooled machine guns: 
(a) Raise the cover and pull the bolt back `about 1 inch by 

means of the retracting slide lever. 
(b) Screw the barrel into the barrel extension (by apply-

ing a screw driver to the notches on the rear end of the barrel) 
until the recoiling parts will not go into battery ' position with* 
out being forced when the bolt is released. ` The recoiling parts

batteryare in when the barrel extension touches the trunnion 
block. 

NOTE.-For ease in screwing the barrel into the barrel extension, 
remove the rear right-band cartridge stop assembly. 

(C) Screw barrel out of the barrel extension one notch at 
a time until the recoiling parts will just go Into battery posi-
tion when the bolt Is released but Is not forced forward... 

NoTE. --Do not retract the bolt more than 1 inch when determining 
the point at which the recoiling parts will just go into battery position 

being 	 forced. Do not permit the barrel packing to bind thewithout 
Particularbarrel 	 and prevent its free return into battery position. care 

must 	 be exercised when new packing is installed. 

(d) When this point is found, retract the bolt and unscrew 
the barrel TWO more notches. If the gun operates sluggishly 

or If the head space gauge Indicates the necessity, in accordance 
with note 1, paragraph 150a (5), unscrew the barrel ONE ad-
ditional notch. A total of THREE notches from the in battery 

position Is commonly required. 
(3) If either the, head, space and timing gauge assembly 

A351217 or the head space and timing gauge A196228 are avail-
able, the 312 water-cooled machine gun should be adjusted for 

6 
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head space preferably by, the method described in paragraph
150. . 

150. HEAD SPACE CHECKING (Superseded).. -Head space may 
checked each adjusted, prior,be time it is to firing, during 

temporary discontinuance of. firing, after. adjustment of barrel 
packing and whenever the correctness of, the adjustment is 
doubted. The adjustment may be checked with the head space 
gauge A351211 (GO-NO. --GO) of the head space and timing 

FIGUen 78: 1. -Ilead timing A351217.space and gauge assembly 

250 
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head space and timing gauge A196228. The methods are as 
follows : 

a. 	 When head space gauge A351211 is used: 
(1) Cock the firing pin by fully retracting the recoiling parts 

them to into battery ' and allowing return position. 
(2) Retract the bolt until the barrel extension and the trun-

nion block are separated approximately 1/16 inch in order ' to 
relieve the driving spring pressure between the bolt and the 

face the barrel. This the locking therear of puts surfaces of 
breech lock and the bolt in contact, which is the position they 

will assume when a cartridge is chambered. 
(3) Insert the GO end of gauge A351211 (0.202 inch) In the 

T-slot 	 between the forward face of the T-slot and the rear face 
the barrel. If the does in, the head isof gauge not go space 

too tight ; correct the adjustment by unscrewing the barrel one 
notch at a time, checking with the gauge each time, until the 

gauge enters. It should be borne in mind that the barrel never 
should be unscrewed more than three notches for the water-
cooled gun or four notches for the heavy barreled gun from 
the position where the recoiling parts will just go into battery. 

(4) Attempt to' insert' the NO-GO end of gauge A351211 
(0.206 inch)' in the T-slot between the forward face of the 
T-slot groove and the rear face of the barrel. If the NO-GO 
end of the gauge goes in, the head space is too loose ; correct 
the adjustment by screwing the barrel into the barrel extension 
one notch at a time, checking with the gauge each time, until 
the NO-Go end of the gauge will not enter. If the gauge does 
not go in, 'and the check for tightness outlined in (3) above is 
satisfactory, the head space is correct. 

(5) Remove the gauge and release the firing pin. 

8 
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Caution NEVER RELEASE THE FIRING PIN WITH THE 
GAUGE IN PLACE, AS TO DO SO WILL DAMAGE. THE 
FIRING PIN-

NOTENOTE 1: If the head space obtained either by the method given in 
149b (1) (2) is not between NO-GO limits of theor above the GO and 
gauge, change the head space to suit the gauge. . 

NOTE 2: The gauge may be inserted from either the top or the bottom 
. 

of the gun. In the event that the gauge is inserted from the bottom, 
the slack between the bolt and the breech lock may be taken up by 
inserting a screw driver between the bolt and the barrel. The gauge is 
made narrow so that this is possible. 

b. When the head space gauge A196228 is used: 
(1) Cock the firing pin by fully retracting the recoiling parts 

and allowing them to return into battery position. 
(2) Retract the bolt until `the barrel extension and the trun-

nion block are separated' approximately 'is' inch in order to 
relieve the driving spring pressure between' the bolt and the 
rear face of the barrel. 'This puts the locking surfaces of the 
breech lock and the bolt in contact, ` which is the position they 

' iswill assume when a cartridge chambered. 
(3) ' Insert the head space end of gauge A196228 (0.200 inch) 

in the T-slot between the forward face of the T-slot ' groove 
and the face the barrel. If the does in,rear of gauge not go 
the head space is too tight ; correct the adjustment by unscrew-
ing the barrel one notch at -a time, checking with the gauge 
each until gauge will enter oftime; the just the full depth the 
T-slot' without being forced. '' (This means that; with the driv-
ing spring pressure relieved and' the gun in the horizontal 
position, the gauge will enter the full depth of the T-slot by 
means of its own weight. ) ''''>, 
" (4) If the head space gauge is inserted as in (3) above and 
it enters the full depth 'of the T-slot loosely, the head space 
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is too loose ; correct the adjustment by, screwing the barrel 
into the barrel extension one notch at a, time, checking, with 
the gauge each time, until the gauge will not enter,. ' and then 

unscrewing the barrel one, notch so, that the gauge will enter 
_

properly. 
(5) Remove the gauge and release the firing pin. 

Caution: NEVER RELEASE THE FIRING PIN WITH TIIE 
GAUGE IN PLACE, AS TO DO SO WILL DAMAGE THE 

,FIRING PIN. 
by InNOTE: If the head space obtained either the method given 

149b (1) or (2) is not in agreement with the results determined from a 
described in 150b, the head space to snitcheck conducted as change 

the results of the check. 

151. (Superseded) TIMING. ---a. ienerul. -Timing is a char-

acteristic which is built Into the gun at the time of its manu-
facture. It is dependent "exclusively upon critical dimensions 

firingof those parts of the gun which affect the release of the 

pin. of gun a practical pointTiming the is from of. view in-
Thedependent of the remote control trigger mechanism. sole-

noid does Influence the timing very, slightly, but any, changes 
in timing that can be accomplished by the solenoid will be 

. 
within the limits of the, timing of the gun itself. In the case.

the triggerof side mechanism, the remote control trigger mech-
anism can be so out of adjustment that the gun, will either 
not fire or, when firing, it will not stop when the remote con-
trol trigger mechanism is released. The timing of, the gun, 
however, cannot be by the 

, 
theaffected adjustment of remote 

control mechanism.trigger 
�-y(1) Definition. -In an internal combustion engine such. as is 

used in an automobile, the ignition system must. be timed, to 
insure. that the electric spark will occur at the exact instant 

10 
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when the valves are closed and the piston bears the proper 
relative position to" the cylinder. '. Similarly in the machine 
gun, the firing-pin control system must be timed to insure that 

exactthe sear will 'release the firing pin extension at the in-
stant bolt barrel locked togetherthat the and the extension are 
and the barrel extension bears . the position toproper relative 
the trunnion block. In the M2 machine gun, the firing pin must 
be released when' the `front of the barrel extension is 'within 

a certain minimum and maximum distance from the rear face 
of the trunnion block. ý The firing pin must not be released when 

0.116 inch Itthis distance is or more. must be released when 
this distance is 0.020 Inch or more. The procedure of making 
the adjustments and the point at which the firing pin is re-
leased to as "timing. " are referred 

(2) ýSignificance.! -Correct timing. Is essential to prevent ex-
cessive vibration and damaging of parts, and to insure proper 
functioning and control of the gun. 

(3) Early timing. -In extreme cases of early timing, * the , 
gun will fire two shots and then stop because recoil from the 
second shot started before the extractor could engage the next 
cartridge In the belt:;: 

(4) Late timing. -If the gun fires too late while firing auto-
matically, the barrel extension will strike the trunnion block 
as the recoiling parts move forward on the counterrecoil stroke. 
Only when the first cartridge of a burst is being fired, should 
the firing pin be released with the recoiling parts in the bat-
tery position. 

b. Adjustment. -Timing, is. a characteristic of design. and. Is 
dependent upon the critical dimensions of ; those parts of the 
gun which affect the release of the firing pin.... When the parts 

these dimensions toare 'made, are controlled within close 

11 
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limits of measurement by of accurate Whenmeans gauges., 
the, guns are assembled, the parts are carefully,, examined
and an check for timing is made.; An adjust-over-all correct 

for Incorrect timingment requires substitution or correction 
such extension,of some part or parts as the bolt, firing pin sear, 

ortrigger bar, sear slide, side plate trigger cam.. Care should 
be taken to prevent Indiscriminate exchange of these, parts 
during of instruction and maintenance.periods 

152. (Superseded) CHECK, You TIMING. --Timing should : be 
1'checked when the gun is cleaned and reassembled for the first 

time, when parts are replaced or modified, and whenever the 
correctness of timing Is doubted. The check may be made with 
the 0.116-inch thick timing gauge A351213 (NO FIRE) and the 
0.020-inch thick timing gauge A351214 (FIRE) of the, head 
space and timing gauge assembly A351217. The check may also 
be made with the 0.116-inch thick timing gauge end of the 
head space and timing gauge A196228 (NO FIRE) and a 0.020-
inch feeler gauge (FIRE). The check may be made approxi-
mately, with a dime and a nickel; since the gun is normally
timed, when manufactured, to fire when the recoiling parts are 
between 0.040 Inch 0.080and inch out of battery position. A 
dime Is approximately 0.040-inch thick and a nickel is approxi-

0.080-inch thick. Themately methods are as follows: ' 
.,a. lFhen the head space and timing gauge assembly A3J1217 

is used: 
(1) Adjust and check the head space of the gun. 

Caution: DO NOT ATTE: IIPT TO CHECK TIMING UNLESS 
THE HEAD SPACE HAS BEEN CHECKED AND PROPERLY 
ADJUSTED FIRST. 

(2) Cock the firing pin by fully retracting the recoiling parts 
and allowing them to go forward into battery. 

(3) Retract the recoiling parts slightly and insert the FIRE 
timing gauge A351214 between the barrel extension and the 
trunnion block. 

12 
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(4) 	 Allow the barrel extension to close slowly on the gauge. 
gauge,If the barrel extension slams on the its accuracy will 

pof only be seriously impaired but it may also'* break the gauge. 
(5) Release the firing mechanism by. means of the trigger

ý" bar or the sideplate trigger, or by Operating the solenoid 
ONCE (use all available means separately, repeating the pro-
cedures in (2), (3), and (4) above as necessary).,. The firing 

pin should be released by any' of the means employed. 
NOTE 1 :, When attempting to release the firing mechanism by means 

of the trigger bar, a backplate equipped with a trigger should be used to 
activate the trigger bar. When a backplate trigger, is not available 
remove the backplate filler piece (if necessary) and pry the rear end of 
the trigger bar upward by inserting the point of a screw driver through 
the backplate window. 

No'rn 2 :, When to firingattempting release the mechanism by means 
of the remote control trigger mechanism or the solenoid, it should be 
understood that adjustment of these mechanisms cannot change the 
timing of the gun. 

(6) Remove the FIRE gauge, cock the firing pin, and insert 
the NO FIRE gauge A351213 between the barrel extension and 
the trunnion block. 

(7) Allow the barrel extension to close slowly on the gauge. 
(8) Release the firing mechanism 	 as In (5) : above.:, The 

firing pin should not be released by any of the means employed. 
(J) If the firing pin is not -released with the FIRE gauge 

in place, or is released with the NO FIRE gauge in place, 
adjustment or replacement of the trigger bar, solenoid, or 

parts 	 ,
other is necessary. 

b. When the head 'space, and timing gauge A196228 and a 
0.020 inch feeler gauge are used: 

1) Adjust and check the head space of the gun. 
Caution: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO, CHECK TIMING UNLESS 

HEADTHE SPACE HAS BEEN CHECKED AND PROPERLY 
ADJUSTED' FIRST, 

13 
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(2) Cock the firing pin by fully retracting the partsrecoiling 

and

, 
allowing them to go forward into battery. 


(3) 	 slightly,Retract the recoiling parts and insert the 0.020 
Inch feeler gauge' between the barrel extension and the trun-
nion block. 

(4) Allow the barrel extension to close slowly on the gauge.
ßt5) Release the firing mechanism by, means of the trigger 
bar or *the side plate trigger or by operating the solenoid 
ONCE (use all available means separately, repeating the pro-
cedures in (2)', (3), and (4) above as necessary). The firing 
pin should be released by any of the means employed. 

Caution: Read carefully notes 1 and 2 In a (5) above. 

(6) Remove the feeler gauge, cock the firing pin, and insert 
the NO FIRE A196228 between the barrel extensiongauge 

and the trunnion block. 


(7) Allow the barrel extension to close slowly on the gauge. 
firing in (5) The fir-(8) Release the mechanism as above. 

W IAg pin should not be released by any of the means employed. 
(9)) If the firing 	 pin is not released with the feeler gauge 

'din place, or is released with the NO FIRE gauge in place, ad-
justment or replacement of the trigger bar, solenoid, or other 
parts is necessary. 

e. When the dime-and the nickel are u8ed: 

(If Adjust the head space. 


Caution: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CHECK TIMING UNLESS 
THE HEAD SPACE HAS BEEN PROPERLY ADJUSTED 
FIRST. 

(2) Cock the firing pin by fully retracting the recoiling parts 
and allowing them to go forward Into battery. 

(3) 	 Retract the recoiling parts slightly and insert a dime 
extension andbetween the barrel the trunnion block. 

(4) Allow the barrel extension to close slowly on the dime. 

14 
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'(5)(5); Release the firing mechanism by means of the trigger 
barbar or the sides plate - trigger, or : by, operating, the solenoid 
ONCIONCE (use all available means separately,, repeating the pro-
cedurcedures in (2), (3), and (4) above as necessary). The firing 
pinpin sshould be released by any of the means employed. 

Cai 	 (5)Caution: Read carefully ,notes 1 and 2 id a above. 
..(6) Remove(ß) the dime, ; cock the firing ,ýpin, and insert a 

nickel between the barrel extension and the trunnion block. 
(7) Allow the barrel extension to close slowly on the nickel. 
(8) Release the firing mechanism as in (5) above. The fir-

ing pin ordinarily: will not 
-be -released by 'any of the means 

employed. 
(9) 	 If the firing pin is not'released with the nickel In place,

the check.proceed no further with 
(10) If the firing pin Is released with the nickel in place, 

remove the nickel, cock the firing pin, and insert both a dime 
and a nickel between the barrel extension and the trunnion 
block. 

(11) Allow the barrel toextension close slowly on these 
coins. 

(12) Release the firing mechanism as in. ' (5) Theabove. 
ring pin should not- be released by any of the means employed.

x(13) If the firing pin is not released with a dime in place, 
or Is released with both a dime and a nickel in place, the 

be gauges adjustmentgun should checked. with accurate as or 
replacement of the trigger bar, ` solenoid, -or other parts may
be necessary. 

154. (Superseded) ADJUSTMENT OF OIL BUFFER TUBE. -The
best adjustment of the oil buffer tube is TWO notches clock-
wise from "0" position. The adjustment is made by. a screw 

slot.driver in the (See fill. 80.1 

155. FILLING OIL Bumm. the filler *-, **s-Remove with-
in the tube. 
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Caution: DO NOT USE ANY OIL IN THE OIL BUFFER 
TUBE WITH HB OR TT M2 MACHINE GUNS. 

I 

J ý-ý-rýFiccae 80.-Correct adjustment of oil buffer tube. 

[A. G. 300.7 (11 Apr 44). ] 
SECRETARY OF WARBY ORDER OF THE 

G. C. 	 MARSHALL, 
Chief Staff.of

OFFICIAL 

J. A. ULIO,
Major General, 

The Adjutant General. 
DISTRIBQTION : 

As prescribed in paragraph Oa, FM 21-6, except : AAA 
Sch (500), CA Sch (100) ; Bn & 11 4,44 (5) ;C 44 
(15); 1C4(10). 

1C4: T/4 4-46, IIq & IIq Btry, CA Bn (Ry) ; 4-53, 
S/L Btry, 155 mm Gun Regt ; 4-57, CA Btry (155 mm 
Gun) Mob; 4-104, CA : Hine Planter (cable ship) Btry; 
4-157, Btry CA Bn (155 mm Gun) ; 4-158, CA Btry 
(SIL) (Seacoast Arty) (SM). 

For explanation of symbols, see FM 21-6. 

16 	 AGO 250 
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SERVICE OF THE PIECE 
CALIBER. 50 AA MACHINE GUN 

CHANCES WAR I)EPARVNIENT, 
No. 2 WASHINGTON 25, I). C., 15 September 1944. 

F1%1 4-155,4 1943, is changed as follows:October 
1.-WCO and AH .+** on water chest. 


AH from
removes ammunition chest mount, places it on floor of 
vehicle. G sets lower recoil slide stop, assisted if necessary by AH. 
AH and G dismount gun from cradle. 

**** * 

F[ouem 2. -Preparing for action. 

N 8. I'REPARF, FOR ACTION. 

***** 
b Drill 11 (tared trith .113 ntou nt). -Drill I; is *** front 

AH G the the 
trunnion bracket clamping bolt, the cradle and gun are discon-
the cradle. and remove top shield. G unlocks 

nected front the mount and placed in the forward pstrt of the 
truck body. The nwunt is *** in drill A. The three crew 
t1ºembers then return and carry the cradle and gun to the mount 
and place It on the pedestal. G locks the trunnion bracket 
clamping bolt. AH and G replace the top shield. During the 
emplacing, the brake shoe clamping handle should be locked. 

J. EXAMINE h:clUtt'MENT. -The gntº being emplaced and details 
: it their posts-

EXAMINE' EQUIPMENT, *** insures thatG corruntands: 
lower recoil slide stop on lower right rear of the 312 or 112A1 
mount *** checks timing adjustment--checks front 
and rear barrel packing-insures that hackplate buffer adjust-
ing screw is tight-loads *** It is complete. 


***** 


12. COMMENCE FIRING. 

"**** * 
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)WCO 

I 

emitinnmisly minks w titer pnuip liaiid1 and acts as AA 
,

lookout. 

14. CE. %sE TR. kcKING.V 

G conim lllds : ('EASE TRACKING-releases trigger and ceases 
to track Ni-get --clainlls cradle and unloads gun. 

**** 
0 M. MARCH (WAX--u. Drill 

. 4.-The iiiachinc gun being In 
firing position in its emplaceinent-

H 	 fromremoves ,u inniuitioU chest mount. 
sets lower recoil slide stop, assisted if necessary by All. 

and gun cradle-place gun on waterAll dismantle from 
from it(hest-lift cradle pedestal, carry to vehicle, and place 

in truck. 

I****b. brill R( Uixed ºrith J13 iinoirr't). --Drill B Is similar to drill A 

except that the gun is not removed from the cradle. AH and G 

remove shield. G unlocks clamp-the top 	 the trunnion bracket 
ing bolt, the cradle and gnn are discomuected from the mount 
and carried and where placedto the truck by G, AH, WCO it is 
in the forward part of the trick body. The three crew members' 
Then return and carry the mount to the truck its in drill A, aid 
; immit the cradle and gun on the pedestal. G locks the trunnion 
bracket clamping bolt, AH and G replace the top shield, and 

ie drill is in drill A.con; pleted as 

20. PREPARATION OF POSITION. -The preiniration of positioi is1 
ý discussed In Pa! 44-2 (4-102). The splected position 

if 2), ýIA\1P1'i, ATIOV OF 1% E. U'O1. -The ability to *** as 

racking targets. For training methods, see 1''3144-51. 

V!	i Si). Fiu! x(;. -For antiaircraft inaehine gun *** r1111ber 
inurhiue gun. At the present time, the training devices for 

machine gunners are the antiaircraft machine gun trainer 
M9 and the machine gun trainer Mk. I. 

9 
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33. SEQUENCE OF, Fixi. c.--The firing phase *** the 
target used. The nsnýýl order or progression for Inachine winner 
training follows: 

a. Antiaircraft maehiae gum trainer 11111. 
b. Machine trainer Mk. I.gun 
c. Free balloons. 
d. Towed flagsleeve or target. 
e. Radio controlled aircraft targets. 
f. Rocket targets. 

! /. Atatimechaiized targets. 


34.1 1MACIIINE GUN THAINER JIK. I (Added). Purpose.-a. -
The machine-gun trainer Alk. I, known as a polaroid trainer, is 

a training device for training gunners to tire by tracer control 
(see fig. 5.1). The receives in firinggunner valuable practice 

targets flyingon zit combat speeds. 
b. Descriptions. -The Dlk. I trainer has the appearance of a 

caliber 50 machine gun and is fired by meals of at trigger lever . 
on the right handlebar of the mount. The targets are projected 
on at screen in front of the gunner by a specially prepared film. 
Each tilts consists of six sections, twelve courses to a section. 
The target courses are crossing, incoming, outgoing, diving, and 
maneuvering. Rays of light, representing tracers, are thrown 
upon the screen when the trigger lever is salueWzud. The tracers 
remain in view for approximately 2'/j seconds, aid the illusion 
of a curved stream is present. Special polaroid glasses,tracer 
which give the effect of a third dimension to the target aid 
tracers, are worn by the gunner. The sound track on the filth 
reproduces the noise of aircraft motors. When hits are made 
on the target, the audio hit signal (or "beep') is heard. A 
counter records the nuttmiber of shots each gunner fires, and the 
member of made.hits 

e. Use.-The training group consists of six men for one show-
ing of the filet. Definite instructions are to gunnergiven the 

emphasizebefore he fires. The instructions how to fire, how to 
stand, at. what the gunner should look, amid the imlºeºrtanee of 
tracking smoothly. The gunner must stand up straight in the 
mount ; he must not sight along the top of the barrel ; he must 
track smoothly and easily, in order to properly observe the 
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and get inust at all eyes ontracers hits. Ile times keep his the 
target. This is an important fundamental, yet hard to master. 
By correcting the gunner's stance, his tracking habits, and his 
observation of tracers during performance, the coach gives valu-
able aid to the gunner. The principles learned by the gunner In 
firing the trainer are the same as those used when firing any 
weapon which uses tracer control. 

d. Training. -During the early stage of training, the gunner 
is taught how to handle the gun and observe tracers. He should 
be permitted to fire two sections during one showing of the film 
in order that he may practice what he has learned while It Is 
still fresh In his mind. During later stages of training, the 
gunner fires on one section of. the film on succeeding (lays. A 
short period of tiring is more beneficial than a prolonged session. .
The preliminary training on the Mark I trainer is done with the 

hit (beep) In later the Isaudio 	 signal on. stages, signal not 
used. 

e. 	Recorde. -The instructor keeps a record of each gunner's 
during The theperformance training. record consists of number 

of rounds fired, the hits made, and the percentage of hits, so 
that a fair comparison of results may be made. Some comment 
on the gunner's performance is recorded. This record may be 

used as a basis for a critique following the firing period. 

VIM 3: 3. FIRING AT BALLOONS.-Free balloons are *** adjust-
ment is possible. The sight is used to obtain the initial lead 

on the target. Once fire is opened, tracer control is used. 
It be *** balloon firings.must on 

1/M 41. GUN POINTING.-Accuracy of machine-gun *** of 
the projectile. A complete discussion of the computation and 

ýse of leads may be found in F31 44-10 (4-110) 44-51.and 

.VI 43. TRACER CoNTRoL. -Individual tracer control *** keep 
it there. (See FM 44-10 (4-110) and FM 44-51). 

45. COACHING.-During instructional firing, *** confu-V 
sion and misunderstanding. The following terms are used : 

Line-Any shot which pierces the cone of sight. 

AGO 302D 



Hit-A 

High-A 

Low-A 

Ahead-A 

Astern-A 

Right-A 
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line shot which pierces the cone of sight at the 
target; that is, any shot which hits the target. 

shot whose trajectory passes above the line of 
sight. 

shot whose passes oftrajectory below the line 

sight. 
shot which passes ahead of the target, with 

reference courseto the line. 

I. 

shot which passes astern of the target, with 
reference to the course line. 

shot whose trajectory passes to the right of 
the line toof sight, used only with respect

(going) target.coming 

5 
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Left-A shot whose trajectory to the left of the 
line of sight, used only with respect to coming
(going) target. 

passes 

***that pass usually more apparent.
/Tracers 

YM 49. SAFETY PRECAU1I0\S. -n. Safety precautions to be observed 
in training are prescribed in AR T-0-10 and TM 44-234 

indicated(4-234). The principles *** where circum-

stances permit. 

**** * 
V(8) If malfunctioning of the gun causes it to fire continuously 

while the trigger is not being pressed, the gun should be turned 
into a safe field of fire, and the cover opened by rotating the.7latch. An alternate method the firing is 
to hold the operating handle to the rear far enough to prevent 
the bolt from going into battery. 

1* 

cover of stopping 

*** 
(11) Rescinded.

V12) 
Before dismounting guns or before any nuºn is permitted 

to pass lit front of the firing line, clearnºnee must be given by 
an officer who opening cover and retractinghas, by the the 

made a visual of and ofbolt, inspection the breech T-slot 
each gun. 


***** 


51. ('HAIIACfFRISTICS GU'N. --n. The BrowningOF THE nitnehine 
"** the gun irre: 

ssesý 


ýý'eigl: r uf 1ºarrE 1---------------- 
 17 pounds 

Rate of fire-------------- 500 to 650 rounds per inlnut; 

52. the *** hººrrel,(; ENER.ºL (h'M:x. º7"ºov. -A101011911 -50 

extension 
 forºvardl. This notion locks the holt to the barrel 

and barrel extension. If trigger action has been maintained, 
the firing pin is released just before the recoiling portions 

6 
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reach the battery (foremost) position. This fires the next 
is Thiscartridge and another cycle started. rt"rle continues-

*** of this c"h»hter. 
/U 

55. REMOVING (lxouIs FROM GuN. -The rover may *** 
the side plate. Under no conditions should the bolt be re-
tracted when the driving springs are in place, ' unless the 
backplate is on. Otherwise the driving springs retaining pin 
may and personnelbe broken injured. Remove the driving' 

spring rod. Draw the hilt *** forward. ( See fig. '). ) 
�li" 

S. I)N: TAIUD DiSAtisiDiHUNG OF CASING. (; ROUP. -N. To remove 

the *** plate, trigger nut. To disassemble, push the side 
plate trigger slide out of its guides in the housing. Swing the 

side *** (0111. (See fig. 11. ) 
fl. ***** 

To remove the extractor switch and extractor switch spring, 
w Ithdra\V the cotter pin and rhnsrrew the extractor switch pivot 
nut. 

Unscrew the freut h: ii i'el Le;aring h ek screw jauº not . 111d 
screw. muzzle glandfront barrel hearing lock The lock, the 

muzzle gin mid, the muzzle 1º:! e"kiug ring, and the muzzle harrel 
1ºa(king witty then be removed. '1'hi" is tunt *** repack the 
ha rrel. 

(i0,1)b: f. 1ll. h: l) IlIti. atil? \II11. INß OF B)A('1<I'I. ATE GROUP. 
tt*

ý ýN * 
Vle. \1'htgn the haatl: lºl; att* * ý' the Imt1'er disks. If the end 

tut ntl. jnstlnq; sa"rt, Nv doesof not protrude approximately one-
inch threadsixteenth of an or show one «'ht, n srreNvetl tight. 

I't'IIIOVP'tilt aaaljrlsting screw 111(1 aathl outs Imtter disk. 

(i1.1iot. "r The bolt *** it.grotll) aantl ejeets 
It extr; at"ts aI fresh e; artritlge from the belt ntal inserts it. in the 

Thet"haanºher. It aaetn; ates the *** the sear slide. sear 
stop performs a similar function and would retain the sear . 

if the sear slide were missing. Tile sear stop pin *** 

tiring pIII Spring. 


**** 
 * 

3u: I) 
.%(-() 
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Ft. The extractor stop pin stops the extractor in its downwttrd 

. w"iug cºfl the runnterrec oil stroke, helping to align the cartridge 
with the chamber.

/M 

62. I)N:ra)r. r: D I)ISASSJ:MHI.iNG OF I3or.T GROUP. The drl0iig-n. 
. print; ** mid ejector spring. Remove the bolt switch 
and the bolt switch stud from the holt. 

ßl'FFM: R GROI'P.63.OIL 

**** *I is ***1% i. The ao"c"elerator to the rear. When it has 
been turned backward, the claws ou the accelerator hear against

barrelthe shoulders on the extension shank, thus locking and 
barrel from forward the1ºre%-euting the extension ruoving until 


the
bolt strikes and moves accelerator forward. Thus the lock-
7 Is in luosition. 

.A 
flat spring *** strikes the awceler"ator. A stud on 

the rear end of the spring 'engages the serrations on the oil 
buffer tube through a hole in the buffer body, thusoil pre-

venting the tube from rotating while the gun is being fired. 

/M 
(il. BARREL EXTKNSION GROUP. 

tit"* 

�/ii. Operating In a"** froni the belt. The belt feed 
pawl arm, which prevents double feeding, is attached to the 
belt feed pawl. 'I'lie pawl, s-lide, arm, aºnd lever uºaay be reversed 
taº (.hang*' the (lireetiou of feed. 

(i1). `FQT'FNCF IN ASSEMBLING. 

sss" * 

b. 

4e) (Added. ) 7'Iºe corer pill should be axxeºººbled with the 
(0f/(,, pill o)º the opposite side from the feed so that there Islvo 

8 3021)AGO 
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danger of an improperly installed cotter pin intcrfcring with the " 
rounds being fed into the tun. 

**"#* 

*** 

cocking lever pin must be inserted from the left side of the 
bolt, otherwise the bolt will not go fully forward in the barrel 

� The cocking lever is firing pin extension. The 

extension when assembled. The cocking lever must be rotated 
forward before the bolt is inserted in the receiver to avoid 
jamming against the top plate bracket. 

* 

/M 


*** 

72. RECOILING.-The complete cycle *** of the piston. 
Its only path is through restricted notches between the edges of 
the piston rod head, the piston valve, and the oil buffer tube. 
The bolt travels *** In the hackplate.

174. 
***COCKING.-The act of pin extension rearward. 

The firing pin spring is thus compressed against the sear stop 
pin. The shoulder at *** bracket. (See fig. 37. ) This 

the bottom the lever the 

the firing-pin in figure 38, thus 

action swings of cocking out of path of 

extension, as shown permitting 
the firing pin to snap forward to fire the cartridge, when the sear 
is released. When the recoiling *** ready to fire. 

78. (HARACrERIsTICs AND DATA. The Browning machine-a. 

*** the 
 gun are : 

tVeight of gull----------------------------- 82 pounds. 
***** 

Mate 
of fire----------- 400 to 500 rounds per minute. 

" 84. GENERAL.-There are several. *** the following 

manuals: 

1/VAI 44-57 (4-157)-Service of the Piece, Multiple 'Machine 

Gun Mounts. 


FMI 44-59 (4-159)-Service of the Piece, Multiple Gun Motor 
Carriages A115 and M15A1.

ý 

85. CIIARACTERISTIcS. the *** following-Solve of the 

table: 
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1091. ARMOR Si-i1EI. l)S. -Aimººr shields are *** traverse 

the gun. To eliminate any increase in effort required to elevate 

or depress the gun, it 23-pound bag of lead shot is provided to 
be poured into the circular backrest its a counterweight. 

R 93. RECOIL MECHANISM. 

�b. 
As the gun *** counterrec"oil buffer springs. Except 

on the last round tired, the buffer springs are aided at the end 
of counterrecoil by the impulse of recoil from the next round, 
which occurs when the barrel extension is within approximately 
1/16 Inch of the trunnion block. The purpose of *** of 
thý. spring. 

(1) Adjustment of cowiterrecoil buffer sprints. -(a) With 

trunnion slide *** in the mount. 
(b) Alternate method (Added). -The counterrecoil spring 

adjusting plugs are set so that their front faces are Gyula inches 
from the rear of the counterrecoil spring housings. The springs 
are adjusted, when necessary, by the same method employed in 

(a) above. This adjustment can he made with or without the 

gun in the mount. 

"+"# * 

J 95. GNNERAa..-The nitialreraft nºachine *** attaching 
a counter weight. mount normally used asThe is a tripod 

With the legs it bemount. removed, may assembled on a 
base for installation. Thepedestal permanent mount consists 

of a relatively short pedestal, supported by three legs, and a 
which carries cradle. gunnertrunnion bracket the The is 

** *- in the cradle. An upper section of armor plate is 

carried by two supports which straddle the waiter jacket and are 
fastened to the trunnion bracket. The recoil mechanism 
*** or uncomfortable position. 

96). I: acrLACINV. Asse-n; bll/ of mount. legs fit --The 
of the mount. The pedestal is fitted with a heiivy hall bearing, 

on which the trunnion bracket socket revolves. There is. a 

.*** emplacing the mount. At the top of the trunnion 
bracket socket Is a heavy fitting consisting of two claws and a 
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lug, by weans the trunnion bracket Theseof which is attached. 
two claws and the lug engage corresponding members of the 

unnion bracket. The cradle is ***. the cradle lock. 
L. Mounting the the *** thegun. -Before - gun of 

mount. It is locked in position by the front gun joint pin and 
the rear gun joint pin. The gun cannot *** secured in 
place. The upper armor shield is attached by its two legs to the 
trunnion bracket and secured by two wing bolts. The am-
munition chest *** of the receiver. The gun must be 
elevated above 30° when changing ammunition chests to prevent 
linterference upper armor shield.b.ý the 

J 98. RECOir. MECHANISM (As (hanged by C 1). -The recoil 
mechanism *. ** tl: e spring guide. With either the water-
cooled or heavy barrel gun in the mount, the gun will counter-

1/16 inch.recoil the amount of recoil plus The recoil (front) 
*** isgun used. 

V111/2 (Added) )SECTION 

ANTIAIRCRAFT MACHINE GUN MOUNT M1L,3 

110.1. GENERAL-The antiaircraft machine-gun mount M63 Is 
a lightweight antiaircraft mount designed for the caliber 50 

.
heavy barrel machine gun. For emergency firing, it will accom 
modate the caliber 50 water-cooled gun or the aircraft basic 
machine gun. This mount is used as a ground mount for cab-
mounted machine guns of trucks and tractors. It can be trans- 
ported in the'same manner as pioneer tools, without sacrificing 

. 

cargo space due to its lightness and compactness. It can be set 
up and made ready to fire in a very short time. To exploit its 
capabilities fully, the M63 mount should he properly dug in. 

U 110.2. DEsCRIPTIoN. -a. The 1163 ruount weighs 144 pounds 
complete. When the mount is set up for fire with the heavy 

,barrel gun and a chest of 200 rounds, its complete weight is 
317 pounds. 

b. The M63 mount consists of four principal groups. These 
groups are the legs, base, the elevator, and the cradle. (See fig. 
69.1. ) . 
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SERVICE OF THE PIECE 

t (1) There are four tubular legs fitted with spades on the outer 

ends. The spade, when forced into the ground, increases the 

stability of the mount.. A stud on the head of each leg Is used 
in alining the leg when assembling to the base. 

(2) The base Is composed of a baseplate, traversing bearing, 

and four leg clamping sockets. The traversing bearing is equip-

red with a bearing lock, which when pushed in, permits the 
traversing bearing to be locked, and the elevator to be unscrewed 
from the base. A bolt protrudes from the baseplate into the 
bearing housing and fastens the elevator to the base. 

(3) 	 The elevator fits into the base socket and extends upward 
lock) locks theat an offset angle. A spring plunger (traverse 

elevator to the base in either of two positions. A removable 
pintle traverses as part of the elevator. A pintle lock, located 

on the elevator, locks the pintle in place. 
(4) The cradle, attached to the pintle, consists of two side 

plates. Two sets of firing handles are provided at the rear of 
the cradle. The extension handles, used for firing at high angles 
of elevation, are locked into position by extension handle sleeves. 
The handles may be folded under the cradle and latched. The 
lower handles may be used when firing at any angle of elevation. 
Both handles located on the left side of the cradle are equipped 
Nvith squeeze type firing levers connected by a linkage to the side 
plate trigger taechanisin. At the left side of the cradle is an 

bracket designed to hold either the ammunition 
chest M2 (200-rounds capacity) or it tray adapted to accommo-
ttmnºunitIon 

(late the anununitioti box 112 (110-rounds 	 capacity). Three . 
locking pins are provided. Two are used to secure the gun In 
the cradle. The third pin is used to lock the cradle In it hori-

zontal or vertical position.
/M 

110.3. IE:MLLACtvo. -a. To assemble the mount, the legs are 
inserted into the leg sockets of the base, alining each leg by 

means of the stud on the leg. The legs are locked by tightening 
the leg clamps. If any one of the leg chimps is broken, lock the 
leg by inserting the cotter pin through the holes in the leg and 
leg socket. Place the elevator in the base socket over the bolt, 

push in the bearing lock to lock the bearing, and screw the 

elevator into position, hand tight. Lock the elevator to the base 
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AN'1'L\IK('1;. \1°f' I'll? 1.1) \1: 1N1'. \1, 

� 
fiýl, i 1II 111111ý. 1, \Ili: 

in a"r.iuºnth h)" uºeans ut" thc" tr; t\"t'rst, 1uc"k. Insert hie lºiutle 
Iwit h c"t"adlt, at tac"led t into) tlºt' pi lit le socket nf Ihe t-levalur. 

The c"1-adle wltst he (ºu the eatººr side as the hend in tlu, eIevat(ct". 

I 
I. uc"k the cradle ill the h((rir((ut, tl lºcisitiutl. Cal-eflMy place the 
tuac"hiut- gull ill the cradle, hiking care that the side phite trigger 
and the sidtý lºIate trigger c"(cntrul uºac"ilauisut are luulºt rl, v ell-
gaged. Secure tluv gull to the c racllt" fº*v une. Ius if Ihe tN\"cºt; nn 
luc"kint; pins tlºrunt; h the uºccttutiug hrac"ket mid the 11-111illionpill 
hcclt. of the t; nn. 

h. A circular trench is (tit; to a depth su that the t; uuuer"s eye
is level with the gun truuni(cns. The vxtensi((u handlcs, Irv folded 
nuclet" the cradle and tilt, Iuwer handles an. used fur firing. '1'1ºe 
spuil fl-()Ill the trench is uscd tu hnild a parapet. When elliplaced 
ill this ntantºer, the nºuttnt call N. used : º? "'Anst t; r((Itnd our air 
tart; t'ts. 
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SERVICE OF THE PIECE 

Y  111. GENERAL. -Machine guns are *** the M43 mount. 
V)! )ther type sights are described below and in FM 44-51. 

119 T? r,... C--, ýrý,,, "*W ý11L. 1.111V 1ý a ý. -rr. 111V 1 1119 ý_. r ,. '' l/ll ti ýý,..- l Y' 1JY DIIlJPlll L.171v 

For it collll, lete discussion of the 11-se of antiaircraft machine gun 
sights see FdI 44-51. 

***** 

114. ULASSIFICATUaN. 

**««s
le. 

Armor piercing-incendiary (Added). -For use against 
armor plate and for incendiary purposes. 

Iui'. NTIFICATION.W'115. 
***** 

b. 

1/(6) Armor piercing-Incendiary (Added). -Cartridge, arsons 
piercing Incendiary, caliber 50, AN, is identified by the,. 

ALT'MINI'DI pntint on the nose of the Itullet. 


125. PLACING AMMUNITION IN CHESTS. i. In loading ammuni-
tion link belts into M2 ammunition chests, the cartridge filler 
piece is locked in place on the spindle by means of the set 
screw in the filler piece. (The position the filler isof piece
dependent upon whether left- or right-hand feed Is being 
used. The filler piece should be positioned the front fin 
when the chest is mounted). The end of the belt having the 
opett single loop Is rolled on the reel with the fins of the filler 

between bullet 

over 

piece the end of the first and second cartridge
in the belt. Fill the spindle to approximately the height of 
the upper half of the chest. The retantinder of the belt is folded 
into lower halfthe of the chest so that the end with the double 
loop lies on top ready to he fed into the receiver. (See fig. 75. ) 

**** 

N134. CLF. ANING BORE. 

ýh 4Mt * 
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ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY FIELD MANUAL 
�. 

(Added. ) The cleaning; rod is inserted from the breech end 
of the barrel whenever possible to avoid wear at the muzzle. 
When using soap an(l water or 11 soda ash solution, the muzzle .is placed in the cleaning solution to prevent damage to the 
breech barrel packing. When it Is necessary to clean the bore 
during it hill In tiring, the bore may be cleaned from the muzzle 
end.. Care should be observed to hold the cleaning rod straight. 

UFMAIN1EatVi 135. CLFANINO of (it"N. -The receiver Is Wiped 
clean, particular rare being taken to remove dirt and lint from 
the belt-holding pawl, the breech lock cam, and the extractor 
switch. ('lean, lintless cloth for willing dry. Until 

,***
the parts are oiled, they should be handled as little as possible. 
Gloves be in handling if Wipe it lightshould used available. 
*¢+ to s\'I. r. -1. 

s.,. i 

Make 
adjustments on the gun before placing it on the mount. 

(1) Check the muzzle and breech packings. 
(2) adjust for heaºdspaee. 
(3) If parts have been replaced or modified, or if adjust-

ment is in doubt, check the timing of the gun. 
(4) Check the In the oll buffer the 

buffer. 
oil and adjustment of (Al 

(: º) Test holt operation und firing 

(G) t'hec"k lttbrirntion. 
. 

(7) See. that the nºljnsting buffer is tight and114rew MI 
protruding. 

(8) Place the gun **° the outlet hoce. 

**** * 

140. GARE AFTER CLEANING. 

#""M " 
A. 

and 

Field strip 
lubricate. 

the gun, 
Examine 

detail 
all 

strip 
p. irts 

the bolt, clean, wipe 
replacements 

dry, 
if 

necessary. 
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SERVICE OF TIIE PIECE 

*** 

the giro. All spare parts should be carefully examined and 
actually tried in the gun to make certain that they will work 

when needed. Spare barrels and barrel packings should be 

given particular attention. 
Pi 1,50. HEAD SPACE CHECKING (As changed by C 1). -Head space 

*** is doubted. The may be 

"e 141. SPARE PARTS AND TooLs. -A complete set in 

may adjustment 	 adjustment 
checked with space gaugethe head A351211 (GO-NO-GO) of 
the head space and timing gauge assembly A351217 or with 
the bead space und timing gauge A19(; 228. 

" 

152. CHECK FOR TIMING (As by C 1). ***.changed 
a. When the head space and timing gauge assembly M351217 

is used: 

'ý(ýº) Itelease the tiring niechanisin by means of the trigger bar 

or the sideplate trigger, use all available means separately, 
repeating the procedures In (2), (3), and (4) above as necessary. 
The Airing pin the means employed.*** 

***** 
4) 

If the firing pin is not released with the FIRE gauge 
in place, or is released with the NO FIRE gauge in place, ad-
justuºent or replacement of the trigger bar sear, or other parts 
if necessary. 

b. When the head space and timing gauge 4196228 and a. . 
0.020 inch feeler-g(iayje are used: 

**** 

by trigger barKýº) Release the tiring mechanism menus of the 

or the side plate trigger (use"all available means separately 

repenting the procedures in (2), (3), and (4) above as neces-

sary). The firing pin *** the means employed. 

/(9) 
If the tiring pin is not released with the feeler gauge 

in place, or is released with the NO FIRE gauge in place, ad-
justnient or replacement of the, trigger bar, sear, or other parts 
if 	 necessary. 

c. 	 When the dime and the nickel are used: 

***** 
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ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY FIELD 'MANUAL 

V (5) Release the firing mechanism by means of the trigger 
bar or the side plate trigger (use all available means separately, 

In (2),repeating the procedures (3), and (4), above, as neces-
sary). The firing, pin *** the elnp: oyed. means 
/(13) 

If the firing pin It not released with a dime in place, 
or is released with Loth a dime and nickel In place, the gun 
should be checked with accurate gauges as adjustment or 
replacement of the trigger bar, sear, or other parts may be 
necessary. 

1/9 
153. ADJUSTMENT RECOILMEC'IIANISJls.OF -The adjustment 

of the recoil mechanism varies for each type of machine gun
(See ch. 4).

%mount 
VM 155.1. (Added. ) ADJUSTING BREECH Loci CAm. -The breech 

lock caul Is installed by positioning the lug on the bottom of 
the cant through the oblong slot in the bottom plate of the 
receiver. The beveled surface of the cam points to the rear. 
The breech lock holt is inserted downwardcam through the 
cam. The castellated nut Is threaded on so that the cotter, pill 
slots are against the lower face of the bottom plate. Screw 
the nut tight, then back it off just enough to Install the cotter 
pin through the aligned hole In the bolt and the ; lots in the 

drawnnut. The nut should be just tight enough so that the 
cats will "float" sli;., l;tly In the receiver, but should not he' 
loose. The clearance between the caul and, the bottom plate 
should be between 0.15)1 Inch and O.th S Inch, measured at the 
U-shaped opening at the front of the calls.ý0 

135.2. (Added. ) ADJUSTMENT OF EXTRACTOR SWITCH.-When 
installed, the extractor hindproperly switch should not nor 

have inure than perceptible side Play. Screw the nut snugly, on 
the extractor stud. Back the lint off just enough to Insert the 

lit the holes In thecotter pin alined nut and the stud. This 
will normally require backing off one castellation, but should 
never be more than two castellations. 

/0 
160. BUFb't: a Illsxs. -The adjusting screw on the backplate 

must be tight and protruding. It should he *** the 
buffer disks. 
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SERVICE OF TIIE PIECE 

APPrNDIX 

LIST OF REFERENCES 
*** M 

.i Employment of AA Automatic Weapons---- FAI 44-2" 	 (4-102) 
�C: unnery for Antiaircraft Artillery-------- FM 44-10 (4-110) 

***** 
A 

Sei"vice Of the 40-min Fire Unit FAI 4-160� 
AAA --------------------

Fire Control, Automatic Weapons FAI 44-51 

o**** 
ýývitrciwnin;: Machine (3nn, ('iililºer 

.: 
0, II13, AI'_'----- MAI 23-65 

***** 
[A. G. 30U. 7 (! ) Se'p 44). ] 
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